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COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE TO APRIL 13, 2022 (8:30 a.m.) 

Correspondence 

(1) D. Marley, April 6, 2022, regarding “DWV Economic Recovery Task Force”

(2) April 7, 2022, regarding “Fwd: Place for Sport”

(3) April 7, 2022, regarding “Yard Maintenance Noise”

(4) West Van Matters, April 7, 2022, regarding West Van Matters Newsletter

(5) 2 submissions, April 8 and 10, 2022, regarding Finance and Audit Committee
Request for Staff Report on Pay Parking Options and Alternatives

(6) April 8, 2022, regarding “Words matter” (Transit on the North Shore)

(7) April 8, 2022, regarding “Why West Vancouver may never "be green"”

(8) 2 submissions, April 10, 2022, regarding Development Proposal for Evelyn by
Onni Lot 8

(9) April 10, 2022, regarding “UFNP and Tree bylaw”

(10) April 10, 2022, regarding Traffic Control by West Vancouver Police
Department

(11) April 12, 2022, regarding “2329 Lawson Ave eyesore” (House Construction)

(12) West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, April 12, 2022, regarding Rotary Ride
for Rescue (June 11, 2022)

(13) Committee and Board Meeting Minutes – Art Museum Advisory Committee
meeting February 8 and March 8, 2022; Gleneagles Community Centre
Advisory Committee meeting February 17, 2022; Community Engagement
Committee meeting March 2, 2022; Awards Committee meeting March 2, 2022;
and Arts & Culture Advisory Committee meeting March 10, 2022

Correspondence from Other Governments and Government Agencies 

No items. 

Responses to Correspondence 

(14) Financial Services, April 6, 2022, response to S. Nicholls regarding Finance
and Audit Committee Request for Staff Report on Pay Parking Options and
Alternatives

(15) Financial Services, April 6, 2022, response regarding Finance and Audit
Committee Request for Staff Report on Pay Parking Options and Alternatives

(16) Financial Services, April 6, 2022, response regarding Finance and Audit
Committee Request for Staff Report on Pay Parking Options and Alternatives

(17) Director of Engineering & Transportation Services, April 7, 2022, response
regarding “Hydro infrastructure - Bay Street and Royal, Horseshoe Bay”
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According to the DWV web-site, as part of the District’s Strategic Plan for 2021-22, Council wants to 
encourage a local economy which features “vital and vibrant commercial centres”. Working “in conjunction 
with the Mayor’s task force”, the District intends to “support existing businesses and incentivize 
redevelopment” and will “take measures to support vibrancy (that word again), diversity, locality (whatever this 
is) and charm in commercial centres.” Quite an impressive agenda! Again, it’s mere bureaucratic bafflegab.  
 
Given the prominent reference to the economic recovery task force in the District’s strategic objectives for 
2021/22, it seems strange to me that neither the composition nor, more importantly, the recommendations of the 
task force are to be found on the District’s web-site.  
 
In a recent e-mail, Mayor Booth advised me that an informal advisory committee was established, which had 
been “productive and constructive” and which has resulted in certain unspecified “suggestions” that “have or 
are being implemented”. That’s good I suppose, depending on the suggestions. What is the content of these 
suggestions? Which ones have to date been implemented? Which ones are being implemented? For that matter, 
which ones have been put on the back-burner or ignored entirely? Do you know? If not, why not?  
 
There’s an old Japanese proverb, one to which I subscribe wholeheartedly: “Fix the problem, not the blame.” 
During the watch of numerous DWV Councils over many years our three commercial centres have been 
steadily deteriorating. Their current state is truly appalling. In slightly over six months, as I’m sure you are 
more than well aware, our next municipal election will be held. As a central part of the debate and deliberations 
throughout the campaign leading to this election, ought to be the condition of our District’s commercial centres, 
about as far from vital and vibrant as one can imagine, and what various candidates for election or re-election to 
our local Council propose can and should to be done by our local government to assist with significant 
improvement to this situation in a timely fashion.  As a starting point, the residents and business owner-
operators of West Vancouver deserve to know what to date has been done by this Council to address this 
situation, particularly with regard to the recommendations, whatever these may be, of the economic recovery 
task force established by Council almost two years ago.  
 
If you aren’t yet aware of the recommendations or, for that matter, the composition of the Economic Recovery 
Task Force, will you inform yourself and thereafter advise me? Or, even better, instruct staff to put this 
information in a prominent position on the District’s web-site and do so promptly in order that all local residents 
and business owner-operators might see what is, and is not, being done on their behalf or, at least, at their 
expense?  
 
Apparently, the District has recently hired a “senior community planner-economic development”. I have twice 
requested a copy of this individual’s job description but have yet to be provided with it. Will you instruct staff 
to e-mail a copy to me?  
 
My apologies for banging on at such length about this matter. I have a sincere concern about what is happening 
to my community respecting its commercial centres and a great desire to see a concrete plan articulated for 
remedial action of a timely nature.  
 
I hereby request that my name and contact information remain on this e-mail communication.  
 
David Marley 

 
West Vancouver, BC 

 
 
604-926-8994 
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COUNCIL A GENDA

Director
Date: EYI’np ifl( tern:

DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER
750 17TH STREET, WEST VANCOUVER SC V7V 3T3

COUNCIL REPORT

Date: May 25, 2020 —__________________________

From: I Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation

and Local Economic Recovery
File: 2580-1 0-2020

RECOMMENDATION

THAT

1. The report dated May 25, 2020 providing an update on Economic
Development Plan implementation and local economic recovery be *

received for information; and

2. A Council representative be appointed to the Economic Recovery Task
Force, as described in Appendix ‘A’ to this report.

1.0 Purpose

The purpose of this report is to update Council on the ongoing
implementation of the Economic Development Plan and refinements made
to the District’s economic development role since July 2019; and to
describe District actions to support local businesses during the Provincial
government’s COVID-19 response through May 2020, and BC’s Restart
Plan over the next 18 months.

2.0 Executive Summary

This report provides an update on Economic Development Plan
implementation through spring 2020. It also describes District support for
local businesses since the declaration of the COVID-1 9 pandemic, and in
response to a series of Provincial health orders and the introduction of
economic supports by senior levels of government.

This report outlines current District efforts to expand outdoor retail space
and restaurant seating for local businesses facing reduced sales volumes
due to ongoing social distancing requirements under Phase II of the
Province’s Restart Plan which began in mid-May 2020.

While much remains uncertain during this pandemic, the District must
continue its support for local economic recovery and a more resilient
community. This report describes the role of a new Economic Recovery
Task Force as an advisory body to staff over the next 18 months.
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From: Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

This Task Force will also provide input into the mandate and terms of 0
reference for a longer-term economic development advisory body once we
have a better understanding of economic cqnditions post-COVID19.

3.0 Legislation/Bylaw/Policy

Under the Local Government Act (LGA), a municipality is not required tp
include economic policies in its Official Community Plan (OCP). However,
it may opt to include higher level policy statements; for example, to
establish broader objectives for the local economy (LGA 474(2)). West
Vancouver includes such policy directions in the Local Economy section of
its OCP.

4.0 Official Community Plan

The OCP was adopted in June 2018. The Local Economy is identified as
one of the Plan’s five key themes and policy sections.

The OCP includes 22 policies for strengthening West Vancouver’s
established commercial centres, supporting tourism development, and
promoting opportunities for innovation and new business start-ups. These
higher level policy statements fully align with the Economic Development
Plan’s key strategies which are focussed on tourism, established
commercial areas, and emerging business opportunities.

5.0 Financial Implications

The District’s Economic Development function is carried out by one
dedicated FTE (Manager, Economic Development). Starting in 2020, this
role is to be supported by an annual summer student intern position.
However, the hiring process was put on hold at the outset of the COVID
19 pandemic, and staff anticipate that this could be re-cast as a fall
internship this year.

To date, specific projects recommended in the Economic Development
Plan have been funded as one-time initiatives.

6.0 Background

6.1 Previous Decisions

Council, at its July 8, 2019, regular meeting, passed the following
resolution(s):

THAT staff advance proposed refinements to the District’â economic
development role including:

• better integration of municipal economic objectives within other
District functions and services;
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From: Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

• formalizing working partnerships with external agencies — to better
align mutual objectives, optimize resources, and facilitate project
opportunities;

• developing an operational budget for municipal economic
development; and

• developing draft terms of reference for a proposed West Vancouver
Business Council for further consideration by Council; and

THAT staff provide regular updates to Council on the status of the
Economic Development Plan on a quarterly or as-needed basis.

6.2 History

The preparation of an Economic Development Plan for the District of West
Vancouver was initiated in early 2016, with the creation of a new staff
position responsible for local economic development. Work included 18
months of research, stakeholder engagement, academip and other
working partnerships, and strategy development.

The Economic Development Plan (attached as Appendix ‘C’) was
endorsed by Council in February 2018. This Plan is founded on three
strategies focussed on visitors, commercial areas, and emerging
opportunities; and lays out 39 specific recommendations for growing and
diversifying the local economy.

In 2019, Council defined its strategic goal for the local economy — that is,
to “create vital and vibrant commercial centres”. Council’s key objectives
under this overarching goal include: the preparation of local area plans in
Horseshoe Bay Village and Ambleside Town Centre; collaboration with the
business community on mutual priorities; and implementation of the
Economic Development Plan.

7.0 Analysis

7.1 Discussion

7.1.1 Economic Development Plan Implementation

Implementation of the Economic Development Plan has been ongoing
since February 2018. Progress made on each of the Plan’s
recommendations is shown in the table in Appendix ‘B’.

The positioning of West Vancouver as a visitor destination is supported by
District representation on the Sea-to-Sky Destination Development
Council, Vancouver Coast and Mountain industry forums, Destination BC
marketing initiatives, the Board of Vancouver’s North Shore Tourism
Association, and membership in Tourism Vancouver. The following
provides a brief update on key District projects in support of the Visitor
Strategy:

4O575Q5v1



Date: May 25, 2020 Page 4
From: Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Sublect: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

Destination Branding Q
The purpose of a destination brand for West Vancouver is to create
a unique identity for this community in the visitor marketplace —

specifically, within the Sea-to-Sky and Metro Vancouver tourism
regions. It speaks to what makes our community special, and what
it promises to the visitor.

The marketing plan serves as a ‘road map’ for guiding future
District investment in content development, advertising, and
promotion; and for leveraging some of the community’s successful
‘sub-brands’ within the arts, recreation and commercial sectors.

During 2019, staff and a consultant held a series of comprehensive
workshops to develop West Vancouver’s destination brand story
and understand its targeted visitor markets. Verbal branding
guidelines were completed by the end of the year; and one-time
funding was requested to complete the visual guidelines and
develop marketing content, including videos for social media.

• Completion of this work is key for ensuring West Vancouver’s
readiness to benefit from tourism sector recovery in 2020-2021.

• West Vancouver’s positioning as an intimate, boutique-scale
destination and its offerings in nature/outdoor recreation, arts and
culture, and village retail and dining is highly advantageous given
the anticipated industry re-boot, focusing on local and regional
visitors, and then domestic travel. The international market is
expected to change significantly as Destination BC and Destination
Canada identify safe markets for focused tourism promotion.

Community Wayfinding Plan

• Wayfinding signage is a critical awareness and directional tool for
visitors - both along highways and major access points to the
community, and for navigating within the community to find specific
attractions, amenities, and businesses.

• Staff have been working with the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure (MOTI) to:

o update existing service and attraction signs at local highway
exits; and

• o introduce community gateway signage — i.e., at entry points
to West Vancouver from the Sea-to-Sky Highway and from
Vancouver and North Vancouver1.

• A comprehensive community wayfinding plan involving both District
staff and community stakeholders, and broader public engagement

1 Timing for implementation is to be determined.
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has been underway since fall 2019. Project completion is
anticipated in September 2020.

Visitor Accommodations — Boutique Hotel

In mid-2019, a consultant was retained to examine the viability of a
mixed hotel and office development in West Vancouver, and to
provide direction for development and application of land use
policies to support this type of mixed-use development in the
Ambleside Town Centre. Key findings are as follows:

o While Ambleside is one of the most desirable locations for
development, it is also one of the most difficult due to
prohibitive land costs, outdated land use regulations, and
risks associated with rezoning.

o A hotel project in this location would be a lifestyle-oriented
boutique hotel on the order of 80-1 20 rooms (with at-grade
retail) that could provide a self-encompassing destination
experience with connection to the waterfront.

o A stand-alone hotel is not considered economically feasible;
an office development on its own could generate modest
returns but this would be insufficient to offset development
risks.

o The higher risk and return requirement for hotel development
would be partially mitigated by the lower risk and return
requirements of strata office development in a mixed-use
project, with retail at grade.

o Incentivizing hotel and office uses will require a significant
increase in density over existing zoning, and a reduction or
waiving of CACs.

The further direction in this report is that work is needed to make
Ambleside more attractive for development by creating policies to
expand housing diversity, local population (particularly a younger
demographic), and employment base. This would increase the
local consumer base to support growth of retail businesses and
improve the overall tenant mix. These efforts, supported by place-
making and destination development initiatives, are key directions
for the Ambleside Town Centre Plan.

Visitor Accommodations — Short-Term Vacation Rentals

Research on short-term vacation rentals has been identified as a
key work item for a student intern during the summer (or fall) of
2020. Specifically, we would look to determine the number of such
accommodations, identify associated issues, potential impacts on
the District’s rental housing supply (e.g., secondary suites), and
opportunities for legitimizing such accommodations to support West
Vancouver’s positioning as a visitor destination.

4057505v1
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From: Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

7.1.2 Refinements to Economic Development Role cz)
Refinements made to the District’s economic development role, per
Council’s resolution of July 8, 2019, are outlined below:

Better Integration with other District Operations

The Manager of Economic Development has been working cross
divisionally within the organization since early 2016 — both to support
strategic initiatives led by other departments; and to engage staff from
those departments in local economic development.

The results of these efforts include the Local Economy being recognized
as one of five key policy areas in the new OCP; strong alignment between
the Economic Development Plan and the Arts and Culture Strategy; and
recognition of the importance of District parks, culture, and community
services in supporting a visitor economy.

Re-casting departmental wayfinding objectives within a comprehensive
Community Wayfinding Plan illustrates the cost-effectiveness of a District-
wide approach, and greater opportunities for cross-divisional collaboration.
This project is being led by the Manager of Economic Development, as a
key implementation action for the Visitor Strategy, but is being co
managed by staff from Engineering and Transportation.

Staff from other departments have also been engaged (along with
community members) in Destination Branding and, when completed, this
work will support the marketing of District facilities, programs and eventë
as part of a comprehensive destination offering.

There is a growing appreciation of local economic objectives within other
Departments, due in part to Council’s strategic priorities for the local
economy including implementation of the Economic Development Plan.

External Agencies

Staff have executed FOIPPA information sharing agreements with the
West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce (Chamber) and the Ambleside
Dundarave Business Improvement Association (ADBIA) to enable
provision of business licence information — to aid in these organization’s
respective outreach to local businesses.

As of fall 2019, the Manager of Economic Development is facilitating
regular meetings between Executive Team members and the Board and
staff of the Ambleside-Dundarave BIA. This has facilitated a mutual
exchange of information, and the framing of project partnerships.

A new five-year service agreement has been negotiated and executed
with the Chamber, effective January 1, 2020. It outlines mutual
expectations and obligations, a process of annual planning and review,
and opportunities for collaboration and leveraging external resources.
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From: Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

The Manager of Economic Development is also the District’s liaison to, or
representative on the following regional economic and tourism
organizations:

• Destination British Columbia (various forums and committees)

• Vancouver’s North Shore Tourism Association (Board of Directors)

• Metro Vancouver’s Regional Economic Prosperity Advisory Committee

• Economic Partnership North Shore

• Sea-to-Sky Destination Development Council

Funding for Economic Development

In July 2019, staff reported that the establishment of the District’s local
economic development role and preparation of the Economic
Development Plan was undertaken by a staff of one, within the Office of
the Chief Administrative Officer. This was achieved through seeking out
and leveraging working partnerships with the local business community
and numerous external agencies.

Plan implementation has been supported by key staff from other
departments, and specific projects have been supported through one-time
funding initiatives. The operational budget for Economic Development
supports one FTE staff position and one annual student internship.

A 2020 funding request has been submitted for completion of the
Destination Brand and Marketing Plan. Operational funding for Economic
Development should be considered under the District’s next budget
process to ensure support for local economic recovery and resilience-
building.

Economic Development Advisory Body

In creating the Economic Development Plan, the District has benefited
from the guidance and support of the local business community, academic
partners, industry associations, and various experts in their respective
fields — i.e., technology, creative industries, tourism, retail, real estate,
land development, urban design, community resilience, etc. There is
great value in harnessing such expertise through an advisory body.

In July 2019, staff had recommended the establishment of a “West
Vancouver Business CounciF’2 to advise staff and Council in evaluating
investment and development opportunities for West Vancouver, and to
make recommendations for advancing the community’s economic
development objectives.

2 i.e., an “Economic Development Advisory Committee”
4057505v1
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Subject: Update on Economic Development Plan Implementation and Local Economic Recovery

The acute shock of the COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated West
Vancouver’s chronic stresses3 to highlight the community’s vulnerabilities,
and the ongoing need for resilience-building. However, it will likely be
another 18 months before the full economic impacts of this pandemic
become clear.

An Economic Recovery Task Force is being established as an advisory
body to staff, to help develop recovery plans over this interim period. The
mandate and responsibilities of this Task Force are described in the draft
operating guidelines attached as Appendix ‘A’.

This Task Force will also provide input into the mandate, strategic
priorities, and terms of reference for a future Economic Development
Advisory Committee, as an advisory body to Council and staff on longer
term economic development opportunities.

Staff are recommending that a Council representative be appointed to the
Task Force.

7.1.3 Support to West Vancouver Businesses during COVID-19 Response

District staff have been working with colleagues at the City and District of
North Vancouver, the Chambers of Commerce and Business
Improvement Associations (BIAs) on the North Shore, North Shore
Emergency Management (NSEM), and Vancouver Coastal Health to
identify local business needs, share information, and provide links to
senior government support programs for small business. This has
included weekly conference calls since early March 2020.

Public information and updates are posted on the District’s web site and
social media channels, including links to local, provincial and federal
health authorities; and Canada’s COVID-19 Economic Response Plan. In
addition to general information about the CQVID-19 pandemic, there is
specific information for West Vancouver businesses posted at the
following link: https://westvancouver.caleconomy/covid-1 9-information-
and-resources-businesses.

Staff also participate in weekly conference calls with Destination BC on
impacts to and recovery plans for the provincial tourism sector, and
receive regular updates from Small Business and Marketplace Services -

Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada,

The West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce hosted an information
webinar with MP Patrick Weiler on May 4, 2020, where he explained and
answered questions about the federal government’s economic support
programs. This is likely the first in a series of such webinars.

___

0
West Vancouver’s chronic stresses are associated with an aging and declining population, a

sprawled auto-dependent pattern of development, limited housing choice and affordability, and a
reliance on a non-resident workiorce.
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7.1.4 Current Initiatives in Response to Phase II of BC’s Restart Plan

The permitted re-opening of restaurants, retail and other businesses under
Phase II of BC’s Restart Plan includes new safety guidelines from
WorkSafeBC and a requirement for COVID-19 safety plans for each
business. For restaurants, cafes and pubs — this means a maximum of
50% of their usual capacity of patrons at one time; maximum parties of six
people; and a two-metre separation between patrons sitting at different
tables and between patrons from different parties sitting at a bar or
counter.

Staff have been working on two separate initiatives to help offset the
economic impacts of social distancing on local businesses:

1. Opportunities for restaurants to serve diners in local parks; and

2. Expanded outdoor dining and retail opportunities in commercial
areas.

Within the commercial areas, this could take the form of new or expanded
sidewalk patios, outdoor retail displays, temporary conversion of curbside
parking for outdoor dining, or use of private parking lots. Staff are working
on an expedited approval process for implementation starting in June
2020.

7.1.5 Longer Term Considerations for Economic Recovery and Resilience

The advent of COVID-19 has changed the context for local economic
development. Necessary government actions to curb the spread of
COVID-19 have had a devastating impact on the Canadian and provincial
economies. While it is understood that these are short-term impacts and
economic recovery plans are now underway, no one knows what the
longer-term impacts will be or what the “new normal” may look like once
the pandemic is over.

We are however, already seeing:

• the need for ‘brick and mortar’ businesses to establish a stronger
online presence, and greater options for home delivery;

• significant changes in office demand as people embrace working
from home options and remote meeting technologies;

• decreased opportunities in international education;

• anticipated changes to the seniors’ care industry;

re-building of the provincial tourism industry focused on local,
small-scale opportunities and targeting a domestic market over the
foreseeable future; and

• challenges for public transit in a new era of social distancing.

Over the next 18 months, staff will work with the Economic Recovery Task
Force (see Appendix ‘A’) to examine short-term impacts and longer term
scenarios for various business types, to better understand their longer
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term viability and potential opportunities. This work will support ongoing
implementation of the Economic Development Plan, and identify priorities
for a Plan update.

Staff are also working to align the District’s recovery plans with those of
our local partners, the Chamber and ADBIA; and with regional economic
organizations in which West Vancouver is represented.

7.2 Sustainability

West Vancouver’s long-term sustainability is very much tied to its ability to
address the chronic stresses of a mature “bedroom” community, including
an established land use and development pattern built upon sprawled,
automobile-dependent neighbourhoods, an aging population, and a largely
(93%) residential tax base. Specific resilience challenges in West
Vancouver include:

• Limited housing options for both older and younger households,
with residents relocating to other communities in search of more
suitable and more affordable housing

• High cost of housing that limits potential newcomers to increasingly
those of more affluent households, further increasing land values
and reducing the ability of local young adults and families to
establish themselves in the community

• Transportation issues including geographic and topographic
challenges, limited road access to the North Shore, regionaltraffic
congestion and limited transit service

• Viability of local businesses, given local demographics, spending
patterns, high rents and limited leasing opportunities, poor quality of
commercial premises, and difficulty in attracting and retaining staff

The Economic Development Plan provides a road map for diversifying and
growing the local economy to support West Vancouver’s transition from a
mature bedroom municipality to a resilient community.

The acute shock of the COVID-1 9 pandemic has further highlighted the
community’s vulnerabilities and added a more immediate time dimension
to this work in the form of an economic recovery plan.

7.3 Public Engagement and Outreach

Public engagement on Economic Development Plan implementation has
been undertaken as an integral part of key projects through spring 2020,
including destination branding, and the community wayfinding plan.

A key communication role for District staff during the COVID-1 9 response
has been to access and disseminate accurate information from senior
levels of government, including Provincial Health Orders, and details
about federal and provincial support programs.

4057505v1
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Staff have been working with local business groups and municipal
colleagues across the North Shore as part of a Resilient Local Economy
Task Force, which has provided for an efficient exchange of information
and sharing of best practices during the pandemic.

7.4 Other Communication, Consultation, and Research

To be determined.

8.0 Options

8.1 Recommended Option

Staff are recommending that the report dated May 25, 2020 providing an
update on Economic Development Plan implementation and local
economic recovery be received for information; and that a Council
representative be appointed to the Economic Recovery Task Force, as
described in Appendix ‘A’ to this report.

8.2 Considered Options

No other options have been considered as this report provides a status
update on staff efforts to support local businesses during the COVID-19
pandemic and economic recovery phase — work that is currently in
process and time-sensitive.

9.0 Conclusion

Implementation of the Economic Development Plan has been ongoing
since 2018. Progress on the Plan’s 39 recommendations is outlined in
Appendix ‘B’ to this report.

For the past several weeks, District staff have supported West Vancouver
businesses through access to information during the COVID-19 response,
and examining opportunities for outdoor dining and retail to mitigate
reduced customer capacity due to social distancing requirements.

Staff are establishing an Economic Recovery Task Force as an advisory
body to staff in supporting local economic recovery, and identifying
priorities for long-term economic development and resilience-building.

Author:

Stephen Mikicich, Manager, Economic Development
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Appendices:

A. Draft Operating Guidelines for Proposed Economic Recovery Taék Force

B. Table Showing Progress Made on Each of the 39 Recommendations in
the Economic Development Plan (updated May 25, 2020)

C. District of West Vancouver Economic Development Plan, January 2018

C
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Appendix ‘A’

Economic Recovery Task Force
Operating Guidelines

1. Mandate
1.1 The Economic Recovery Task Force (‘the Task Farce”) will assist staff in efforts to

support local businesses during the COVID-1 9 pandemic and the four-phased
Provincial Economic Recovery Plan aver a period of approximately 18 months
starting in June 2020. The Task Force will also assist in establishing strategic
priorities for local economic development following the pandemic.

2 Responsibilities
2.1 The Task Force will support the District’s economic development function by:

a) reviewing the Economic Development Plan (2018) and advising on:

i. implementation priorities and further recommendations in light of the
COVID-19 pandemic and Provincial Restart Plan; and

H. emerging opportunities and longer-term priorities for local economic
development post-pandemic;

b) providing advice on appropriate District services for local businesses during the
gradual re-opening of the provincial economy;

c) examining key sectors of the local and regional economies to understand the
longer-term impacts of CO VID-1 9;

d) identifying information, skills, and resource needs of local businesses for
building resilience over the longer term;

e) advising on updates to municipal policies and regulations pertaining to local
businesses;

f) identifying strategic partnership and investment opportunities for advancing
growth and diversification of the local economy;

g) providing input into the mandate, strategic priorities, and terms of reference for
a future Economic Development Advisory Committee; and

h) advising on other issues as may be referred by the Manager of Economic
Development from time to time.
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3. Composition o
3.1 The Task Force will be drawn from the local and regional business communities, and

will consist of 10 members appointed by the Manager of Economic Development, as
follows:

a) 3 representatives from the West Vancouver business community at large

b) 1 representative from the West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce

c) 1 representative from the Horseshoe Bay Business Association

d) 1 representative from the Ambleside-Dundarave Business Improvement
Association

e) 1 representative from Economic Partnership North Shore

f) 2 representatives from leading sectors of the regional economy

g) 1 representative from a local university-level business school

3.2 One member of Council will be designated to serve as a Council representative on
the Task Force. *

4. Support and Oversight

4.1 The work of this Task Force will be facilitated by the Manager of Economic
Development, with support from Administrative Services staff.

4.2 It is anticipated that staff from other Divisions will provide support or input on specific
initiatives that may be under consideration by the Task Force from time to time.

0
Document #4084513v1 2



Appendix ‘B’
Progress Made on Each of the 39 Recommendations in the Economic
Development Plan (updated May 25, 2020)

PART A: LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY RESILIENCE

Recommendation Status—May 2020

A-i Develop a new OCP built on a vision Completed: New OCP was adopted in
of West Vancouver as a resilient June 2018. Local Economy is one of
community that fully addresses West five key themes or policy areas of the
Vancouver’s demographic, social and new Plan.
economic challenges and
opportunities.

A-2 Utilize the Economic Development Ongoing: e.g., OCP, Arts & Culture
Plan as a framework for integrating Strategy, Community Wayfinding Plan,
local economic considerations with Local Area Plans, Destination Branding
District services and key initiatives, and Marketing, North Shore Culture

Compass (launched 05.25.20)

A-3 Support the work of the West Ongoing: Council’s strategic goals for
Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, 201 9-2020 include “creating vital and
the Ambleside-Dundarave BIA, and vibrant commercial centres” through
the Horseshoe Bay Business local area planning, implementation of
Association in strengthening West the Economic Development Plan, and
Vancouver’s commercial districts collaboration with the business
through project partnerships and community on mutual priorities
other opportunities.

A-4 Continue building and strengthening Ongoing: e.g., destination marketing
partnerships with other government organizations, regional economic
and industry organizations to bodies, various government agencies,
leverage external expertise and academic institutions, etc.
resources for Plan implementation.

A-5 Establish a new fee-for-service Completed: A new five-year service
agreement with the West Vancouver agreement was approved by Council
Chamber of Commerce, based on and is in effect as of January 1, 2020. It
the service needs identified in the provides for an annual process of
Economic Development Plan, the mutual priority-setting and review,
Chamber’s ability to deliver such greater accountability, and opportunities
services, and available resources. to leverage external resources.

A-6 Execute the District’s oversight Ongoing: Annual work plan item for
responsibilities with respect to Financial Services with timing related to
“Ambleside-Dundarave Business the ADBIA’s Annual General Meeting,
Improvement Area Service Bylaw No. and respective ADBIA and DWV budget

Document #4058287 1
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. 4847, 2015” with respect to granting processes. Next ASM tentative for
and taxation. 06.24.20.

PART B: VISITOR STRATEGY

Recommendation Status — May 2020

B-i Position West Vancouver as a Completed: Phase I branding (2019)
recreational and cultural daytrip Pending: Phase II (subject to 2020
destination within the Metro fundin
Vancouver and Sea-to-Sky tourism
reions The Destination Brand and Marketing

Plan identifies the strategic investments
that the District needs to make in
tourism brand awareness and
marketing. Building on initial work on
destination branding in 2019, the next
phase of this project includes:
destination brand logo and tag line,
graphic standards for marketing
content, brand awareness campaign,
guidance on tourism content and
messaging on the District’s web site(s)
and social media, creation of
destination videos, and traditional
advertising. This is the creative content
we need to enter the tourism
marketplace starting in 2020.

B-2 Define potential visitor markets for Completed: See B-i (2019)
West Vancouver using such tools West Vancouver’s Explorer Types: (i)
as Explorer Quotient and Explorer Authentic Experiencers; (2) Cultural
Type to align visitor offerings and Explorers
promotional messaging.

B-3 Participate in Destination BC’s Completed: Destination Development
regional destination development Plans for Sea-to-Sky and Metro
planning for the Sea-to-Sky and Vancouver tourism regions (2019)
Metro Vancouver tourism regions Resulting Initiatives: (1) Tourism
(2017-2019), and in targeted visitor Catalyst Fund; (2) Sea-to-Sky Tourism
campaigns. Council

8-4 Work with travel media to leverage As opportunities arise
West Vancouver’s many visitor
attributes, and cultivate a unique
travel experience, with opportunities

2



Reôornrnendation

for visitor immersion in the arts,
nature, outdoor recreation,
community celebrations, and
indigenous culture.

Formalize an agreement with the
VNSTA to serve as the District’s
official Destination Marketing
Organization (DM0), and
participate in the Municipal and
Regional District Tax (MRDT)
program to ensure that eligible
tourist accommodations in West
Vancouver may collect the MRDT
to contribute towards local DM0
funding.

Establish baseline visitor
perceptions of West Vancouver and
compile visitor data from local
visitor attractions to determine a
starting point in 2018 for measuring
future growth.

Deferred: Timing for changes to the
MRDT tax collected on the North Shore
is subject to expiration of existing
agreements and/or proposed changes
to the tax rate. At this time, no property
other than the Horseshoe Bay Motel
would be eligible to collect this tax (if
imposed). VNSTA remains West
Vancouver’s de factor DM0, and the
Manager, Economic Development sits
on the VNSTA Board as DWV
representative.

To be determined upon completion!
launch of the Destination Brand and
initial investments in destination
marketing.

Document #4058287 3
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8-5

8-6

8-7 Create and update content (text, To be determined: This work would be
images, video, and other media) undertaken during Phase II of the
showcasing West Vancouver’s Destination Brand and Marketing Plan
visitor offerings in partnership with which remains subject to funding
local tourism stakeholders for approval in 2020.
dissemination via: VNSTA,
Destination BC; and Tourism
Vancouver.

8-8 Update the “Visit West Van” page Planned for 2020: An initial web site
on westvancouver.ca to be update will add new content and
consistent with visitor information updated information links, but more in-
and messaging on the District’s depth messaging and coordinated
partner web sites, and include marketing is subject to completion of
relevant links, the Destination Brand and Marketing

Plan.

8-9 Develop an advertising strategy To be determined: Implementation is
with local tourism partners to subject to funding approval for
leverage opportunities for cross- destination marketing

: promotion of West Vancouver as a
visitor destination.
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B-l0 Examine advertising opportunities To be determined upon completion of
via Blue Bus vehicles and the Destination Brand and Marketing
TransLink bus shelters in high Plan. At this time, individual
traffic areas of downtown destinations and businesses in West
Vancouver (e.g. Georgia Street, Vancouver have made excellent use of
and in close proximity to Stanley this advertising vehicle — e.g., ADBIA,
Park). Park Royal, Cypress Mountain

B-il Develop a District-wide wayfinding In process: This work is presently
plan that builds on initial work by underway. Completion anticipated Q3
the ADBIA, focusing on major traffic 2020. This Plan will put forward a
routes into West Vancouver and wayfinding system and design concepts
guiding visitors to local commercial for future implementation.
areas and other visitor attractions. Implementation would likely be phased,

based on wayfinding priorities and
budget considerations.

B-12 Examine potential tourism benefits Completed: Based on input from IT
of future District investments in Services and Communications, the
interactive mapping and/or District will not be creating new apps,
downloadable applications for but will be investing in a mobile-friendly
mobile devices, web site. While the current web site will

be updated with new content (as it is
developed), a future overhaul of
westvancouver.ca will provide an
opportunity for a more robust tourism
presence.

B-i3 Support the development of a Completed: Study looking at feasibility
boutique hotel(s) in the Ambleside of hotel and office development (land
Town Centre. use and development parameters) — Q4

2019. Should inform both Ambleside
Town Centre Plan, and consideration of
any hotel/office proposal in advance of
Plan completion (interim policy).

B-14 Support the development of visitor Ongoing: BPP has been fully engaged
accommodations in the future in the Economic Development Plan and
Cypress Village and other Visitor Strategy. Development of visitor
commercial centres, where feasible. accommodations in Cypress Village,

along with other attractions is fully
supported by the Economic
Development Plan.

B-15 Develop draft policy and regulations Planned for 2020: Research on short-
to allow for “bed and breakfast” and term vacation rentals was to be a key
“short-term vacation rental” as work plan item for an Economic
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Recommendation Status — May 2020 J
permitted uses on properties Development student internship in the
recognized for their heritage value, summer of 20201.
both to broaden accommodation
options, and to provide an

‘ economic incentive for heritage
, conservation.

B-is Promote the integration of Completed: The Manager, Economic
economic considerations in the Development and members of the local
District’s Arts and Culture Strategy, business community provided
to ensure that the arts can significant input into the Arts & Culture
contribute to the local economy, Strategy (adopted June 2018); and staff
and support West Vancouver’s have ensured strong alignment between
development as a visitor this Strategy and the Economic
destination. Development Plan.

6-17 Continue to work with Indigenous Ongoing: ITBC has been fully
Tourism BC (ITBC) and Indigenous engaged in the Visitor Strategy and
Tourism Canada (ITAC) to pursue specific initiatives such as the
opportunities in Indigenous tourism Destination Brand and Marketing Plan,
in West Vancouver.

6-18 Consider opportunities for Ongoing: North Shore Mountain Bike
sanctioned mountain bike trails via Association has been engaged in the
implementation of the Upper Lands Visitor Strategy. Opportunities for
policies in the OCP, development of mountain bike trails will be realized
a Trails Plan, and/or area planning through the work of the Parks
process for the future Cypress Department, development of Cypress
Village. Village, and the development of all-

season attractions at Cypress
. Mountain.

8-19 Work with West Vancouver’s Ongoing: One of West Vancouver’s
business community and key visitor offerings is the variety of
destination marketing organizations retail goods and services (including
to leverage regional marketing dining options) in established
initiatives, gain recognition of West commercial villages. Opportunities for
Vancouver as a “foodie” food-related tourism are also supported
destination, increase business for by Destination BC’s co-op marketing
local restaurants and food retailers, programs — such as the BC Ale Trail,
and attract new complementary and dining and culinary tours.
businesses.

1 The District is putting new staff recruitment on hold, given uncertain time-lines and remote work arrangements
in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. While staff have reviewed and short-listed applicants for interviews, it 15
anticipated that this internship will be delayed until fall 2020, meaning research findings and policy implications
will not be presented until 2021.
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B-20 Expand food experiences at local Ongoing: Local restaurants and other
festivals and special events, e.g., food retailers have been involved in
with food trucks, pop up District events and programs such as

. restaurants, and other vendors. Harmony Arts and Bridge Festivals; as
have our local commercial districts.
Future opportunities could be
harnessed by Cultural Services staff
working more closely with the local
business community.

PART C: COMMERCIAL AREAS STRATEGY

Recommendation Status — May 2020

C-i Undertake a contextual analysis of To be determined: This work should
the Marine Drive commercial corridor be undertaken as a key input into the
from Taylor Way (or Lions’ Gate Ambleside Town Centre Plan or should
Village in the District of North be incorporated into the Plan’s study
Vancouver) west to 25th Street — to area boundaries. The functional and
define the role and function, and land use linkages along this transit
hierarchy of the distinctive corridor are key opportunities for
commercial ‘neighbourhoods’ along realizing new investment in housing and
this corridor, and capitalize on commercial space; and should be
synergies between them. looked at comprehensively.

C-2 Develop a new OCP policy To be determined: The OCP (adopted
framework for West Vancouver’s June 2018) includes a high level policy
local economy including: framework pertaining the Local

1. Land use and development Economy but does not include

policies for the Marine Drive designation of future commercial /

commercial corridor (see C-i) employment lands in the District. Plan
. . implementation is to focus on centres

2. Required land use mix and and corñdors over the foreseeable
densities to support local service future. The pending Cypress Village
nodes outside of established area planning process does however
commercial areas provide an opportunity to consider such

3. Designation of lands to uses.
accommodate new economic
opportunities and employment
growth.

C-3 Consider the branding, place-makin9, Completed: ADBIA inputs have been
and wayfinding initiatives of the fully considered in / and have informed
ADBIA, and key directions from the development of the Visitor Strategy,
Arts and Culture Strategy, and the Commercial Areas Strategy, Destination
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Recommendation Status — May 2020

Commercial Areas Strategy as inputs Branding and Marketing Plan, and
into the Ambleside Town Centre Community Wayfinding Plan.2
Plan.

C-4 Leverage municipal investments in Ongoing: As opportunities arise.
waterfront enhancements, arts and The District and ADBIA developed a
culture, and community services to joint place-making proposal in early
enhance economic opportunities in March 2020; specifically, decorative
the Ambleside and Dundarave north-south crosswalks for improved
commercial areas. connectivity to the waterfront. This was

subject to the availability of one-time
District funding and a cost-sharing
agreement with the ADBIA; but is now
on indefinite hold.

C-5 Encourage modest-sized rental To be determined: This is direction for
apartments in Ambleside, local area planning (centres and
Dundarave, and Horseshoe Bay corridors). The Horseshoe Bay Plan is
commercial areas in future mixed- currently in process; while the
use, transit-oriented developments. Ambleside Town Centre Plan is

anticipated to start in 2021.

C-6 Support development of a In process: Work has been ongoing
streetscape plan for Dundarave since 2018, and broader community
Village (planned for 2018) that will engagement on conceptual plans is
identify required upgrades to the currently underway. The ADSIA
public realm, and advance remains interested in supporting plan
implementation as a capital project in implementation through further
the absence of redevelopment, enhancements (to be determined), but

- Work with the ADBIA to identify has expressed concern over any

opportunities for funding or cost- potential parking loss.

sharing of further streetscape
enhancements

C-7 Develop a Local Area Plan for In process: The Planning Department
Horseshoe Bay Village to provide for is undertaking a four-phase planning
future residential intensification and process in Horseshoe Bay. In January
mixed commercial-residential 2020, Council received the Phase 2
development, report and directed staff to proceed with

Phase 3 Foundations — i.e., refining
preferred options into planning and
design foundations.

2 However, the terms of reference and process for the Ambieside Town Centre Pian are not yet known.
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C-S Consider the long-term Completed: This recommendation has
redevelopment opportunities at been addressed via OCP Policy 2.3.4:
Caulfeild Village for mixed “Regenerate Dundarave and Caulfeild
commercial-residential development Village Centres with small-scale, street-
via the OCP review process. level retai4 service and restaurants,

secondary office use, and mixed
residential and commercial uses that
reflect their respective characters and

. contexts.” (OCP adopted June 2018)

PART D: EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES STRATEGY

Recommendation Status — May 2020

D-1 Advance area planning for the Taylor Timing to be determined: It is not
Way corridor to capitalize on existing anticipated that a Taylor Way Plan will
land assemblies, motivated property be initiated until Horseshoe Bay
owners, and an established (underway) and Ambleside Town
precedent of institutional and multi- Centre (anticipated in 2021) are
family residential uses. completed.

OCP Policy 2.1.13: “Create capacity for
an estimated 1,700—2,100 net new
housing units through local area plans
for the following areas, subject to
provision 2.1.14 of this plan:

a. Ambleside Municipal Town
Centre (1,000—1,200 estimated
net new units);

b. Taylor Way Corridor (500—600
estimated net new units); and

c. Horseshoe Bay (200—300
estimated net new units).

D-2 Apply a “resilient community” lens to In process: 2195 Gordon Avenue
strategic property acquisitions,

• In September 2018, Council directed
dispositions, and long-term lease staff to proceed with public
agreements by the District of West consultation on possible options for
Vancouver to ensure broader social this District-owned site, with the intent
and economic benefits, including: to address housing affordability and
- Development of workforce housing balance revenue needs for other

- Accommodating new business and District public projects.

employment opportunities • The District has submitted a
development_application_for 2195
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Status — May 2020

Gordon Avenue and is moving
forward with its proposal to rezone
the site in order to allow for three
multiple-family residential buildings
and an adult day centre.

• Two, six-storey, multiple-family
residential buildings are proposed to
be secured as rental only tenure for
the residential units. One, eight
storey, multiple-family residential
building is proposed and could allow
for strata condominiums. An adult
day centre is also proposed, and is
expected to be funded and operated
by Vancouver Coastal Health
Authority and be approximately 3,000
square feet in area.

A noted above, this student internship will be postponed to faIl 2020.

Document #4058287 9

Recommendation

- Expanding the District’s
commercial tax base

D-3 Identify site opportunities (municipal To be determined: Initial ideas were
or private) for accommodating examined during preparation of the
possible projects identified in the Economic Development Plan, and there
Emerging Opportunities Strategy, are regular inquiries about potential
and develop supportive policy development proposals - but these have
directions to ensure such . not advanced to the formal application
opportunities can be realized, stage.

D-4 Maintain communications with Ongoing: The Manager, Economic
industry organizations (e.g., Creative Development represents the District at
BC, Tech BC, and Destination BC) Destination BC, Economic Partnership
and senior government agencies to North Shore, and Metro Vancouver’s
ensure access to relevant data, Regional Economic Prosperity Service.
funding programs, project referrals,
and future partnership opportunities.

D-5 Undertake a study of West Planned for 2020: This will be one of
Vancouver’s home-based businesses the work plan items for an Economic
to better understand their potential to Development student internship in the
support growth and diversification of summer of 2020.
the local economy.
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1.0 WEST VANCOUVER’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Work on an Economic Development Plan for the District of West Vancouver was initiated in early 2016, with 0
the creation of a new staff position responsible for local economic development. This has included a year and a
half of research, stakeholder engagement, and the creation of economic partnerships for plan development and
implementation.

The primary objectives of the Economic Development Plan are to:

• support existing West Vancouver businesses by attracting visitor spending at a time when the local
population and local market are declining

• create opportunities for new business start-ups

grow local employment opportunities

broaden the municipal tax base

The Economic Development Plan provides a road map for diversifying and expand’ng the local economy to
support West Vancouver’s transition from a mature bedroom municipality to a resilient community. It also

serves as a touchstone for District Council and staff to ensure that District plans and policies support rather than
impede local economic activity, and that opportunities to grow and diversify the local economy are fully realized.

Part A of this document speaks to West Vancouver’s resilience challenges, the role of municipal economic

development, and the Districts economic partnership model. The plan’s three key strategies for economic
diversification are presented in Parts B. C and D resDectively.

2.0 TOWARDS A RESILIENT COMMUNITY

Urban resilience is the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems v/thin a
city to survive, adapt, and grow no matter what kinds of chronic stresses or acute shocks they experience.
West Vancouver’s resilience challenges are embedded in the chronic stresses of an aging bedroom
community, and include:

• an established land use and development pattern built upon sprawled, automobile-dependent
neighbourhoods

• the characteristics of a local economy focused on serving the day-to-day needs of residents

• the absence of a guiding vision and strategic priorities (or the future of the community
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Specific resilience challenges in West Vancouver include:

• an aging popuation

• increasingiy more complex health and residential care needs of a growing seniors’ population

• limited housing opLons for both older and younger households, with residents relocating to other
communities in search of more suitable and more affordable housing

• high cost of housing that limits potential newcomers to increasingly those of more affluent households,
further increasing land values and reducing the ability of local young adjlts and families to estabhsh
themselves in the community

• transportation issues including geographic and topographic challenges, limited road access to the North
Shore, regional traffic congestion, a major traffic ‘pinch point’ at the Lions’ Gate Bridge, limited transit
service, and limited parking in commercial areas

• viability of local businesses, given the local demographic profile and spending patterns, high commercial
rents, and difficulty in attracting and retaining staff

3.0 THE ROLE OF MUNICIPAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The primary objective (or economic development in West Vancouver is to diversify the local economy, and to
support the municipality’s transition to a resilient community through:

• enhanced economic opportunities for established West Vancouver businesses, and support for new
business start-ups in leading sectors of the regional economy

• enhanced offering of local geods and services

• greater employment opportunities for West Vancouver residents

• thoughtful land use change (commercial and residential) to suppot economic growth and provide
greater housing options for a broader population mix

The Economic Development Pan provides a framework for integrating local economic considerations with
other District functions and initiatives, and aligns with broader Council priorities related to:

1. Fiscal Sustainability and Municipal Services

Key objectives for local economic development in West Vancouver are to support existing
businesses and new business start-ups, ensure a future land supply for commercial and
employment growth, and expand the non-residential tax base.

2. Official Community Plan Review

Building a more sustainable local economy is a key pillar for community resilience, and has
implications for future land use planning. Economic development provides critical support for
comprehensive community planning, the designation of future employment lands, realizing
greater housing diversity, and broadening West Vancouver’s demographic profile.

3. Ambleside: Waterfront and Town Centre

A key objective of the Economic Development Plan is to ensure that public investment in
waterfront enhancements supports the economic viability and vibrancy of the Ar beside Town
Centre, and the local commercial districts of Dundarave and Horseshoe Bay.

Defining the role and fur,ction of the Ambleside Town Centre, and its position within a broader
commercial hierarchy is key for deflning future land-use requirements and the appropriate scale of
new development.

7
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4. Arts, Culture, and Heritage

The development of a new Arts and Culture Strategy provides an opportunity to assess the Qpotential of the arts in supporting local economic growth.

S. Traffic and Transportation

Establishing clear economic development objecUves provides guidance for future public
investments in transportation and other municipal infrastructure. mis, in turn, supports
community planning efforts to provide for greater housing options, densification in designated
areas, and future economic growth.

4.0 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

West Vancouver needs to grow and &versify its local economy to support both existing and future businesses,
provide local employment opportunities, and broaden its municipal tax base. The means to achieving these
goals are to shift thnking about West Vancouver’s economy from purely serving the needs of local residents (its
historic role), to what it takes to build a more vibrar,t, thriving, and sustainable local economy over the long term.

The Economic Development Plan is outward-looking; it recognizes that West Vancouver is not a stand-alone
community but, rather, part of a larger economic region. Growing and diversifying the local economy means
capitalizing on regional economic prosperity and becoming more integrated with t,he leading economic sectors
in the region.

This plan is founded on three strategies: (1) Visitor Strategy, (2) Commercial Areas Strategy, and (3) Emerging
Opportunities Strategy. Individually, these strategies will capitalize on business opportunities in key economic
sectors—be they immediate or short-term opportunities, or longer-term possibilities. Together, these strategies
provide the framework for economic diversification and resilience building, including greater collaboration
between economic partners, and a more comprehensive approach to community planning and development.

4,1 Visitor Strategy

The impetus for developing a Visitor Strategy (Part B)is to leverage West Vancouver’s natural and cultural
assets to position this community as a visitor destination. The goal is to increase visitor spending in West
Vancouver both to support existing businesses, and to establish new businesses and services that residents
would like to see but do not provide a strong enough local market to attract and sustain them. Visitors to West
Vancouver also support local arts and culture, as well as public recreational facilities and programs—making
the delivery of these services more economically viable for local government.

C
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The Visitor Strategy outlines specific short, medium, and long-term actions to support and grow a visitor
economy in West ‘Jancouver. This indudes required investments in promoting West Vancouver as a visitor
destination, and creating needed visitor infrastructure. It also defines the Districts working partnerships: and
identifies required resources and associated time-lines for implementation.

4.2 Commercial Areas Strategy

With the absence of industry and large-scale employers in West Vancouver, the local economy largely
exists to serve the daily needs of West Vancouver residents. As such, it is physically manifested in live
commercial districts of varying size. Better definition of the role, function and scale of ,Vest Vancouver’s
existing commercial areas, and opportunities to grow the local economy will help to guide municipal land use
planning, private develoDment proosaIs, and pubhc investments’in infrastructure. This work is outlined in the
Commercial Areas Strategy (Part C).

This strategy also speaks to a broader economic and land-use hierarchy, as the context for understanding
future develop.Tent and place-making opportunities in these cer.tres.

4.3 Emerging Opportunities Strategy

Future opportunities to grow existing local businesses, support new business start-ups, create local jobs, and
expand the non-residential tax base in West Vancouver are very much tied to the regional economy, and growth
in key sectors such as technology, film production, green industries, health’ care, tourism, and related sectors.

Through the Emerging Opportunities Strategy (Part D), the District has tried to ascertain West Vancouver’s
true potential to capitalize on regional economic growth as a diversification strategy for the local economy.
Over the long term, West Vancouver’s ability to realize oppo’tunities in these sectors will depend on:

• the availability of land designated for commercial use

• municipal policies that support commercial and mixed-use development

• greater housing options and transportation improvements to support a broader demographic profile and
local workforce

The preparation of a new Official Community Plan (OCP) provides the opportunity to frame a guiding vision
for West Vancouver as a resilient community, and to define the kind of local economy that is needed to support
resilience-building. Ultimately, the community’s acceptance of land use change as may be reflected in a new
OCP will determine whether these emerging economic opportunities can be harnessed. If economic growth is
not supported by future land-use planning, it will be extremely difficult (if at all possible) for West Vancouver to
diversify its local economy beyond serving the daily needs of local residents and attracting a modest visitor market.

5.0 RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS

The framing of West Vancouver’s Economic Development Plan has been informed, in part, by updated
demographic forecasts and a destination development strategy, both of which were completed in early 2016
(see Sections 51 and 5.2). Consideration has also been given to the 2016 and 2017 Vital Signs reports on
community well-being, prepared by the West Vancouver Community Foundation (Sections 5.3).

During 2016 and early 2017, additional research was undertaken to delve further into West Vancouver’s
comparative economic strengths and weaknesses, untapped local opportunities within the region’s leading
economic sectors, and West Vancouver’s potential to become a visitor destination. This work has included
original research by District staff and a student intern (summer 2017), and a series of academic partnerships
with Caiadian and international universities, as described below in Sections 5.4 through 5.6.

The findings and recommendations from each of these studies have informed development of the economic
strategies outlined in Parts B, C and D.
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5.1 Demographic Forecasts

Anecdotally, West Vancouver is experiencing a demographic shift that could be described as a shrinking of the 0
“middle class”, with a growing number of both poorer and wealthier households, which has implications for

local spending patterns at both ends of the spectrum. For some households, the cost of housing and other basic
living requirements are key determinants of whether they can actually live in West Vancouver—he it remaining
in the community after many years of residence, or considering coming to the community in the first place.

There is also disconnect between ‘place of employment’ and ‘place of residence’ in West Vancouver. This is
true for both local working-age residents, most of whom work outside of the community; and people who work

in VVest Vancouver but live elsewhere.

In 2015, the District commissioned Urban Futures to prepare updated demographic forecasts for West

Vancouver to 2041, related to population, housing, and employment (see summary of key projections in

Appendix A). A sampling of findings from the demographic forecasts suggests thaL

West Vancouver’s population is projected to increase from 43,287 residents in 2011 to 53,969 residents

by 2041, a 25 per cent increase. This means an additional 10,682 people over 30 years, with an average

of 356 people added annually through 2041.

• The retiree segment of the population (those aged 65 and older) is projected to grow by 72 per cent

(2011-2041) through the addition of 7,833 residents. This represents almost three-quarters of the growth
projected for the population as a whole. In cdntrast, West Vancouver’s working-age population would

grow more slowly between 2011 and 2041, at 16 per cent, while the under-25 population is projected to

contract by four per cent.

The fastest relative growth in housing is expected to be in apartment formats, with the number of these
units growing by 72 per cent by 2041. In comparison, the number of attached ground oriented units

would expand by 41 per cent, while the number of single detached units would grow by four per cent.

Employment in West Vancouver is projected to grow by 44 per cent between 2011 and 2041 through the
addition of 6,350 jobs, increasing the jobs base from 14,426 today to 20,775 by 2041.

The need for seniors’ housing in West Vancouver is projected to increase by 70 per cent between 2011

and 2041, going from 759 to 1,292 spaces in supportive and assisted living facilities (533 additional

spaces) over this period. This would outpace the projected growth rate of West Vancouver’s total
population (25 per cent), its 55-plus population (51 per cent), and the overall projected demand for
private housing (28 per cent).

• The largest increase in required employment space in West Vancouver between 2011 and 2041 is
expected to be in commercial uses (531,032 net additional square Feet), followed by office (290,613 sq.

ft.), and then institutional (151.034 sq. ft.).

These forecasts are an important input into the current OCP review; and will be considered in the development
of future land use policies and designations. For example, working towards a future jobs-housing balance in
West Vancouver (addressing both employment and housing issues) would be a logical strategy for building a
more resilient community.

source: Derrogroph;c Housing. and E,np(cynent Projccborn fur District of West Vdncouver. urban Futures. October 2019. No’o The year 2041 is the statistcat tme
‘oron for Nlero Varcouver’s Reg or.ai Growth Strategy and for west vancouver’s oc review process
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The Vital Signs Report is an important guide and discussion tool for the community. It provides clarity around
demographics, and community assets and issues, and is a key resource for many different groups working for
the betterment of our community

In 2017. the fojndation released a follow-up Vital Signs report, which takes a ‘deeper dive’ into the topic of
belonging, through the lenses of diversity and inclusion, and housing choice and attainability. Some key Fndings
point to the severity of housing issues in West Vancouver:

• West Vancouver empoyers find it increasingly difficult to attract workers due to high housing costs.

• Over half of residents surveyed said they are pessimistic that they will be able to find the right housing
in West Vancouver when they move, with affordability being the key issue. This level increases to 60 per
cent among those expecting to move within the next five years. Younger residents are less positive, but
even over 40% of seniors (65+) are not optimistic.

• Thirty-seven per cent of residents surveyed have family or friends who had to move from West
Vancouver due to a lack of housing options.2

Vital Signs will povide further direction and focus for the foundations funding programs, particularly in
support of community initiatives to address these issues.

2 Sg,,ce \,esVais2LvorszD1,vta5grs.p1gos

—Sm

5.2 Vital Signs Reports

In 2016, the West Vancouver Community Foundation published its first Vital Signs report. Vital Signs is
a community indicators initiative that uses a wide range of national data and local research to present a
comprehensive, reader-friendly look at how our community is faring in key areas, such as health, safety,
housing, environment, and diversity.
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5.3 Competitive Identity, Busines5 Strategy and Destination Development4

In 2015, the District commissioned Resonance Consultancy to undertake a situational analysis of West Q
Vancouver to determine its place equityt and competitive identity. These aspects are defined by the
community’s assets and achievements in six core areas:

• People: Demographics, educational attainment, immigration, and diversity

• Prosoerity: Employment, income, poverty, and corporations

• Place: Quality of the natural and built envionments

• Product: Quality of key institutions, attractions, and infrastructure

• Programming: Quality of arts, dining, culture, events, and entertainment

• Perception/Promotion: Views, attitudes and perceptions of the community as expressed by locals and visitors

Resonance undertook an analysis of West Vancouver’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (or
“S.W.OT”Y, which identifies the following:

Strengths:

• quality of place, including excellent outdoor recreation, natural landscapes, and public waterfront

• wealthy community that is home to highly-educated residents

• large proportion of skilled professionals

• a higher proportion of residents working in arts, entertainment, and recreation industries

Weaknesses -

• limited housing diversity and affordability are a barrier to attracting a younger population

• lack of entertainment opportunities and leisure limit West Vancouver’s appeal to visitors and younger people

• lack of hotel accommodation limits tourism potential

Opportunities

• development of signature experiences around natural landscapes, e.g., in the future Cypress Village

• development of new visitor attractions

enhanced waterfront experience with introduction of art galleries, cafés, and boutiques

• the rising cost of office space in downtown Vancouver may create additional demand for grade ‘A’ office
space in neighbouring municipalities such as West Vancouver

• at the same time, the rising popularity of collaborative work spaces (e.g. as provided by Wework and
Hive) in city centre locations could see similar work spaces created on the North Shore. This would be
particularly attractive to local start-up companies and expanding home-based businesses, given the
inherent flexibility and lower overhead costs.

Threats

• rapidly aging population is leading to a continual decline in retail spending

• attractiveness (and proximity) of downtown Vancouver for leisure activities

• continued escalation of real estate values, and uncertainty about the dev&opment approval process are
seen as harriers to more affordable housing

Resona9ce also developed a positioning strategy for West Vancouver, based on its place equity relative to other
Metro Vancouver communities. Taken together, the firms work has focused on identifying opportunities to

3 D:,iric! c’f V,esf VsnLouver Comper:tivs I&:tity & aLrs:rrass Slrclegy £Iust.onal Analysis, Pesorance consultancy, 2015
4 D:;Iricf of Wt VcnL’suver Dess:rration Oeve/opmor;t Strutagy, Resonanre cor.su:tarry, Draft, rebruery 2016

“Place ecuty” is a measure deve’oped by Resonance consu:tancy to quant.fy and benchmark the r&at,vs qua’ty of pace, raputator., and cusnputitve dent ry of
one city to another by arta’yZ og a ver.ety of factors that add to or subtract from he p0110.5cC anract,veress of a c;ry ar destination.

6 A separate Sw 0 T aratys a focused on West Vancouver’s potential as a vistor deetnaton is cescr:bed in Part B: V’sieor Strategy
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enhance West Vancouver’s economc vitality and resHence over the long term.

Key challenges speak to West Vancouver’s aging population and high cost of housing, and the need to balance
growth pressures and address West Vancouver’s ‘dormant cry’ reputation, To mitigate these and other
chaflenges, Resonance recommends that the District focus on attracting:

• Younger Residents—through improved housing choice and affordability

• New Employment and Investment—through provision of additional office space

• More Visitors—to offset declining spending by an aging local population

Resonance proposes a positioning strategy for West Vancouver that builds on its comparative strengths, as
illustrated in this vision statement

“By 2025, Cypress Mountain Village viill be a gateway to one of British Columbia’s key leisure
destinations. Ambleside’s Arts District will be a creative incubator that’s home to Metro
Vancouver’s upcoming artists, architects and designers. Start-ups and smalL smart companies
wiU have located in Dundarove ond Arnbleside, attracted by local incentives and the quality of the
viork environment. There is a ferry service from Ambleside to Vancouver, Preserved nature, vibrant
neighhourhoods and creative hubs provide a work/life balance, uniquely West Van.”

This vision is supported by a series of key recommendations, which are discussed in Section 13.1.

5.4 Case Study of West Vancouver’s Local Economy (December 2016)

In 2016.. a graduate student at the University of Waterloo undertook a
case study of West Vancouver as part of his master’s dissertation on local
economic development in bedroom communities5, The case study was, in
part, directy shaped by District staff, and serves as a foundational work for
developng West Vancouver’s Economic Development Pan.

This study defines bedroom communities and their context v/thin
metropolitan areas: it identifies the social, economic, and environmental
impacts of bedroom communities and evaluates live planning and
economic development strategies for supporting local economic
development in bedroom communities. The strategies are applied in a
case study of West Vancouver to analyze the District’s economic policy
framework, and to recommend an overall strategy for local economic
development that is reflective of the municipality’s unique demographic,
geographic, and economic contexts.

SUPPORTING’
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Study recommendations have in particular helped to inform the Commercial Areas Strategy (Part C).

5.5 UBC Sauder School of Business (Fall 2016)

Through a partnership with USC Sauder School of Business in 2016, three teams of MBA students were asked
to provide guidance to West Vancouver on how to diversify its local economy—with each team responding to a
particular challenge, as posed in the following questions:

1. How can West Vancouver businesses capitalize on a growing regional economy, and capture economic
opportunities in established and emerging sectors?

7 0 -srrct:f’,r,r V,:sccever Oest i;Eon C,ie!cpmer 5tratgy. Re5orarre ccnsu:acy Dra’t. February 20t6. p18
8 S:,crt.’g Lrco tcsnsmc Dee’spment ,r BedrsCm co,-,.’:rites wth a Occer Lsk Ct t-e D:strict of West varc,.’. GraCjae O.5serta: Cr. Rukshar h.rdry de 5 cc

Mc p RP, tEFO Greer Assc:’se. cc c:e4c’ ?as!er or Ecur-om C Oee oprnet are rrzvat Cr, Jr vers.:yc’wa:erco Schoot En’:,snnor Er.:erpr’se. arC
Dcv,, cprner: Docerber 2OIC
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This work included site tours of West Vancouver, intervieys with local stakeholders, examination of best
practices from other communities facilitated workshops, periodic staff reviews, and final team presentations in
December 2016.

5.6 Global Network for Advanced Management (Spring 2017)

By leveraging its relationship with USC Sauder, the District was able to participate in a further academic
partnership with the Global Network for Advanced Management (GNAM), in a course focused on community
resilience. West Vancouver provided an excellent case study of a mature bedroom community with resilience
challenges resulting from an aging population, small local economy, limited housing options and high housing
costs and other chronic stresses.

During Spring 2017, the Manager of Economic Development worked with students in business schools around
the world to delve more deeply into the questions presented to UBC Sauder, and the directions recommended
by those student teams. This included online presentations in virtual classroom settings, meetings with student
teams at USC, local site tours, and intensive workshops in West Vancouver with local stakeholders, subject
matter experts, and staff from various District divisions.

Foflowing the UBC Sauder model, three teams of international students were asked to take on the following
challenges related to economic diversification:

Challenge #1: Develop a detailed concept for a mixed-use technology centre as a component of the future
Cypress Village community.

Challenge #2: Establish a clear vision and objectives (or the Amble&de Town Centre as West Vancouver’s
principal commercial district, employment centre, and visitor destination; and define
Ambleside’s role in resilience building for West Vancouver

Challenge #3: Define tourism opportunities for West Vancouver, considering existing public and private
assets and attractions, required enhancements to our visitor offerings, and positioning
West Vancouver to potential target audiences.

Final presentations were made to District staFf and local stakeholders in March 2017. Recommendations by
UBC Sauder and GNAM student teams are reflected in the strategies presented in Parts B, C, and D.

2. What is West Vancouver’s potential to become an attractive vsitor destination?

3. What is the economic potential of the Ambleside Town Centre, and how can it be fully realized?

0

0

0
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6.0 WEST VANCOUVER’S ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIPS

The process ci developing West Vancouver’s Economic Deveopment Plan has engaged the local business
community, subject matter experts, and various partner agencies. This approach has enabled the District to
leverage outside expertise and resources, and build strong working r&ationsbips for ongoing plan implementation.

The District’s economic partners are described below. A fuHer discussion on partnership roles and
opportunities is provided within the economic strategies described in Parts B through ft

6.1 . Local Business Organizations

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce (The Chamber)

The Chamber of Commerce is a long-established West Vancouver business
voice. It is a membership-based organization providing group benefits,
networking and promotional opportunities for its membership, and
advocates on behalf of its 380 members

—

A five-year fee-for-service agreement for the provision of economic Chaiiiberdevelopment services to the District of West Vancouver will expire of Ccnunrwe
in January 2018. With the establishment of a municipat economic

.n’.—
development role in 2016, the District is redefining its service needs moving
forward, and will be working with the Chamber to determine its future
role(s) as an economic partner, and possible service provider within the
framework of the Economic Development Plan,

In addition to its traditional member offerings, a potential future role for the Chamber may be the
provision of services such as training and continuing education for local business operators, succession
planning for established businesses, and creating mentorship opportunities for young entrepreneurs.
Such services would not fall under the direct purview of local government, but would advance the
objectives of the Economic Development Plan; specifically, by supporting the establishment and growth
of local businesses.

Ambleside-Dundarave Business Improvement Association (ADBIA)

The ADBIA administers the Ambleside-Dundarave Business Improvement
Area (BIA), and is self-funded through a special tax levy on commercial
properties within its geographic boundaries. The BIA bylaw establishes a
10-year mandate commencing January 2016, and maximum funding of 5.6
million over 10 years.

The ADBIA supersedes the former Ambleside Business Association (ABA)
and Dundarave Business Association (DBA), which disbanded and came
together as one new entity in 2015. The ADBIA represents approximately
530 businesses and 165 property owners1 within these commercial
districts.

AMBLESIDE

DUNOARAVE

SULINEIS
IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION

The District of West Vancouver has a formal role in BIA operations via:

its taxing authority (provision of recoverable grant, and collection of special tax levy)

monitoring the work of the ADBIA to ensure that it fulfills its stated purpose and mandate
pursuant to the bylaw

partnering with the ADRIA on specific initiatives

9 55 Sm : or sternar rnjm curnu!et.ve amaurt c’ erua’ 6:A buges c.:u’ts ID er marda:e
10 Noa Srnno proptrt 3,r,o rs own mu!t.pe propeTt!es, v.hcb accounts for 155 o’ners and 235 commercial properties (legal parcels) in Anihos dri Oundarave, and

FloIyhurr. that are suh,ect to the BA lacy
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• The ADBIA’s prmary role is to advance area branding and marketing, place-making, and wayfinding
initiatives: to advocate for its members: to engage in municipal planning processes and other District Qinitiatives: and to leverage established community events to support local businesses.

Horseshoe Bay Business Association (HBBA)

• BC Ferries’ third largest terminal (after Tsawwassen and Schwartz Bay) is
located at Horseshoe Bay. The local business area comprises approximately
35 individual business, largely catering to the travelling public. HOPSESHOE BAY

• The Horseshoe Bay Business Association (HBBA) is a traditional voluntary,
business association representing the Horseshoe Bay Village commercial
area. It collects member dues from participating businesses’, but its small
size means a very modest operating budget. The association’s work is largely
carried out by a hands on’ Board of Directors and local volunteers, and is
focused on area branding, local events, and advocacy on behalf of Horseshoe
Bay businesses. It is very much a community-based organi7ation and works
closely with the Western Residents Association (WRA).

Caulfeild Business Association

Major Businesses

• The relatively small size of West Vancouver’s local economy is reflective of the municipality’s bedroom
community status, and the largely local-serving make-up of West Vancouver businesses. The major
exceptions to this are Park Royal Shopping Centre, which is a regional destination and serves a larger
market area: and tourism-related businesses such as Cypress Mountain ski resort, and Sewell’s Marina.

I

w

• Unlike Horseshoe Bay, which is primarily oriented to visitors, the Caulfeild Village Shopping Centre
provides ‘one-stop-shopping’ for residents of CaulfeiId and surrounding areas, with 28 individual
businesses anchored by a Safeway grocery store.

• The Caulfeild Business Association is a tenants’ association, currently with a member serving on the
Board of Directors of the West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce.

• A number of West Vancouver businesses have been directly involved in development of the Economic
Development Plan—either through the UBC Sauder and GNAM projects or staff-led stakeholder
consultations. These businesses represent some of the key economic sectors in West Vancouver
including retail, professional services, real estate development, recreation, and tourism.

U Irr-J
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6.2 Destination Marketing Organizations

Tourism development and marketing in Canada is highly organized. with resources and other supportive
infrastructure provided at the federal, provincial, and regional levels. This enables local communities to
participate in collective marketing both domestically and abroad. The following tourism development and
marketing organizations have been engaged in development of the Visitor Strategy; and their respective
partner roles moving forward are described in Part B:

Destination British Columbia (Destination BC)

• Vancouver’s North Shore Tourism Association (VNSTA)

• Tourism Vancouver

• Aboriginal Tourism British Columba (ATBC)

• Aboriginal Tourism Association of Canada

• Western Canada Mountain Bike Tourism Association

6.3 Industry Partners

The District reached out to subject matter experts from the technology, film, real estate, design, marketing,
housing. health care, tourism, and retail sectors during the research phase. This input has been invaluable in
framing discussions about West Vancouver’s comparative strengths and weaknesses, and its ability to tap
into local business’opportunities arising from regional growth in these sectors. Mary of these experts are local
residents or have personal connections to West Vancouver, and were pleased to contribute to the Economic
Development Plan.

To ensure that West Vancouver is positioned to benefit from growth in specific business sectors, the District
has also reached out to industry organizations such as Creative BC (film, television, music) and Tech BC
(technology), as noted in Part D.

7.0 VISIONANDLEADERSHIP

Work on an Economic Development Plan for West Vancouver has highlighted the community’s resilience
challenges, and defined the role of economic development in building a more resilient community. This work
has also identified the absence of a compelling future vision for West Vancouver. Effective leadership is
fundamental to building and realizing a future vision for West Vancouver as a resilient community.

As suggested in this plan, leadership in diversifying the local economy will come from a partnership between
the District of West Vancouver, the local business community, representative agencies from the region’s key
economic sectors, and senior government. The expectation, however, is that the District of West Vancouver
be the lead agency, as many of the p!ar’s objectives are tied to land use planning and development, whch are
under the jurisdiction of the local government.

Additionally, the Manager, Economic Development must:

• lead and facilitate the strategies identified in this plan

• explore other potential or emerging strategies and opportunities to achieve the District’s economic
development objectives

17
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
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The following recommendations (A-i through A-5) speak to the broader municipal economic development
role in West Vancouver, the nature of economic partnerships the District has established, and the connections
between economic growth and diversification to resilience building. Specific recommendations pertaining to
the three key economic strategies are provided in Parts B through D. A high-level implementation time-line is
included in Part E.

PART A LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
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Topic Recommendations

Building a Resilient community A-i Develop a nc’., OCP built on a vision of West Vancouver as a resilient
community t:nat fully addresses West 5Jaicouver’s demographic. social, and
economic challenges and c:ocrtunities.

Integrating Loca! Economic A-2 Utilize he Econom;c Desclopment Plan as a framev;ork fo integrating local
ccnsideralions into District econernic consderations with District sen ices and key initiatives e g , OCP
Operabors reviezd. ‘iJaerfronl Plan implementation, Amb!cside Town Centre Plan. Ats

and Culture Strategy. H armony Arts Festival and other annual events, other
opportunities (TaD)

EconDmic Partnerships A-3 Support the work of the \Vest Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, the
Ambleside-Dundarove Business Improvement Association and the Horseshoe
Bay Business Association in trengtbening West Vancouver’s commercial

• districts through proioct partnerships and other opportunities,

A-4 Continue building and strengthening partnerships with other government and
industry organizotions to leverago external expertise and resources for plan
implementation.

A-b Establish a new fee-for-service agreement with the West Vancouver Chamber
of Commerce, based on the service needs identified in the Economic
Development Plan, the chamber’s ability to deliver such services and
available resources.

. A-6 Execute the District’s oversight responsibilities vñth respect to “Ambleside
Dundarave Business Improvement Area Service Bylaw No. 484/, 201S” with
respect to granting and taxation
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Leveraging our Natural and Cultural Assets
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9.0 INTRODUCTION

West Vancouver attracts many visitors who are drawn to the community for its natural beauty and scenic C
vistas, mountain and foreshore experiences, outdoor recreation, arts and culture, excellent public facilities, and
local shops and restaurants. However, West Vancouver has never been promoted as a visitor destination., and
there is little pjblic awareness about all that West Vancouver has to offer. More importantly, the commurity

has not canitaized on the potential economic benefits from tourism.

Tourism is a clean industry that can be developed in concert with West Vancouver’s long-standing community
values around the natural environment, at a modest scale appropriate for the community’s size and character
and in keeping with the capacity of its visitor infrastructure.

The purpose of the Visito Strategy is to define tourism opportunities for West Vancouver—considering
existing public and private assets and attractions, required enhancements to our visitor offerings, and
potential visitor markets. It bulds on the 2016 Destination Development Strategy (Resonance), and work
undertaken by UBC Sauder School of Business, the Global Network for Advanced Management, and a
student intern during 2016-2017.

The Visitor Strategy positions West Vancouver as a regional daytrip destination, considers potential target
markets, defines the District’s tourism partnerships, and outlines required implementation actions, associated
time-lines, and resource implications.

10.0 THE VALUE OF TOURISM

Tourism is one of the world’s fastest growing economic sectors, and largest employers. Annual global revenues
from tourism are expected to reach $1.6 trillion by the end of 2017 and $1.9 trillion by the end of 2022,
based on annual growth of three per cent. Factors supporting continued growth in tourism include consumer
sentiment, per capita incomes and global tourist arrivals. Negative factors impacting global tourism include
natural disasters and the price of crude oil.12

In British Columbia in 2015, the tourism industry generated $15.7 billion in revenue, and directly added $7.4
billion to BC’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP)’°. The same year saw 151 million overnight domestic visitors,
with expenditures totalling $5.8 billion; and 4.6 million overnight international visitors, with expenditures
totalling $4,1 billion,

Top activities or visitor attractions vary by visitor residency and include:

• BC residents: beaches, hiking/backpacking, visiting friends/family, camping, parks (national, provincial
or nature), boating, wildhle viewing, dining/entertainment, fishing and kayaking

• other Canadians: parks, beaches, hiking/backpacking, museums/art galleries, and historic sites

US residents: parks, historic sites, zoos/aquariums, museums/art galleries, and downhill skiing/
snowboarding

• international travellers: parks (national, provincial or nature), zoos/aquariums, museums/art galleries,
historic sites, and festivals/fairs

12 M s:a: stos on g’ohal toursrn are Iron 18ISW,rld (August 2WG), IBIS Wurld Industry Repori GtobcI Tourism rerreved from ibiswcrfd co
13 All stat, st;cs on the toor.sm industr in Br.t[sh coumb:a are sourced (ron, Oessins on BC
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Forty-one per cent of visits to British Columbia were to the Vancouver, coast and mountains region4, with
average stays of 2.8 nights and average spending of $290 per person. By category, average expenditures
breakdowns are as follows:

• food/beverage = 29%

• accommodation = 25%

• private vehicle = 20%

• public/local transportation = 11%

• recreation/entertainment = 8%

• retail/other6%

11.0 WEST VANCOUVER’S VISITOR OFFERINGS

West Vancouver is strategically located within two major tourist regions: Metro Vancouver and Sea-to-Sky.
It is in close proximity to the m&or visitor attracUons on the North Shore and in the City of Vancouver. West
Varcouver offers both urban amenities and active ou:door recreation, with key visitor attractions noted below:

• West Vancouver is home to the third-largest BC Ferries terminal (after Tsawviassen and Schwartz Bay)

• Horseshoe Bay is literaliy ‘mile zero’ of the Sea-to-Sky Highway, and a gateway to this important

recreation corridor

Cypress Mountain Resort offers world class skhng, and is internationally known as a 2010 Winter
Olympics venue

• Sewell’s Marina is nationally-recognized for its environmental sea safaris as a Canadian Signature
Experience by Destination Canada15

• West Vancouver offers numerous parks and beaches, hiking trails, and golfing

• West Vancouver Community Centre is a popular visitor attraction, and continually receives accolades for
the quality of its programs and facilities

• the community has a thriving arts and culture scene, and is internationally-recognized for its West Coast
Modern architecture

• distinctive shopping areas include: intimate seaside villages at Horseshoe Bay and Dundarave; the
Ambleside Town Centre; Caulleild local shopping centre; and Park Royal regional shooping centre

• West Vancouver is home to the annual Harmony Arts Festival and other community celebrations, and is
a sought-after filming ocation

West Vancouver’s current visitor offerings fall under three primary categories as described below in Sections
111 through 11.3.

• arts and culture

• outdoor recreation

• retail and dining

14-.e v:r:— or cc: ard Mccr:i, rs Tc:,r err’ Petcr s d verse roe that rotmes at Cr n:-: c’s te Morn varcor-;cr. Fraser Vs .ey. 5uan sb-L’:coe:. arc
Sursbre coast Ragc”a 0 strots

15 For more r’orma,;on on 5,grature Expercnccs corn-krrpexploring ronado.iravej
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This category includes municipal arts and cultural programs and facilities, private galleries, visual and
performing arts, community festivals and special events, and cultural heritage. While many events and
programs have a local focus, events such as the Harmony Arts Festival and perFormances at the Kay Meek
Centre attract broader regiona and visitor audiences.

West Vancojver is commonly regarded as the ‘birthplace’ of West Coast Modern architecture, This creative
legacy is described in the documentary film “Coast Modern””, and is documented in many books, magazines
and other publications. It may also represent a place-making and branding opportunity for West Vancouver
Examples of other communities that have built upon their architectural pedigree include: Oak Park Illinois
(Frank Lloyd Wright) and Palm Springs (desert modernists).

The District is currently preparing an Arts and Culture Strategy. A key consideration is the municipality’s
capacity to deliver and maintain arts and cultural programs and facilities for local residents, while capitalizing
on the potential visitor market to make this financially sustainable over the long term, At the same time, the
Economic Development Plan is looking at the arts as a key visitor attraction,

The concept of an arts district in West Vancouver and, specifically in Ambleside, has been promoted for years, most
recently in the 2016 Destination Development Strategy (Resonance). In 2017, the ADBIA branded the Ambleside
and Dundarave commercial areas as ‘creative seaside communities”, as part of its place-making strategy,”

11.2 Nature! Outdoor Recreation

West Vancouver is located at the edge of a large metropolitan region, and is also a gateway to British
Columbia’s interior, and the Sea-to-Sky recreational corridor West Vancouver still has a ‘wid’ character as
manifested in its forested mountainside setting, natural streams, wildlife habitat, and extensive rocky coastline,
At the same time, it is well served by all urban amenities, and offers panoramic city and water views, making it
a highly desirable place to live and visit.

16 Oos:,por at ‘coas: - o:currer:sr5 from Know cage :.r_k: . 7•,... d,’s:n the Pacific t;z’:h:; cot cs:.ne from LA to Voocowovo rhs starting d-xz”s,n’
ta’y swrcseot.”e o’m’vars of V.’-sst Coast ?,Isde,n:ct Arrh!crwre, and toe homes rave Lc:tn’a the, ien:ics. The f.tm. b Va :ca’”,ser f. mmsks,s Govt F.’cc:tssri
&rncrd, Iroces the Modemn.st rnose,nniit fist, its ir,camolons in 922 lhmrrgfi to the cottnt day stowing whim? mates trio orchiterlorot form so distinct. Coosn ,Vudc,n ekes
us back to the basics of true l.r:ng—o sense of ploca light and a deep crr,,:cct,on to the earth.’

17 Individual brand dent t.es arc “Amb’esde Beech—focussed on the lawn cerrr&s connecr:on to the macartier?. and Ourdareve vlage—raspand-ng to the p,iore
intrnatt vi age charade, of Dunderave.
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Local residents place a high value on nature, and access to outdoor recreation, Many community stewardship
groups volunteer their time to enhance and protect West Vancouver’s natural assets: and to use them as an
educational platform for environmental awareness. This natural setting is unparalle!ed in any urban region,
and is tremendously attractive to visitors who can access pristine forests and mountain trails only minutes
from downtown Vancouver While recreational opportunities will vary by season and weather conditions, the
region’s mild climate makes it possible to enjoy the outdoors all year round.

11.3 Retail and Dining

West Vancouver offers a variety of shopping environments—from primarily independent retailers in village-scale
shopping areas catering to locals and visitors, to a broad range of chain retailers at Park Royal Shopping Centre.

There are a variety of dining opportunities in West Vancouver, ranging from casual and inexoensve to upscale
and specialty. Restaurants and cafés are located in every commercial area, while signature dining experiences
include the Beach House in Dundarave (waterfront) and Salmon House on the Hil (mountainside).
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As with retail, chain restaurants are concentrated in Park Royal, whereas independent restaurants are found in
other commercial areas. Unlike downtown Vancouver or other larger urban centres, West Vancouver does not
offer much late night dining or entertainment.
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12.0 STRENGTHS, WEAKNESSES, OPPORTUNITIES AND THREATS

The following is an analysis of West Vancouver’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats as a
potential visitor destination:

121 Strengths

West Vancouver’s fundamenta strength lies in its location and physical attributes. It is situated in one of the

safest, most stable, and most desirable parts of world. It is located minutes away from downtown Vancouver

and major urban amenities while at the same time being a gateway to the province’s rugged hinterland.

Its natural setting, which is shaped by ocean, mountains, streams and forests, provides amazing

recreational opportunities for hiking, skiing and snowboarding, mountain biking, sailing, swinming.
fishing, golfing, and passive recreation in a myrad of well-maintained parks.

West Vancouver has a thriving arts community made up of visual, literary, and performing arts, and

citizens involved in all aspects of the creative economy. It has also inspired artists and creative people
for generations, and has a cultural pedigree as the birthplace of West Coast Modern architecture,

West Vancouver is a highly livable community with superior public amenities, and an intimate “small
town” character. It offers a variety of retail and personal services and dining experiences in its distinctive
commercial districts.

The significance of these particular strengths is noted by Destination BC, which reports the following for

visitors to the Vancouver, Coast and Mountains region of British Columbia:

• A visit to a museum or art gallery is the fourth most-popular activity for visitors from the US, and third

most popular activity for international visitors.

• Visiting a beach is the fourth most popular activity for BC residents, and second most popular activity for
other Canadians.

• For other Canadian visitors, hiking is the third most popular activity.

• For US residents, skiing or snowboarding is the fifth most popular activity.

12.2 Weaknesses

Public Perceptions

West Vancouver’s weaknesses as a potential visitor destination are in some respects tied to public
perceptions or misconceptions about the community:

located in the northwest corner of Metro Vancouver, with a largely residential character, West
Vancouver is seen as a quiet forested suburb, and perhaps not that interesting for visitors

primary access via the frequently congested Lions’ Gate Bridge makes West Vancouver seem a lot
further away than it actually is

West Vancouver’s status as an affluent community gives the impression that is it only a place for

the rich, and perhaps not welcoming to outsiders

Similarly, the word “tourism” is associated with major vacation destinations, and singular economies
that are primarily dependent on tourism,

In the case of West Vancouver, efforts to increase visitor spending are intended to augment rather

than drive the local economy, and the potential scale of tourism in West Vancouver is moderated
by the small size and residential character of the community, and limited visitor infrastructure.

Lack of Accommodations

The only formal visitor accommodation in West Vancouver is the 23-room Horseshoe Bay Motel. Like
other nearby businesses, the motel benefits directly from proximity to the Horseshoe Bay Ferry Terminal.
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West Vancouver’s Zoning Bylaw provides regulations for bed and breakfast (B&B) accommodations.
including the requirement for site-speciflc rezoning. The uncertainty of the rezoning process is very
much a disincentive for property owners to pursue a B&B operation. These zoning regulations predate
the online marketing of short-term vacation rentals

• West Vancouver’s abihty to draw visitor spending to the community woud be very much enhanced with
additional accommodations: specifically, a boutique hotel in the town centre, and short-term vacation
rentals and B&Bs elsewhere in the community.

Wayfinding

• Public awareness about “West Vancouver” (or for that matter, “North Vancouver”, “East Vancouver”,
“Vancouver’s West Side”, the ‘West End”, and “Vancouver Island”) is limited outside of the local region,
as local place names can be quite confusing to visitors Wayfinding signage is a critical awareness and
directional tool for visitors, particularly those arriving by automobile.

• At the higher level, provincial Hghway signage in Metro Vancouve’ directs traffc to and from the US
Border Vancouver International Airport (YVR), BC Ferries’ terminals, and the respective city centres in
the region. However, when crossing the Lions’ Gate Bridge, drivers are immediately shown the way to
Whistler via the Upper Levels / Sea-to-Sky Highway, turning much of West Vancouver into a ‘bypass
community’.

• At the same time, information signs oriented to eastbound trafEc on the Upper Levels H:ghway provide
minimal information about local offerings in Caulfield, Dundarave, and Ambleside, and no information
about Park Royal. Given insufficient information about local offerings, there is little incentive to exit the
highway and visit these centres. The one exception is Horseshoe Bay, where the HBBA successfully
lobbied the provincial ministry responsible for highways to secure the maximum number of information
icons at highway exits to Horseshoe Bay.

• Effective highway signage is key for promoting visitor attractions in West Vancouver, and in establishing
West Vancouver as a “destination”. The attraction signs for Horseshoe Bay provide a great example of
the required information standards for highway signage.

• At the more local level, the ADBIA has invested in a wayfinding plan for the Amblesde and Dundarave
business areas, with signage to be implemented vnth District s-Jp2ort. The key objectives are to better
connect local businesses with the public waterfront and park amenities, and to raise public awareness
(for both locals and visitors) about the goods and services offered by West ‘Jancouver businesses.

• Over time, a District-wide wayfinding strategy would support West Vancouver’s positioning as a
visitor destination.

Synergy between Visitor Attractions and Local Businesses

• While individual West Vancouver attractions draw impressive numbers of visitors, there is little synergy
between these attractions and potentially benefiting businesses. For example, the Centennial Seawalk
attracted an average of 2,521 pedestrians per day during 2016, with monthly numbers of almost 90,000
people in June and July of that yearW. However, local businesses indicate that they see little of this
pedestrian traffic in their shops.

• Similarly, visitors are drawn to the Kay Meek Centre, and various District venues and events, but do
not necessarily combine those visits with shopping or dining in West Vancouver, Leveraging existing
attractons to increase visitor spendng in West Vancouver is a key thrust of the Visitor Strategy. Over
the long term, coordinated marketing efforts will create the synergies needed to benefit both visitor
attractions and local businesses with stronger patronage and in creased revenues.

15 During iu:y 231?, egh: Wvst varrøuvur prnperr.s were ms,keed online as shor:-terrn vacat.or rents’s (per oni’ne rczearit)
19 Source: DWV Parks culwre and commur.ity Services
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Transit service to visitor attractions such as the Kay Meek Centre, West Vancouver Museum, and

Horseshoe Bay is infrequent—whereas there is no public transit to Cypress Mountain. In addition, buses

are often lull or over-crowded, particularly during peak periods.

• Given limited transit service, the availability of convenient public parking is an important determinant of

where visitors will travel to—particularly in West Vancouver’s commercial areas.

12.3 Opportunities

The primary objective of the Visitor Strategy is to leverage regional tourism opportunities such as the cruise

ship industry, North Shore mountain biking, and the Sea-to-Sky recreational corridor to attract visitor spending

to West Vancouver. The Destination Development Strategy (Resonance) and the recommendations of UBC

Sauder and GNAM students all point to specific tourism opportunities for West Vancouver, as described below:

Blue Bus

• While transit service to and from West Vancouver has its limitations, one of the defining characteristics

of West Vancouver is its distinctive ‘Blue Bus” fleet. The routing of West Vancouver’s major bus routes

through downtown Vancouver’0 positions the Blue Bus as a potential ambassador or ‘billboard’ br West
Vancouver via bus and transit shelter advertising targeted to tourists visiting the city centre.

Mountain Biking

• Mountain Biking is a travel motivator” in that visitors travel to a place to go mountain biking, but these
visitors are also a captive market for experiencing what else that destination has to offer According to

Destination BC, approximately 258,000 people visited the province in 2014 to go mountain biking.

• The North Shore (particularly North Vancouver) is recognized globally for its mountain bike trails. While

there are no sanctioned mountain bike trails in West Vancouver at present, the forthcoming Trails Plan

will acknowledge the need for sanctioning of such trails’t.

20 Most Bue Bus routes travel Cong West George S’ree:, whch s downtown vancouveis principal eastwest thoroughfare
21 The This Plan is currertly under development, and has not yet been adopted by cauncM,
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Public Transit

• While integrated with the regional transit system, Blue Bus service is limited due to West Vancouver’s

low population density and sprawled development: meaning transit service is infrequent and a potential

deterrent for visitors.
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Culinary Tourism

• Approximately one-fifth of spending by international travellers in Canada is in the food and beverage
category. Culinary tourism is also a priority tourism area for the Government of Canada.

• A travel activities and motivations survey commissioned by Statistics Canada in 2006 revealed a higher
interest in cultural, outdoor, and historical activities by food tourists when compared to their generic
tourist counterparts. This suggests that a food tourist is also a cultural tourist, and vice versa—making
their potential economic impact even greater for the destination they choose to visit’3. In this sense, West
Vancouver’s principal visitor offerings can also dravi customers to its restaurants and other food retailers.

Cultural Tourism

• The Squamish Nation has a rich artistic tradition, and is home to many renowned artists both in
traditional arts such as carving (masks, canoes, welcome figures), painting, jewellery and weaving (wool
and cedar), as well as more contemporary arts such as clothing design, ceramics, folk art and modern
forms of music. Xwaiacktun (Rick Harry) is an internationally-recognized Squamish artist and cultural
ambassador, who is best known for his remarkable wood carvings.

• West Vancouver has both inspired and been home to other p’ominent artists including painters, writers,

sculptors, ceramic artists, photographers, performng artists and others They have included people like

BC Binning, Selwyn Pullan, Gordon Sm’th. Dougias Coupland; Sarah McLachlan, and Barry Downs.

• West Vancouver is recognized as the birthplace of West Coast Modern architecture in Canada This legacy
is celebrated through the Museum’s highly regarded exhibits, lectures, publications, and annual Modern
Home Tour, and the remaining stock of mid-century houses. Work would be needed to determine the
viability of arcnitectural tourism in Wcst Vancouver, or opportunities fo’ unique visitor accommodations—

as in Oak Park, Illinois or Palm Spings, California—albeit at a much more modest scale.

• The District is currently participating in the North Shore Cultural Mapping Project, which is being led
by the North Vancouver Community Arts Council. When completed (anticipated Spring 2020), this
tool will serve as an information portal for Noth Shore arts and cultural facilities and programs, and a
tremendous support for place-making and destination development.
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• A signature event in West Vancouver is the annual Harmony Arts Festival, a unique 10-day festiva1 held
in mid-summer on the .4mbleside waterfront.

22 innovation. Science and Economic Deveropment canada. 2017
23 Source: The Rise of Food Tourism, Special Report Skiff, 2015 Rs:rie’jcd from festi.ialsondeventsoi:i,:ri’:,: .i:::u ,:Viot;i’ u’; ‘uN /L:2,’uC r:.r:..se.of.cufi.
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Indigenous Tourism

In 2016; UBC Sauder students identified unmet demand for authentic indigenous tourism experiences, (EDwhich are especially attractive to international visitors1. At the present time there is no central
destination in Metro Vancouver where visitors can learn about BC’s First Nations, which presents an
opportunity for West Vancouver.

• According to Destination BC, one in four visitors to British Columbia seek out an indigenous cultural
experience during their stay, making this the fastest grov:ing segment of provincial tourism.

• The number of overnight visits to British Columb:’a, which included some form of indigenous cultural
tourism, increased by an estimated 97 per cent between 2006 and 2010 to approximately 3.7 million
visits, almost double the number from 2006.

• Growtn has been most pronounced within the Canadian market, which in 2010 accounted for 198
million overnight visits to British Columbia w,th an indigenous cutural tourism component (up from
962,000 in 2006) or 106 per cent over four years.

• According to the Aboriginal Tourism Association of British Columbia (AtBC), which leads the
development and marketing of this tourism sector in the province, visitor spending on Indigenous
tourism totaled $42 million in 2011, up from $20 million in 2006.

Other Opportunities

• Realizing boutique hotel in Ambleside would provide economic spinoffs for làcal businesses”,
and would capitalize on public investment in the waterfront, municipal parks, cultural facilities, and
community events’t.

• West Vancouver is a seniors-friendly community” that could be promoted as an attractive visitor
destination within the seniors’ tourism market.

• Over the longer term, development of the future Cypress Village may create opportunities for additional
visitor attractions and accommodations, in addition to new employment and housing options.

12.4 Threats

Regional Competition

• Threats to developing West Vancouver as a local visitor destination lie in competition from established
North Shore attractions such as Grouse Mountain resort and Capilano Suspension Bridge, which draw
large numbers of visitors, There is also regional competition between the North Shore and other Sea-to
Sky communities, i.e., Whistler and Squamish, and communities on the Sunshine Coast and Vancouver
Island. A challenge for West Vancouver is to become a destination in its own right, rather than just a
jumping off point for accessing other communities.

• As a potential daytrip destination, West Vancouver attractions would also be competing with other
Metro Vancouver destinations such as Steveston Village (Richmond), Fort Langley, and the emerging
Shipyards District in North Vancouver, as well as the many distinct neighbourhoods in Vancouver. A
marketing strategy for West Vancouver will need to capitalize on what makes it a distinct community
and a unique visitor experience.

24 :r.d’gcr.ous (or A5c, gra’) cit era, tour Sm can be dcttr cc as trw,e, thj’ is ‘not vatco by or en, cbcd by part c;par or in Abor.B nai nature h s’ory. and/cr I stVes
it Is a sma’I. ho’ rap dy grey rg sector of the BC tourisni industry (source: Dest,na:ior BC)

25 Source: Dcst,nat or BC.
26 Source: Tour’sm Sc:tor Pratt Abtr gral Cu’tural iour.sm, Dost nal,cn BC, May 2O1.t.
27 tis eat’ mated that ovury 8100 spot:: or Indg ng generates another $221 of spcnd.rg in the local destination (Source: “How the botot Industry Bcntl,tt Corn,,,un,

Cs” b’yHcrru Luar. ‘Nash rgron [earn ncr, February 14,2017).
28 Par Dest,na::on BC, vs tot a commodations combined with feed Servrrs account; far over cruth rd of total tourism revenues
29 wos, vancouvcr is recogn.zed prov.nciaty as bet and “age.fricrd:y” and “da,nrnt a.fm:crd y” commur ty
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Seasonality

Seasonal demand impacts West Vancouver’s established recreational businesses such as Cypress
Mount&n and Sewell’s Marina. A cha9enge to- these and other businesses might be to create more all-
season visitor attractions°”. The same is true for West Vancojver’s commerci& areas during the post-
Christmas season and the typicaliy wet winters.

Community Acceptance of Tourism

• There is also a natural skepticism abojt tourism in West Vancouver because residents do not want to
see the community change in a way that could diminsh what they value about this place. A lot of that is
connected to peaceful enjoyment of their own community.

• That being said, there is also dissatisfaction among West Vancouver residents about limited dining
and entertainment options, and among businesses facing a diminished local market. Increased visitor
spending would make longer opening hours for some businesses more viable, and would support new
business start-ups to expand the local offering of shopping and dining experiences.

13.0 POSITIONING WEST VANCOUVER AS A DAY TRIP DESTINATION

West Vancouver is a gateway community between two major tourism regions: Metro Vancouver and Sea-to-
Sky: as well as a jumping off point for the North Shore, Sunshine Coast, and Vancouver Island attrattions. As a
gateway location, however, West Vancouver currently serves as a minor service stop (e.g., Horseshoe Bay), or
is bypassed &together by visitors transiting through the community between Vancoiver and other destinations
north and west.

Research over the past year-and-a-hall suggests that positor.ing West Vancouver as a regional day trip
destination is an appropriate economic diversification strategy3’. As noted above, West Vancouver already
draws many vsitors to its parks, recreational, and cultural facHi:ies; and established attractions such as Cypress
Mountain, Seweli’s Marina, and Park Royal Shopping Centre. Attracting visitor spending through coordinated
marketing and promotion would support the long term viability of local businesses, as well as create new
business and employment opportunities

131 Destination Development

The Destination Development Strategy prepared by Resonance Consultancy lays out specific recommendations
for building on West Vancouver’s current assets as a foundation for destination development32:

“Reposition Ambfeside as a fawn centre and arts district connected to the waterfront”

• Ambleside is home to West Vancouver’s municipal arts and cultural facilities: West Vancouver Museum,
Ferry Building Gallery, Silk Purse, West Vancouver Memorial Library, and West Vancouver Archives. It
is also the location of the Harmony Arts Festival and other popular annual events, and is the site of a
number of public art installations.

• The concept of an arts district in Ambleside has been talked about for many years, but the connection to
the rts in West Vancouver is district-wide. Realizing an actual arts district in Amblesde has not come
to fruition per se, but the ADBIA has laid the groundwork by branding Ambeside and Dundarave as
“creative seaside communities”, and initiating a marketing plan for these commercial areas,

• Community branding and place-making are key to establishing the Ambleside Town Centre and waterfront
as a distinct destination—not only for vistors, but also for new business establishment and new residents.

ac cyrs h;un:, 1 rererty V per&: ta sra,’;-rtz( ng :aab tea w :n a Si 2 m ‘ on rves:iler tt:.’rg the rotor: to oper. more terrar skers ea, Cr n the
season arc/or mpro,e pus ity of ski cond.:ions. Sour:e. cypressmesntoh,.corr

31 Based on key tindirge ‘rem Dis!rirt of Vest Vancouver OeJEinotior Development Strategy. Resoner.ce consuttancy Drait. robruary 2015 and work by usc sauder
Sohoc of Busness, ar.d the G:obai Network for Advanced kianageniant (ONAM),

32 Distrkt of Wcst Vonrocrer Peit,nioticn Development Strategy, Resonance car.sJ’tarcy, Draft, February 2016
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‘Make West Vancouver’s waterfront a multi-generational attraction far visitors and residents by introducing quality

attractions and activities”

The Ambleside Waterfront Concept Plan was endorsed by Council in June 2016, and detailed
implementation is currently underway. The plan largely provides for enhanced park facilities through
acquisition and development of the remaining privately-owned p’operzies along Argyle Avenue. The
waterfront is to be further animated with public walkways, plazas, gardens, an arts facility and more
open space.

The ADSIA is working with the District to better connect the Amble&de and Dundarave commercial
areas to the public wateriront to ensure that municipal investments in the public realm also support the
economic vitality of our local business districts. Specific examples include viayfinding, special events,
and seasonal banners and lighting, and public art.

“Enhance West Vancouver’s image and community entertainment via major events”

West Vancouver is a place of celebration; and its traditional venue for community gatherings is
Ambleside. Ambleside is home to the annual Harmony Arts Festival, Community Day. Ambleside Live
Concerts, Ambleside Farmers’ Market, and more frequent smaller-scale events—many of which attract
both local and regional audiences.

As West Vancouver becomes known as a visitor destination, events programming and other entertainments
will form part of the community’s overall visitor of ferings and part of its marketing message.

“Establish Cypress Village as a vibrant mixed-use village and a must-see destination on the North Shore”

• While the formal area planning process for Cypress Viflage is not yet underway, Cypress Village is poised

to become a vibrant mixed-use community in West Vancouver’s Upper Lands. Cypress Village presents
a great opportunity to develop additional visitor attractions (mountain recreation) and accommodations
over the longer term, in addition to new housing and employment opportunities.

“Develop mare accommodation options far visitors in West Vancouver”

• Visitor accommodations are a key component of a community’s tourism infrastructure. There is
private sector interest in developing a boutique hotel(s) in the Ambleside town centre, and staff will be
examining opportunities to create short-term vacation rentals in other parts of the community.

“Develop a ferry service from Vancauver to Ambleside, Dundarave and Horseshoe Bay as part of a signature tourism
experience”

• The historic West Vancouver ferries brought commuters and visitors to and from downtown Vancouver
from 1909 to 1947; eventually becoming obsolete after the Lions’ Gate Bridge opened in 1938. Re
establishing a water link between Ambleside and downtown Vancouver has been talked about for many
years, but has not been proven to be economically viable,

• A future ferry service from Vancouver to Ambeside, and perhaps to Dundarave and Horseshoe Bay,
would indeed provide a signature tourism experience in Metro Vancouver; and may be viable in the future.

“Engage a destination marketing professional to take charge of marketing West Vancouver ta visitars, businesses,
investors and future residents”

• This recommendation speaks to ‘Nest Vancouver’s attractiveness as a “destination” for future residents,
visitors, and investors, The “marketing” role in this regard is vested with the Manager of Economic
Development, and may require fjrther consultant expertise.

• The District is already working with regional and provincial destination marketing organizations to help
position and market West Vancouver as an attractive visitor destination,

0
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13.2 UBC Sauder School of Business

In the fall of 2016, UBC Sauder students were tasked with the foVowing question: ‘What is West Voncouver
potential to become on attractive visitor destination? In its report, the student team identified West Vancouver’s
primary competition1 as a potential vi&tor destination, as coming from other communities in Metro Vancouver
and the Sea-to-Sky recreational corridor.

Whistler is among the world’s top ski resorts, and has been the top ranked overall ski resort in North
America for four of the past five years? I Whistler is also what makes West Vancouver a bypass community,
given the huge amount of visitor traffic that flows directly from Vancouver past West Vancouver, and up
the Sea-to-Sky Highway. In recent years, the resort has evolved into a four-season destination—adding
summer recreation, culinary experiences, and arts and culture to its traditional winter sports offerings.

North Vancouver is West Vancouver’s eastern neighbour, and is home to two of the most successful
tourist attractions in Metro Vancouver: Grouse Mountain and the Capilano Suspension Bridge. Each
of these attractions offers a diversity of experiences, is extremely well marketed, and is connected
to downtown Vancouver va private shuttle bus service. The Grouse Grind is also a signature hiking
experience on the North Shore.

• The City of Vancouver offers the best shopping, dining, visitor accommodations, parks, beaches, and
cultural facifities in the Metro Vancouver region. It is also home to major league sports teams, concert
venues, and diverse neighbourh oods; and has name recognition as one of the world’s most livable cities.

Squamish has henefited immensely from its location on the Sea-to-Sky Highway between Vancouver and
Whistler, and is becoming more renowned as a destination for outdoor recreation—including mountain
biking and rock climbing. The new Sea-to-Sky Gondola in Squarnish is now a major visitor attraction.

The team identified West Vancouver’s existing visitor attractions, including its many public parks, Park Royal
Shopping Centre, other commercial areas, quality restaurants and cafés, winter recreation in Cypress Provincial
Park, appealing terrain for mountain biking, and the Horseshoe Bay ferry terminal,

Team members suggested that more work was needed to develop the West Vancouver ‘story” (describing
the community and its authentic visitor experiences) and to begin communicating that story to a targeted
audience. It also suggested that opportunities in indigenous and mountain biking tou’ism be more fully
explored, given demonstrated demand fo these visitor experiences through industry research.

West Coast Modern Architecture was seen as a theme that could be explored in community branding, but there
was little data to confirm the economic potential of this niche visitor market, and it was not expored further.

13.3 Global Network for Advanced Management (GNAM)

In March 2017, the GNAM student team presented a draft tourism strategy that outlines West Vancouver’s
diverse tourism offerings, presents a compelling reason to visit our community (oUr marketing message),
identifies target markets, and includes recommended marketing strategies.

The team considered potential market segments, based on their respective demographic profiles and interests,
and how West Vancouver might be positioned to them as a visitor destination. It identified three anchors to
West Vancouver’s “value proposition” as being:

1. West Vancouver as a gateway” to the Sea-to-Sky region

2. West Vancouver as an arts and cWtural hub

3. West Vancouver: nature at your fingertips

33 Ass Sec “Threats ‘in Saor on 114
34 For te ft r4 corsacut ye year the 5K iae2 ra Resort 50r’de/ Sea ramed ate’ C ucrns as ire No 1 O’,era Ski Resort .n North Artier a (‘or 2315-2017)
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In some respects, this team’s work validates and builds on that of UBC Sauder Its three key recommendations are:

1. put West Vancouver “on the map” through coordinated marketing and promotion of the community as
a visitor destination, rather than piecemeal promotion of individual attractions and experiences within
the community

2. enhance recreational trails for hiking, mountain biking, and passive mountainside recreation

3. build on arts and culture as the true spirit of place in West Vancouver

The team’s proposed branding, “Our Bridge to More”, positions the Lions’ Gate Bridge as one of the world’s
most conic crossings and historic gateways, rather than the traffic bottleneck known by North Shore

commuters. The companion phrase: “Introduce us to your friends,” presents a welcoming message targeted
to North Shore residents as an initial target market. This suggests starting small by encouraging local tourism,
and growing the visitor economy when it can be more fully supported by visitor infrastructure, and when the
community comes to understand the value of increased visitor spending in supporting the local economy.

14.0 TOURISM PARTNERS

West Vancouver’s partners in destination development, branding and marketing include established tourism
businesses, local business organizations, and destination marketing organizations. They have participated in
development of the Visitor Strategy and will continue to play a role in its implementation. This partnership
structure is key for product development, visitor attraction, and leveraging external expertise and resources,
particularly in destination marketing.

Partners are described below in terms of Visitor Attractions and Destination Marketing (Sections 141 and
14.2 respectively).

141 West Vancouver’s Visitor Attractions

The most obvious visitor attractions in West Vancouver are Cypress Mountain and Sewell’s Marina, which
are recreation-oriented tourist businesses, However, every West Vancouver park, recreational amenity, arts
or cultural venue, public event, business, or commercial area is also a potential visitor attraction, and a part of
West Vancouver’s collective offering of visitor experiences. Q
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The concept of these “anchors” also connects to specific visitor destinations within West Vancouver,
specifically; Horseshoe Bay; Ambleside/Park Royal; and Cypress Mountain—but provides the basis for

positioning all of West Vancouver as a visitor destination.
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Parks and Recreation

West Vancouver’s superior parks and community recreational facilities are very popular with local residents,
but also attract visitors and program participants 1mm across the North Shore and other communities.

From oceanfront parks for passve recreation to rugged wilderness parks t:nat offer a true escape from the city.
West Vancouver has a park to suit every age and lifestyle. West Vancouver’s 10 most popular parks incude:
Ambieside, Caulfeild, Cypress Falls, Dundarave, Horseshoe Bay, John Lawson, Lighthouse, Memoria, Whyte
Lake, and Whytecliff—each of which offers a distinctive visitor experience.

The West Vancouver Community Centre, Aquatic Centre, Ice Arena, and Gleneagles Community Centre offer
a wide range of programs and services for all ages. They also serve as local hubs for community gatherings and
celebrabons The West Vancouver Seniors’ Activity Centres a welcoming facility, operated specifically for seniors
within the community, offering inclusive programs and activites to encourage a he&thy, active and social lifestyle.

Arts and Culture

There are many cultural experiences to be found in West Vancouver including:

community arts programs and exhibits at the historic Ferry Building Gallery

• West Vancouver Museum, with its programming focus on West Coast Modern art, architecture, and
design, and its annual Modern Homes Tour

• West Vancouver Memorial Library, which inspires discovery and learning forvisitors of all ages, houses
an art collection, and is a performing arts venue

It also functions as a welcoming place for visitors, with services to the travelling public, including
access to the Internet, and information on community offerings

• Kay Meek Centre for the Performing Arts

• West Vancouver’s public art collection

• annual Harmony Arts Festival
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are provided and managed by the District’s Parks, Culture and Community Services Division.



• Through its branding and marketing efforts, the ADBIA is looking to establish the Ambleside and
Dundarave commercial areas as attractive visitor destinations within West Vancouver. Part of its

strategy is to leverage municipal investments in the Ambleside and Dundarave waterfronts, public parks,

arts and culture, and community recreational facilities (all of which are established visitor draws) to
attract more customers to local businesses.

• To date, the ADBlA has positioned Ambleside and Dundarave as “creative seaside communities’,

building on arts and culture as a major theme. It has also established individual identities for “Ambleside
Beach” and “Dundarave Village”. This will form the basis for area marketing initiatives, and is reflected in

a seasonal banner program and other enhancements.

• The ADBIA has funded a wayfinding plan, which includes a series of pedestrian walking loops linking the
waterfront with the commercial areas, Implementation of the wayfinding plan is currently underway with

the support of the District.

Ambleside Beach and Dundarave Village

‘I
_.4.-;•_ K

0
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• The ADBIA has also partn&ed with the District on major events such as the annual Harmony Arts
Festival to draw visitors to local businesses. One example is ADBIA support for the Art Beat program,

which matches artists with local businesses during the 10-day festival.
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While the Ambleside and Dndarave waterfronts are passive recreational areas and are home to
seasonal events, (e.g., Harmony Arts, Djndaràve Festival of Lights) the Horseshoe Bay waterfront has
a very different character. Home to a major BC Ferries terminal, and a long-established marina with
marine-oriented businesses, Horseshoe Bay has historically been more of a working waterfront with a
picture postcard backdrop of Howe Sound and surrounding mountains.

• The HBBA has hosted a number of successful events over the years, including the annual Taste of the
Bay, which builds on its authentic place identity.

• In 2013, the HBBA commissioned Resonance Consultancy to create a destination development strategy
for Horseshoe Bay ‘to help locals, North Shore residents, and potential visitors from around the world to
understand Horseshoe Bay from a new perspective: as an oceanfront destination village that is Mile Zero
of the word-famojs Sea-to-Sky Highway3Y

The HBBA has not had the resources to advance the ‘Mile Zero’ marketing opportunities;
however, the recommendations in the Resonance report have been considered in developing West
Vancouver’s Visitor Strategy and the Municipality’s overall positioning as a visitor destination.

• West Vancouver is part of two distinct tourism regions: Sea-to-Sky and Metro Vancouver. The
significance of this for Horseshoe Bay is its very strategic location:

In addition to ferry service connecting West Vancouver to the Sunshine Coast and islands,
Horseshoe Bay is where the two tourism regions intersect, and where the regional character and
visitor experiences shift from urban centre to outdoor recreation.

Redevelopment of the Sewell’s property (underway) will provide for an enhanced public realm and
waterfront environment both for locals and visitors,

35 Hnreshoe Bay Destinatsar, Development Strategy Resonance consuftsng. 2014
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• As a major regional shopping centre and the North Shore’s primary retail destination, Park Royal is an
important visitor attraction at the strategic gateway to West Vancouver at Marine Drive and Taylor
Way. Park Royal’s marketing initiatives include targeted visitor promotions, and (in 2017) providing free
shuttle bus service from downtown Vancouver.

• Park Royal is also home to destination retailers with single locations in Metro VancoUver, such as Simons
and Saks’ Off Fifth (clothing retailers).

Caulfeild Shopping Centre

0

0

Park Royal Shopping Centre

• Caulfeild’s existing businesses are very much focussed on the daily needs of local residents, but include
specialty and apparel retailers catering to a broader market.

• Its direct access from the Upper Levels Highway positions it as a convenient service stop for the
motoring public along the Sea-to-Sky corridor.

• This suggests an opportunity to promote existing businesses to a new market, or evofve the tenant!
product mix to make it a more attractive visitor stop.
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14.2 Destination Development and Marketing

Tourism development and marketing in Canada is highly organized, with resources and other supportive
nfrastructurc provided at the federal, provincial, and regional levels. This enables local communities to

participate in coliective marketing both domestic&:y and abroad.

District of West Vancouver

The District’s Community Relations and Communications Division does not play a traditional
‘marketing” role per se, but it does position West Vancouver in the public domain, and creates and
disseminates public information through westvancouver.ca, social media, print advertising, and other
communications vehicles. It also monitors and responds to traditional and social media on issues related
to West Vancouver.

• A “Visit vVest Van” page exists on the District’s web site, largely as a placeholder for visitor information.
While westvancouver.ca would not he a primary source of information for visitors to West Vancouver, it
does serve as an information toot for West Vancouver residents hosting family and other guests.

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce

• The membership of the West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce includes established tourism
businesses such as Cypress Mountain, Sewell’s Marina. and Park Royal Shopping Centre. Wnile it
has not played a direct role in tourism, the Chamber office would be a logical location for a Visitor
Information Centre, if the District were to pursue a ‘bricks and mortar’ location for distribution of tourist
information. However, most information sought by visitors (i.e., attractions, accommodations, dining,
shopping, transportation, etc.) is increasingly sourced online rather than in person.

• As an advocate [or the business community, the Chamber’s support for destination branding and
marketing efforts and the development of visitor infrastructure will be important for ensuring continued
growth and viability of the local economy.

Vancouver’s North Shore Tourism Association (VNSTA)

• In March 2008, Vancouver’s North Shore Hoteliers Association (VNSHA) amalgamated \vith the North
Vancouver Chamber of Commerce Tourism Committee and formed the newly-named Vancouver’s North
Shore Tourism Association. This new organzation became the Destination Marketing Organization
(DM0) for the City and District of North Vancouver and the de facto DM0 for West Vancouver.
VNSTA’s marketing initiatives are typically conducted in partnership with Destination BC.

• Through development of the Visito Strategy, the District has become more fully engaged with the
VNSTA; the Manager of Economic Deveopment now serves as West Vancouver’s representative and
voting member on the VNSTA Board of Directors,

• West Vancouver attractions are currently promoted via VNSTA’s annual visitors’ guide, websit&, and
mobile application.

Destination BC

• Operating as Destination British Columbia (Destination BC), this industry-led Crown corporation works
collaboratively with tourism stakeholders across the province to coordinate tourism marketing at the
international, provincial, regional and local levels; and to support regions, communities, and Aboriginal
people in developing or expanding tourism experiences, businesses, and jobs.

• Destination BC is responsible for executing key components of the Provincial government’s tourism strategy.
Key marketing and leadership responsibilities include marketing British Columbia as a tourist destination, and
promoting growth of the provincial tourism industry to increase revenues and employment.

36 vancruversnorthshore corn
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• In addition to tourism related market research and support for visitor centres across the province,
Destination BC also supports regional, sectoral, and community tourism marketing. It also offers tourism 0training and development programs; and provides direct advice to local communities and regional DMDs.

• West Vancouver businesses and visitor attractions are also promoted via the Destination BC website,
which is to be updated and re-launched in 2018°

• Destination BC is undertaking the p-eparation of a series of re&onal tourism strateges across the province.
As West Vancouver is part of two sub-regions with’n the Vancouver Coast and Mountains Tourism region.
the District is engaged in both the Sea-to-Sky Corridor strategc which launched in September 2017;
and the Metro Vancouver strategy, which is anticipated to start in early 2018. The time frame for each
strategy is approximately one year, and the resulting strategies will be used to guide provincial government
investment in local tourism infrastructure, marketing, and related economic development initiatives.

Tourism Vancouver

• In July 2017, the District of West Vancouverjoined Tourism Vancouver as a Destination Partner. This provides
the District will the ability to leverage collective marketing opportunities provided by Tourism Vancouver
in support of the Visitor Strategy, and to reach both broad and cultivated (specialty) visitor markets.

• As with VNSTA and Destination BC, Tourism Vancouver is another outlet for dissemination of digital and
printed information about West Vancouver.

Aboriginal Tourism Association of Canada and Aboriginal Tourism BC

• Aboriginal Tourism BC and the Aboriginal Tourism Association of Canada have been engaged in developing
the Visitor Strategy, and both agencies could play a role in realizing potential opportunities for West
Vancouver in Indigenous tourism. Specifically, discussions have revolved around a potential visitor centre for
Indigenous tourism to be estabished somewhere in Metro Vancouver (and potentially in West Vancouver).

Western Canada Mountain Bike Tourism Association (MBTA)

• The MBTA is a unique not-for-profft organization committed to establishing mountain biking as a
safe and sustainable tourism experience in Western Canada, which is perhaps the most scenic and
challenging mountain biking destination in the world. MBTA works collaboratively with a network of
businesses, bike clubs, communities, resorts, and government agencies to achieve its goal to have
Western Canada recognized for its world-class sustainable trails, abundant mountain biking experiences
that are supported by enthusiastic communities, and resort operators offering high quality services.

• West Vancouver’s opportunities for mountain bike tourism lie in the Upper Lands, specifically through
the future development of sanctioned mountain bike trails and the development of other visitor
attractions and infrastructure in the future Cypress Village.

AFAR Experiences

• AFAR is a leading edge travel media group, specializing in cultivated travel, and opportunities to immerse
one’s self in local cultures. It also publishes the bi-monthly AFAR magazine. The Director of AFAR Experiences
has been directly engaged in stakeholder discussions around destination development for West Vancouver.

• There is an opportunity here to develop a cultivated traveller experience in West Vancouver, with
opportunities for visitor immersion in local arts, indigenous culture, outdoor recreation, cullnary
experiences, etc.

37 h&iobc corn
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15.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Topic
t

Recommendations

Destination Development E- Fesalen Viest Varacu 5cr as a reoroat end ar.d cuttu’al daythp dcsti,aticr
within the Metro Vancouver and Sea to-Sky tourism regions

8-2 Define potential visitor markets for West Vancouver using such tools
as Explorer Quotienti and Explorer Type to align visitor offerings and
promoticnal messaging

8-3 Participate in Destination BC’s regional destination development planning
for the Sea -to-Sky and Metro Vancouver tourism regions (201 7-2019), and in
targeted visitor campaigns

5-4 Work with A°AR Experiences to leverage West Vancouvers many visitor
att-ih-ates and cullivete unique travel exper.ence, with oppo-tun.tes

• for visitcr im.mersien in ti-c arts, nature outd-oo recreotior. community
celebrations, and ind;gencus culture’

Destination Marketing B-S Femalizo an agreement with the VNSTA to serve as the Districts olficial
Destinatic.n Ma-5eting 0’sn sat,:r: 0MG). and pa’tiaipate in the Municipal
ano Regional Dstriat The (MaiY) ;:regrarn to ensure hat clgible toarist
accommodations in VVest Vancouver may collect the MRDT to contribute
towards local DM0 funding”.

8-6 Establish baseline visitor perceptions of West Vancouver and compile visitor
data from local visitor attractions to determine a starting point in 2018 for
measuring future growth.

B-? Create and update content (text, images, video, and other media) showcasing
West Vancouver’s visitor offerings in partnership with local tourism
stakeholders for dissemination via VNSTA, Destination BC and Tourism
Vancea-je

B-B Upoato tno ‘Visit West Van” page on wcstvarccaveraa to be consistent witn
visitor information and messaging on the District’s partner web sites, and
include relevant links

6-9 Develop an advertising strategy with local tourism partners to leverage
opportunities or cross-promotion ol West Vancouver as a visitor destination

8-10 Examine advertising opportunities via Blue Bus vehicles and TransLink bus
shelters in high traffic areas of downtown Vancouver (e g Georgia Street, and
in close proximity to Stanley Park).

ao Eep’crar Q,,o: CV ‘250 no.v: as EQ. was oeve’oped ej Des: rat on canacs (the Carad an “oar sri Asset at on) in parerersb p vs st Era ron as Poser-ct Crceo
EQ isa proarerary market segrn.ertat en system basee Cr the so erce C’ poyobog’apn as Rather ti-an makat.ng :0 or evv&op rg procoata or tra ye era based on

gircrr:s such as oemegr apt as (eg ago. gore-ar rr ama eta) are/or gecarapty EQ empiras no; the importance of tra,e.’e’ segmentaron baked on

the rpvcbcog as ubaracter,s: as such as the rat: tades, be efs. va’ues. met qa:ora. soc be”a-s ou’s Wrer var ears psycra’cg Ca’ Cha’a::tr St CS are co.mb’ned.
Haters types 0! tra years emerge These are known as Exp.arer ‘types

4 Es snipes ct cc- ‘:‘sa immers.en waud ‘rc’jee tei’S. cven’gbt sta,s n’gxr’zad c r rars. g’ezp Hkes. nr,unta b k.r and other act sit as nested cc ‘ead by fcca’s
LI At causer: the VS’!A is toe Des: rater kiarka: tv Orsar:zat en (0M0 ‘en the Coy ard D:st,:at o’ North Vanco’jvt r cv a ion, a grceme:’tn5 and truce

DM3 for West Vencoaser Tna MEDi’ sac, ec,ed from a .gbe vs-tot act ommoda: ens irate Cay ana Distr,ct of North Varcouvor. but the MRDT is rot co’erteo
in Woat Varco,iier. though one prope rtyw ou’d be e:gbe at tb’s t sac
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16.0 IMPLEMENTATION

A high-level implementation time-line for the Visitor Strategy is shown in the Table in Part E.

16.1 Partnerships

Development of the Visitor Strategy has involved the West Vancouver business community and other
local stakehoiders, local and international universities, subject matter experts, and tourism marketing
organizations from the local to natonal levels. Ongoing implementation of the Visitor Strategy will follow the
same partnership model. This will allow the District to lead this initiative, while leveraging the expertise and
resources of its many partner agencies.

42 In 2017, the ADB:A rerun ored a wayfir.d rig plan for the Amb eside. Ho’ lyburn, and Da;’darave commerce1 areas,
43 Forma recogn on of a property’s heritage ax uc in West Vancouver is via st.rg on the Community Hertage Pegster (by r050:ution of counc I)
44 Exampes of cu nary tour-sm opportuntes include: organized cu1ir.ary (dining) leers. cookng classes ted by local chefs, and partcipet on in Dne Out Varcouver
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Topic Recommendatlon5

Visitor Infrastructure ‘ 311 Develop a District’wide wayf inding plan that builds on initial work by the
ADBIA , focusing on maior traffic routes into West Vancouver and guiding
visitors to local rzmme’ciot areas and ctncr visitor attractors

B42 E,ar’ire potential tou’ism benef,ts Ol tjtj-e District ire5tments
intc-act;c mapp:rg and/cr do’..’nloadab’e acellcacicrs for mobile devices

B-13 Suppcrt the ceveloomert of a bouhque hotel in tie Ambleside Town Centre,

314 Suppet the development ol visitor occemmodations in the futj’o cyp-ess
Village and other comcrcial centres where feasible

B-iS Develop draft policy and ‘cgulations to aUov; for “c-ed and srcak’ast’ and
“sbort-to’m vacaticn rental’ as permitted uses en proserties recognized
for tneir heritage value’, beth to broaden accem’nsdatien cptions, and to
provide an ecoromic ir:crtive for behtage censorvat,zn

cultural and Indigenous Tourism 516 Promote the integration of economic considerations in the District’s Arts and
Culture Strategy, to ensure that the arts can contribute to the local economy,
and support West Vancouver’s development as a visitor destination

B-il Continue to work with Aboriginal Tourism BC and Aboriginal Tourism
Association of Canada to pursue opportunities in Indigenous tourism in West
Vancouver,

Mountain Biking s-ig consider opportunities for sanctioned mountain bike traits via implementation
of the Upper Lands policies in the OCP, development of a Traits Plan, and/er
area planning process for the future Cypress Village

Cutinary Tourism 519 Work with \Nest Vancouver’s business community and destination marketing
organizations to leverage regional marketing initiatives, gain recognition
of West Vancouver as a “foedie” destination, increase business for local
restaurants and toed retailers, and attract new complementory businesses’’,

B2o Expand food experiences at local festivals and special events, e g.. with food
trucks, pop up restaurants, and other vendors



16.2 Monitoring and Evaluation

Longer-term rn omentation of the Visitor Strategy wiV: require monitoring and evaluation to ensure that
economc benefits from tourism are maximized, that print and digital content is accurate and current, that
marketing initiatives are effective, and that West Vancouver’s offering of local attractions and amenities is
continuing to draw visitors.

As the Visito- Strategy will be formally launched in spring 2018, it is important to establish a baseline from
whch performance can be measured (see Recommendation B-6). Key research and evaluation methods for
monitoring perfo-mance incije: visitor courts: analytic tools (eg. Google); onhne and in-person surveys: and
random visitor interviews. Periodic surveys and interviews can help to identify.

• visitors’ perceptions of West Vancouver as a destination

• their reasons for visiting

• frequency of visits

• sources of information used

• activities experienced

• expenditures made at local business

• experience in travelling to West Vancouver

Results can be cross-tabulated with visitor origin, length of stay, income and education levels, etc., to better
define West Vancouver’s Explorer Types”1. This type of survey was most recently undertaken during the
Harmony Arts Festival in 2016.

16.3 Resource Requirements

The Economic Development Plan has been conceived as a framework for supporting economic diversification
and community resiliency without máior capital investments by the District of West Vancouver. The key is to
leverage the responsibilities and caabilities of existing District staff to advance iocal economic development
objectives This will enable cross-divisional cooperation and better alignment of existing municipa! services.

Through the Visitor Strategy, the District is supporting the work of its tourism partners—both local West
Vancouver businesses and destination marketing organizations. Project funding will be required to:

• generate and update West Vancouver content for destination marketing purposes, advertising, and
related initiatives

retain consultant expertise—e g industry research periodic surveys and feasibility studies as may
be needed to guide investments in visitor infrastructure and to inform future marketing initiatives and
program monitoring

‘:

Further inter divisional work is needed to identify the purpose and scope of a District wide wayfinding p’an and
related digital information tools

A number of recommendations will also require the participation of staff from various divisions, but specific
work pans will be developed in collaboration with the District’s Executive Team.

The balance of recommendations fall within the purview of the Manager of Economic Development. Future
funding requirements to support individual projects wHi be identified during the District’s annual budget
process, e.g., as one-time initiatives,

45 sec Recommendaton 8-2
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PART C:

COMMERCIAL AREAS STRATEGY
Commercial Areas: Hierarchy, Role, and Function
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17.0 INTRODUCTION

As West Vancouver’s local economy largely exists to serve the daily needs of West Vancouve’ resdents, it Q
is manifested in a handful of commercial areas and small commercial nodes. The lack of a clearly-defined
commercial hierarchy in West Vancouver makes it difficult to determine the right type and right scale of
development that is needed to support the long-term economic viability of these centres.

The purpose of the Commercial Areas Strategy is to better articulate the role and function of each of West
Jancouvers commercial areas vi:hin a broader economic and land use hierarchy. This is a fundamental step
for understandng local economic issues and opportunities, and for guiding future planning and development in
these areas, including municipal investment in infrastructure and public amenities.

18.0 WEST VANCOUVER’S DISTINCT COMMERCIAL AREAS

Many West Vancouverites have a romanticized notion of the municipality’s commercial areas as a series of
“villages’. This likely stems from West Vancouver’s early history as a string of seasonal camping areas and
small settlements along the waterfront, and the existing scale of commercial development in Ambleside,
Dundarave, and Horseshoe Bay. In reality, West Vancouver offers a variety of shopping environments:

Ambleside Town Centre is the historic heart of the community and home to a mix of retail and service
businesses, local government administration, and a concentration of public cultural, recreational, and
other community facilities, It is ringed by a high-density apartment area and waterfront parks.

Park Royal is a major regional shopping centre offering 280 shops and services at the gateway to West
Vancouver at Marine Drive and Taylor Way.

Dundarave and Horseshoe Bay are truly “village scale” commercial districts. Dundarave Village is
primarily local-serving, but contains a number of destination businesses—whereas businesses in
Horseshoe Bay Viflage cater more to the visitor market, gven that Horseshoe Bay is both home to a
major BC Ferries terminal and the start of the Sea-to-Sky Highway.

Caulfeild Village is an automoble-oriented strip retail centre primarily serving the residents of Caulfeild
and surrounding neighbourhoods.

Sections 181 through 18.6 provide a detailed description of each of West Vancouver’s established commercial
areas in terms of their scale and function, and their unique characteristics, opportunities, and challenges.

181 Park Royal Shopping Centre

Description

Park Royal is a regional shopping centre comprising approximately 1.3 million square feet in floor area,
and 280 shops and services, Opened at the northwest corner of Marine Drive and Taylor Way in 1950, it
has expanded over the years and now spans both sides of Marine Drive from Taylor Way to Pound Road.
It includes a variety of retail environments including a traditional enclosed mall, ‘village” and “main
street” themed outdoor retail, and both small and large format stores, and chain restaurants.

While the primary market area for Park Royal is the North Shore, it also draws customers from
downtown Vancouver and other parts of Metro Vancouver, and is a significant visitor attraction.

• Park Royal is the third-largest shopping centre in British Co!umbia, and twenty-fifth-largest in Canada,

• Park Royal provides abundant free parking in surface lots and parkade structures in both the north and
south malls, and another off-site parkade connected to the north mall by an overpass,

0
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Development History

• The opening of the Lions’ Gaze Bridge in 1938 created opportunities for residential and commercial
opportunities across the North Shore Financed by British Pacific Properties (BPP). the bridge provided a
direct link from Vancouver to the company’s large real estate holdings in West Vancouver

• As residential developments spurred a demand for stores and services, the vision for Park Royal began
to take shape, and construction of the future shopping centre began in August1949. Opening in 1950,
the original Park Royal Shopping Centre was an open strip mall on the north side of Marine Drive, west
of Taylor Way anchored by Woodward’s. BPP subsequently leased land from the Squamish Nation
for commercial expansion on the south side of Marine Drive, ushering in a series of changes over the
ensuing years”:

1962: Phase I of Park Royal South was completed, anchored by Eaton’s and Super Valu.

1964: Park Royal North was expanded and a new Woodward’s Food Floor was added; howling
lanes and movie theatres were added to the south mall.

1969: The north mall was converted to an enclosed shopping centre and further expanded; two
levels of parking were added, along with a new parkade on Clyde Avenue east of Taylor Way.

1977: The south mall expanded with the addition of a second level and another anchor tenant, the
Hudson’s Bay Company; and a new westerly overpass was bult across MarHe Drive for a vehicle
connection between the north and south malls.

1939: BPP sold the property to Larco Investments Ltd. Shortly afterwards, Larco determined the
best strategy to revitalize Park Royal was to “externalize” the malls and give them a street front
appearance4’.

1992 to 2004: Park Royal went through a variety of retail changes, but maintained its place as an
conic shopping hub in West Vancouver.
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P 2004: Park Royal opened Canada’s first lifestyle” centre—The Village at Park Royal. This new
shopping environment satisfied a unique need by creating a friendly, contemporary village
atmosphere, and set a new standard for the design of a place where people shop, live, learn, play,
and have fun. Park Royal has won several prestigious local, national, and international awards for
its success in buildin° a community within a community.

46 scurce: ?1 ‘.r’;e Dr:. aezortL”g Aprccrcr S,irr’c’1 sire November 2012, Park cya’ Shopp rg cer:re Hozrgs Ltd
47 A though etterra .?at Cr sr.d crc creator of street Nor: reta liv common ,ocs in t51. Fark Roya was Ire its: regiona shoppng centre in canada to make this a
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Challenges

• There is divided local government jurisdiction over the development of Park Royal, which makes
comprehensive planning somewhat challenging:

The District of West Vancouver has development approval authority over the north mall
(excluding Park Royal Towers), and a small portion of the south mail (former White Spot site

known as 752 Marine Drive).

Development aproval over the rest of the site is vested with the Squamish NaUon. The District
provides municipal services to these lands via a servicing agreement with the Squamish Nation.

• Despite being a major visitor draw, Park Royal (like the rest of West Vancouver) is commony by-passed
by Whistler-bound tourists.

• It is also located at a major regional traffc bottle-neck at the north end of the Lions Gate Bridge.

Opportunities

• Park Royal offers signfcant development opportunities for commercial expansion, employment growth,

and provision of mulU-family housing over the long term.

• The site includes 505 units of purpose-built rental housing at Park Royal Towers (circa 1960s), which

is the largest single rental property in West Vancouver, and accounts for over 20 per cent of the
community’s total rental housing supply. In theory, this is a potential supply of on-site employee housing,
but lo* vacancies and high rents are the norm in the local market.

• Park Royal is West Vancouver’s primary transit hub and transfer point.

• Park Royal is in single ownership, giving it the ability to readily capitalize on new business opportunities
and emerging retail formats and to remain relevant in a changing market.

Strategic Directions

• Park Royal and Ambleside Town Centre are both centred on Marine Drive and separated by only three
blocks—with Ambleside Park on the south, and single-family and duplex housing on the north. Through
the Commercial Areas Strategy, there is an opportunity to capitalize on both the distinctions and the
synergies between these two commercial areas with greater connectivity.

• Improving District-wide wayfinding signage and, in particular, visitor information signs between the
Lions’ Gate Bridge and Upper Levels Highway would help identify Park Royal (and Ambleside beyond
that) as a visitor destination.

18.2 Ambleside Town Centre

Description

• Ambleside municipal town centre includes the established commercial district centred along Marine
Drive and portions of Bellevue and Clyde Avenues, between 13th and 19th Streets. It is developed with
approximately 336,500 square feet of commercial floor area (including 265,000 square feet of retail
floor area33).

• Ambleside has the characteristics of a traditional downtown in a smafl community, including a “main
street” retail area. As the municipal town centre, it is also the location of major civic faciltes including:
Municipal Hall, Police services; museum: archives, library, community centre; and seniors’ centre. The
Ambleside waterfront is also a primary gathering and celebratory place for West Vancouver residents, e.g.,
Community Day, Harmony Arts Festival, Nowruz, Coho Festival and other sporting and cultural events.

• Ambleside continues to function as an employment and office centre that attracts both local and
regional clientele, supported by small businesses that are not available at Park Royal.

28 source: An,F, , commerciar Matkct & Rev tal,zotor rrnp!ernentaton study. Urh,n cs consultants Ltd., June 2013.
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Development History

• As stated in Cottages to Community: The Story of Vvest Vancouver’s Neighhourhoods,

‘Arnh.’esidc is West Vancouver’s downtown, the main centre [or shopping, business, and cultural
activities. U’s the most densely populated area, with numerous high-rises grouped around the
commercial core. Compared to the rugged topography farther west, the land here was relatively’
easy to build on, and early ferry service made it readily accessible from Vancouve.c

• Ambleside is an historic water landing and the location of early residential development in VVest
Vancouver Ambleside was connected to downtown Vancouver by a municipal ferry service from 1909 to
1947. The opening of the Lions’ Gate Bridge in 1938 fueled a post-war residential development boom, which
also saw the opening of Pa’k Royal Shopping Centre in 1950 as a major retail alternative to Ambleside.

Challenges

• Revitahzation of the Ambeside town centre has been a Council priority for years. However, that goal
remains unrealized despite public investment in civic institutions, arts and cultural facilities, municipal
infrastructure, public events, and waterfront amenities.

• Ambleside has lost its retail supremacy to Park Royal and struggles to find its identity, while Park Royal
continues to evolve and adapt to retail trends and opportunities. A key reason for this may be the

4 fractured land ownership in Ambleside and lack of coordinated retail marketihg, as compared to single-
ownership and well-resourced marketing campaigns for Park Royal.

• Existing OCP policies, as reflected in the ‘special sites” approach, recognize the challenges in assembling
property in Ambleside:

The established subdivision pattern in Ambleside is characterized by predominantly small parcel
sizes and multiple ownerships

Land values are relatively high, indicating some level of speculation, although outright
development potential (via existing zoning) is limited

• The OCP identifies three “special sites” (based on larger parcel sizes and single ownerships) as key
development opportunities, but only one of these sites has advanced to the development stag&.

• Despite past public and private efforts in commercial area revitalization (e.g., streetscape enhancements
and waterfront planning), Ambleside does not have a clear identity or sense of place.

• The current business mix is considered less than optimal, with regular vacancies and business turnovers.

• The positioning of Ambleside as the ‘town centre”, and defining what that role should be is also hampered, in
part, by romantic notions of Ambleside as a ‘village’ and local aversion to higher densities and taller buildings.

Opportunities

• Ambleside municipal town centre is located along the Marine Drive frequent transit corridor which has
the potental to support new multi-family residential and commercial mixed-use development.

• Major civic institutions located in. and around, Ambesde establish it as an important administrative and
cultural centre, distinguishing it from other commercial areas.

• Ongoing implementation of the Ambeside VVaterfront Plan will see further pubic Hvestment in opening up
the balance of the waterfront for public use, and enhancing active and passive recreational opportunities.

• Ambleside is associated with arts and culture, and is ho me to the West Vancouver Museum, Ferry
Building Gallery, Silk Purse, Kay Meek Centre, and the annual Harmony Arts Festival.

49 cott, to co,,t,r;unuy- The Story of Wee! Vancouver’s NeJgItbourhcodL Frsr.c;e Marsh, dge. V.v;t ver.ccuvc’r Hjstorcai Soc’ety, 2011. p.23
50 Ore o’ these spece sass’ is the 1300-block Ma,,ne Drve (south sde) where, as c october 2017, Phase! of Grosvenor Ambes’de in near’sg competiun whie

Phase lane Cs construct en Upon co,np’et.on. Grosvenor Amh’e&de wti proede 99 un,ts of new strata-Chad apartments and ground eve! comnrerc’a spaces.
The two bu, Id,rs v. be separated by a gless’covered pedestran pta,a.
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Establishment of the Ambleside-Dundarave Business Improvement Area (ADBIA) has provided an

effective local business voice and on the ground partner for the District to advance revitalization efforts

for the town centre.

The BIA concept borrows the branding, marketing, and business recruitment tools used in

successful shopping centres, and applies them to traditional business districts comprised of

multiple landlords and largely independent retailers.

Strategic Directions

• As shown in the Regional Land Use Designations Map in the CCP, the boundaries of the Ambleside
municipal town centre include the waterfront, commercial area, and apartment area. Implicit in this is

the recognition that the town centre is more than a collection of stores and offices but, rather, a place
where people live, work, do business, and recreate.

• The current OCP review and pending Ambleside Town Centre planning process provide a key

opportunity to distinguish the Ambleside commercial area from Park Royal (regional shopping centre)
and smaller-scale convenience centres (Dundarave, Horseshoe Bay, and Caulfeild)—the latter which

more appropriately wear the village” moniker.

• Ambleside Town Centre, Park Royal Shopping Centre, and Dundarave Village are situated within a higher

density mixed-use corridor along Marine Drive, stretching from the Lions’ Gate Bridge west to 25th
Street. Traditional land use planning has looked at these centres individually, within their surrounding

residential contexts. Moving forward, it would make sense to undertake land use planning at the corridor
level to capitalize on transit improvements, to achieve greater housing diversity close to all community

services, and to develop greater synergies between these distinct commercial neighbourhoods”.

• The development of the Arts and Culture Strategy and branding of Ambleside and Dundarave by the
ADBIA as “creative seaside communities” provide an opportunity to realize the potential of the arts as

an economic driver for West Vancouver.

SO PART C COMMERCIAL AREAS STRATEGY

As implementation of the waterfront plan continues to unfold, opportunities to better connect the
waterfront and town centre through area branding and marketing, wayfinding, and pedestrianlinkages,

public art, and other place making inftatives will be key to leveraging public investment in the waterfront

with private investment in the town centre.
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18.3 22nd & Marine

Description

Located between Ambleside Town Centre aid Dundarave Village is a small collection of approximately
25 dispersed businesses located along Marine Drive at 22nd Street.

• While some people refer to the area as “Hollyburn’, that historic place name is also associated vith the
foot of 17th Street and the fomer Lawson family home (aka Navvy Jack House).

• This area is scparated f-cm the Ambleside commercial area to the east and Dundarave to the west by an
expanse of residential uses and civic facilities.

Challenges

This is a bit of an orphaned’ commercial area, given its separation from Ambleside and Dundarave. It is
also not large or unique enough to have a distinct commercial identity.

• There are no outright opportunities for commercial expansion in this area, given existing zoning, and no
obvious redevelopment sites.

Opportunities

• This commercial area is part of the larger Ambleside-Dundarave Business Improvement Area (BIA), and
its businesses benefit from the ADBIA’s branding, marketing, and advocacy efforts, ADBIA initiatives
include seasonal banners, lighting and wayfinding signage, and business promotion via the ADBIA
websit& and targeted marketing campaigns.

• This area is strategicaly located along the Marine drive corridor (transit route) with direct Highway

?ccess and egress via 21st and 22nd Streets.

• It is also sftua:ed adjacent to the Ambleside apartment area and to the various recreational ard
community amenities at the civic centre complext1.

Strategic Directions

• Over the short term, local busnesses will benefit from greater connectivity to the waterfron: via the
ADBIA’s wayfinding plans.

• Positioning of local businesses (particularly restaurants) as part of the larger Civic Centre precinct would
help to increase public (particularly visitor) awareness of local offerings.

• Over the longer term, it is possible that a distinct identity could emerge for this area, which would be
reflected in future place-making and marketing initiatives,

18.4 Dundarave Village

Description

• The Dundarave Village commercial area comprises 130 businesses of various size concentrated in the
2500 blocks of Marine Drive, and Bellevue and Hayviood Avenue, A handful of businesses are located
on Marine Drive east of 24th Street and west of 25th Street, but the primary land use in those blocks
is residential.

• Other major businesses in Dundarave include the Beach House Restaurant, located on the waterfront
at the foot of 25th Street, and Male Leaf Garden Centre, which is accessed from the 2500 block of
Haywood Avenue.

• Dundarave has a charming village character, wth a good variety of street level shops, and several patios
for outdoor dining.

Si s anticipated that the new ADB!A website w’H be launched n ear:y 2013
52 The West vancouver c•v:c centre conrpies irciudes: West varrouver conrrnuny centre, Aquabc centre, ice Arena, and Senors’ Act wty centre. Msrnor.a’ Park

and the West Vancouver Ntcrnc:ria Library are located one biock away
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• Local landmarks buflt during this era include the 1912 Clachan Hotel (row the Beach House Restaurant);
and the 1913 Conservative Hall (row the Red Lion Pub).

Challenges

• Given its small size and built-out character, there are few opportunities f0r commercial expansion in
Dundarave other than through redevelopment of underutilized properties. These physical limitations also
suggest that the present-day offering of goods and servces is indicative of future commercial offerings.

• Dundarave is a seaside community, but the commercial area is disconnected from the waterfront due to
the location of the railway tracks, uphill topography, and lack of wayfinding signage.

• Customer parking is in short supply, given the competing demands of park users and shoppers.

• Delivery trucks have traditionally stopped in vehicle travel lanes for loading and unloading, cau&ng local
traffic delays and pedestrian hazards, While the District has tried to address this through dedicated
loading zones and increased bylaw enforcement, the number and frequency of required deliveries to
local businesses continues to be a challenge for traffic flow and parking, and requires ongoing bylaw
enforcement by District staff.

Opportunities

• Dundarave is commonly regarded as a “charming viilage” shopping area and, despite its small size, has a
good mix of specafty shops, restaurants, bakeries, wine shops, coffee shops, and service retail.

• A landscaped median with mid-block pedestrian crossings s!ows down vehicular traffic through the
village, making outdoor dining very attractive—particularly on the sunny north side of Marine Drive.

• The ADBIA is building on the “Dundarave Village” brand in marketing local businesses to West
Vancouver residents, and positioning Dundarave as local visitor destination.

• While commercial properties are of small size and primarily in individual ownerships, an existing
land assembly in the western half of the 2400-block (south side) presents a great mixed-use
development opportunity.

• Dundarave Village is also envisioned as the western terminus for enhanced B-line bus service along the
Marine Drive corridor in North and West Vancouver.

• Dundarave Beach is home to the annual Dundarave Festival of Lights (Christmas) and is the western end
of the Centennial Seawalk.

• The Beach House restaurant, located on the Dundarave waterfront, is a signature dining experience in
West Vancouver and well-known visitor destination.

52 PART C: COMMERCIAL AREAS STRATEGY

Development History

• Dundarave began as a seasonal Camping destination accessed from Vancouver via rowboat. By World
War I, some seasonal visitors had become permaflent residents, served by newly established businesses
in the village.
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Strategic Directions

• The provision of greater housing opUons within and around Dundarave Village would capitalize on
improved transit service53 and enhance the population base to support local businesses.

• Rezoning of assembled properties in the western half of the 2400-block Marine Drive (south side)
should be supported to realize an increase in density, provision of additional housing units, and much-
needed public parking.

• The ADBIA’s branding and wayfinding initiatives will inform place-making and destination marketing
opportunities for Dundarave Village.

• The Dundarave streetscape plan (anticipated during 2018) will establish a new public realm vision and
provide the direction for pedestrian improvements in the commercial area.

18.5 Horseshoe Bay Village

Description

• Horseshoe Bay is a small commercia! area, compris3ng approximately 35 businesses concentrated along
Bay Street and Royal Avenua As Horseshoe Bay is a major BC Ferries terminal, most local businesses
cater to the trav&ing public.

• Bay Street (Horseshoe Bay’s main street’) has retail on one side, and waterfront on the other (park,
beach, marina, and views of Howe Sound)—giving it a distinct seaside character.

Development History

• As noted in Cottages to Community: The Story of West Vancouver’s Neighbourhoods, Horseshoe Bay
has served a tourist market for over 100 years:

While most people who come to West Vancouver seeking summer activities heoded for
its central areas, a more intrepid group ventured farther west to Horseshoe Bay, which for
many of the earlier years was the end of the railway or rood. The community become a lively
neighbourhood, as its beaches and excellent fishing drew a variety of people looking for fun and
adventure. A number of hotels, cottages, and restaurants catered to visitors.54t’

53
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Whi;e Horseshoe Bay was a thriving tourist area by the 1920s, the arrival of the Sewell famEy in 1931 and
the Troll family in 1946 set the stage for modern-day Horseshoe Bay, where family-owned businesses
like Seweli’s Marina and Troll’s Restajrant are both leading businesses and loc& landmarks.

traII.

53 The :rth 5ore Area rans Rem provse5 C Xpa,5 a’ :Ie trecuert ‘rare, re’.ncr* or te trr’ Shte to rcude &ecer. bus serice aarg :he tie, me
0 rca/Var S:,eet ccrdur tron tower Lyrr to Ourcarave

54 corges to commur’tty The SIory l West Voncouver Neighbovrhccrt4. rrarcLs Marebridge. West varroucer H stor.ca Sor.iety. 2011. pill.



Challenges

• Horseshoe Bay Village is a small commercial area, and its economy is largely dependent on the BC
Ferries terminal.

• Unlike its early years, Horseshoe Bay is less of a destination and more of a service stop or jumping off
point for accessing other visitor destinations in the Sea-to-Sky, Sunshine Coast, and Island regions.

• Low population density in the surrounding area cannot support local serving businesses such as a
grocery store,

Opportunities

• Redevelopment of the upland portion of Sewell’s Marina with 159 multi-family housing units’ and
ancillary commerci& space is somewhat of a game-changer for Horseshoe Bay—in that it will increase
local population, and expand the local customer base.

• Destination BC’s planning process for the Sea-to-Sky and Metro Vancouver tourism regions is an
opportunity to position West \‘ancouver as a vis’tor destination within both regions, and in particular to
highlight Horseshoe Bay as the gateway community between these regions.

• The Visitor Strategy also provides an opportunity to implement the “Mile Zero of the Sea-to-Sky”
branding for Horseshoe Bay.

• While the formation of a Business Improvement Area (BIA) is not likely, given the small size of the local
business community, it may nevertheless provide a good funding model for the Horseshoe Bay Business
Association in the future.

Strategic Directions

• The development of a local area plan for Horseshoe Bay has been identified as a future step in the
ongoing OCP review. It is envisioned that this local plan will identify opportunities for future land
use intensification in Horseshoe Bay Village—to realize new multi-family housing and mixed-use
development

• Horseshoe Bay will see direct economic benefit from the development of a municipal Visitor Strategy,
and Provincial investment in regional tourism development to strengthen Horseshoe Bay’s position as a
visitor destination.

18.6 Caulfeild Village

Description

• Caulfeild Village is a privately-owned shopping centre located at 4375 Headland Drive, and situated on
2146 hectares. It comprises 25 stores and services vuith surface parking, and is anchored by Canada
Saleway, Bank of Montreal, BC Liquor Store and Pharmasave. Opened in 1976, it is an automobile-
oriented strip centre, serving the daily shopping needs of local residents in the new neighbourhoods
developed on the Caulfeild Plateau and surrounding area.

Challenges and Opportunities

• Cau!feild Village is essentially built-out, and has no room for retail expansion viithout complete site
redevelopment. Under a mixed-use redevelopment scenario with underground parking, the site could
accommodate considerably more commercial space (retail and office) with multi-family residential
uses above.

• While not a visitor destination per se, Caulfeild Village is well situated to serve the travelling public with
convenient access from Highway 1 (via Exit #4).

ss Markuwd as “horse shoe Bay West vancouver”, th,s dove!opment by wostbsnk Pro,scs corp is currentiy order construct on,
56 Ant c;pa%sd to ircude restaurant, office and marine-rotated comrnercat uses,
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Strategic Directions

• Future land-use policies within the OCP should contemplate potential site redevelopment in the next 25
years, allowing for commercial expansion and addition of much-needed housing options.

• As Caulfeild VWage could cater to both local residents and visitors, it should he promoted as a retail
service centre via :he Visitor St’ategy

19.0 LOCAL COMMERCIAL NODES

Up until the mid-1940s, most of Marine Drive was zoned commercial, which, in theory, could have resulted in
an extensive highway commercial strip from Ambleside to Horseshoe Bay. The 1946 Bartholomew Town Plans’
emphasized protection of existing residential districts, and led to adoption of a new Zoning Bylaw in 1947,
which saw this commercial strip rezoned to single-family residential use. Exempted from this rezoning were a
handful of developed commercial properties, which exist to this day.

In subsequent years, two addition& commercially zoned sites were created above the Upper Levels Highway,
i.n the Panorama and Whitby Estates neghbourhoods—to provide modest opportunities for local commercial
services. Today, there are a total of six small commercial nodes located outside of West Vancouver’s
established commercial areas, as described below:

Site#1: 5775 Marine Drive

Land area = 23,615 sq. ft.

Commercial floor area = 10,764 sq.ft.
Zoning: CD 33

OCP Designation: Local Commercial Area BF-C8
Current Use: Restaurant and other commercial

Site#2: 4915-4925 Marine Drive and 4920-4930 The Dale
Land area = 24983 sq. ft. (total parcel)
Commercial floor area = 7,083 sq. ft.
Zoning: C 1

QCP Designation: Local Commercial Area BF-C8
Current Use: Mixed residential / commercial strata

Siteft3: 4360 and 4370 Marine Drive
Land area = 20,565 sq. ft.
Commercial floor area = 4,397 sq. ft.

Zoning: CR 2
OCP Designation: Local Commercial Area BF-C8
Current Use: Gas station and convenience store

Site#4: 3390,3392 and 3396 Marine Drive
Land area = 13,957 sq. ft.
Commercial floor area = 3,240 sq. ft.
Zoning: C 1
OCP Designation: Local Commercial Area BF-C8
Current Use: Mixed residential and commercial

57 Tb s was west vancouver’s first comprehensve community plan
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Site#5: 2240 Chippendale Road

Land area = 44,510 sq. ft. (total parcel)
Commercial floor area = 7,241 sq. ft. (Note. Residential = 20,806 sq. ft.)
Zoning: CD 19 Whitby Estates—Bou!der Court

OCP Designation: N/A
Current Use: Commercial

Site#6: 2229 Folkestone Way

Land area = 60,039 sq. ft. (total parcel)
Commercial floor area = 15,730 sq. ft.
Zoning: CD 10 Folkestone Way
DCP Designation: N/A
Current Use: Restaurant and office

While automobile dependence for most daily needs activities is the norm in many areas of the municipality, the
idea of local shops and services within walking distance is extremely appealing to many West Vancouver residents.
However, the viability of providing small-scale retail services is challenging in a low-density context. Size of potential
market area, visibility, parking supply, and overall convenience are key considerations for a viable retail business.

West Vancouver’s local commercial nodes present a longer-term opØortunity for densification and future
mixed-use development in established neighbourhoods, perhaps including the re2oning of adjacent properties
where appropriate to create more viable development sites. In parUcular, it would make sense to consider
longer-term development opportunities for the four Marine Drive sites, as possible local service centres—
particularly, given forecast employment growth in retail and office sectors through 2O4l.

However, in the absence of residential intensification around these nodes, it may be more likely that they
redevelop over time with multi-family residential uses, with some modest live-work’ opportunities.

20.0 FUTURE COMMERCIAL AREAS

Cypress Village is identified as a future Local Centre in the OCP, and within Metro Vancouver’s Regional
Growth Strategy (RGS). Unlike the modest commercial uses at Folkestone Way and Chippendale Road, noted
above, Cypress Village is envisioned as providing retail and office uses for future Upper Lands residents, along
with a potential employment centre, and visitor attractions and accommodations. Preliminary visions for
Cypress Village have been put forward by BPP and by the former Upper Lands Working Group (2015). An area
planning process for Cypress Village is anticipated to commence in 2018.

At this time, no other commercial areas have been identified, but the District’s ability to harness new
business opportunities in key sectors of the regional economy will be dependent on expansion of the District’s
commercially designated land base (see Part D).

21.0 OCP POLICY FRAMEWORK

Land use and develo2ment within West Vancouver’s commercial areas is governed by OCP policies. The 2004
OCP is founded on eight planning principes, two of which pertain to the local economy:

Principle 1: Promote a healthy community by maintaining the quality of the environment, providing varied
community services and housing, and encouraging a strong and diverse economy.

PrincipleS: Support a vibrant and diverse local economy in commercial areas by adapting to changing -

commercial markets, investment opportunities and business and customer needs.

53 Refer to Demarnphir. HuntIng and Emrlnymert Prcjcctians for 01sf nrf f Went Vnnccjver. urban Futures. October 2015 for more nformat.cn.
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These principes are generally supportive of municipal economic development, and the directions laid out in
the Economic Development Plan. However the OCP’s existing land-use policies continue to perpetuate West
Vancouver’s role as a bedroom community. A case in point is the context statement in the QCP’s Local Economy
section, which speaks to ‘controlling’ commercial activity, rather than supporting economic development:

“West Vancouver was (ounded on the principle that it would be on attractive residential
community, one without industrial activities, and this principle hns been instrumental in shaping
the community The local economy is comprised primarily of retail, service and recreational
activities serving the local aid regional community and restricted to defined areas.”

Principle 5 recognizes that, from a land use perspective, the local economy is largely comprised of the
community’s existing commercial areas. OCP Policy LE1 is to plan for a hierarchy of commercial areas that
serve a variety of roles in the community, including:

• promoting redevelopment in Ambleside to realize primary office. service, retail, and entertainment uses
• promoting Ambleside, Horseshoe Bay, and Dundarave as visitor destinations

• promoting Dundarave, CaufeHd, and Horseshoe Bay as neighbourhood service centres
• retention of existing smailer local commercial sites to provide convenience retail and services

Policy LE1 includes undertaking a review to define the municipality’s role in supporting economic development.
An in-house economic development role was established in early 2016, and that role is now articulated within
the Economic Development Plan,

Pol:cy LE2 is to reinforce the role of Ambleside as West Vancouver’s town centre. The OCP is, however, silent
on Park Roy& Shopping Centre, despite it being the primary retal faciNty in West Vancojver, and the fact that
development of the north mall and a portion of the south mall is fully under the municipality’s jurisdiction.

The following provides further commentary on OCP policies pertaining to the local economy:

Policy Comments

IE 1 Plan for a hierarchy of commercial This points to theneed for area planning in each of West Vancouver’s
area5 tI-at servo a variety of reles ii the comme-cial centres to iniurm future land uses, specii,caiy, the intendcd mi
community of retail. e’f:ce. and residential uses: and to establish ccvelcomcnt pc;cies to

achieve vibrant, mixed-use centres.

LE 2 Reinforce the rote of Ambleside as West See 15 25 below
Vancouver’s town centre

LE 21 Integrate strategies for the Village centre, The current oc review provides the opportunity to fully integrate the
Arts and culture, Ambleside Park, and the Ambleside Town centre Plan, Waterfront Plan, Arts and culture Strategy, and
Argyle waterfront Economic Development Plan in a new forward ‘thinking oc that supports a

more resiliell communitv

LE 2 2 Assist in the development of a Business The Ambleside-Oundaave WA was established (by bylaw) with a 10-year
Improvement Area (WA) program with the mandate ccmmencirg January 1, 2016 current intiatives arc focjssed on
local business community to promote the area branding and marketing, place-making, wa/finding, land use planning,
area and encourage an attractive mix of parking and transportation, and business recruitment
retailers and services

g Vw’esf tjnrouver Official cernrrun,iy Pci, Po’.cj Sectien 1 Local Eco,omr. conreve, p3?
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The current DCP review provides an opportunity for community engagement on the future of the local
economy. To provide for informed discussion, this dialogue must include public education on:

• the make-up of the local economy, and how it has evolved over the years to serve the daily needs of
West Vancouver residents

• challenges for maintaining the health of the local economy in light of the community’s demographic
trends

• opportunities to grow and diversify the local economy

the role of a robust local economy in building a more resilient community

The new OCP should establish a policy framework for strengthening the local economy through supportive
land use policies, and for better integration of economic considerations in other aspects of local government.
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LE 2 3 Make community objectives clear in All District policies should be clearly understandable in ordor to achieve
policies, guidelines, and regulations community objectises This policy adds no value to the Local Economy
to reinforce the ability to secure their section
achievement, and to increase building
permitting predictability

LE 26 Implement a po’icy for securing The District has implcmertcc a Communily Amenity Cortrhut:ni (cAD
community benefit in new development nohey. ‘,uhich aeplies tc doce!znr.ent rrciccts requihrg rezoring, and the

vaLe of the CA centrinution is ca!cuatcd as a porce r.toge Di Inc inc’ease in
land value frem rezoring. A re,ien o’ she CAC policy is pending

LE 25 continue to consider needs and This policy recognizes the existing civic presence in Ambleside. and the
opportunities for the Ambleside Village Municioal’ly’s role in providing local services. attractions aid empeyment.
centre in the develepment of long-range The tern,s village cente” and tern cenfre” are used interchangeably in the
strategies for the use of Municipal Hall, OCP, which perpetuates the ongoing public ceoste over Ambleside’s future
Museum, Police Building, and other civic
and eultural facilities.

LE 3 Encourage mixed commercial and Whi’e this statement is somewhat vague. the irtcnl is to encourage
residential redevelopment projects in mixed retail, office, and residenlial uses in West Vancouver’s commercial
commercial centres where consistent with centres—rather than single use proiects It is this kind of mix that provides
ongoing commercial activity opportunities le live, ‘,ork. and play in the same place: and to create more

vibrant centres

LE 4 Encourage a greater diversity of economic This policy is fully supportive of the Economic Development Plan and, in
activities.., particular, the Visitor Strategy
‘ Encourage tourism that would benefit the

local economy and be compatible with
neighbourhood and park objectives

- Work cooperatively with other local
governments, the Squamish Nation,
and local businesses in developing and
promoting a North Shore Tourism strategy

LE S Recognize the local and regional Sub-policies under LE 5 recognize the value of tourism to Horseshoe Bay
importance of marine and resort businesses, and the role of cypress Provincial Park as a maior regional
commercial areas destination for outdoor recreation.

LE 6 Encourage redevelopment of the Clyde The evolution of this area, since 2004, has seen it transition from commercial
Avenue Area East of Taylor Way by (largely office) uses to predominantly residential, including seniors’
providing for consideration of commercial, independent and assisted living—meaning a reduction in the District’s
mixed use commercial/residential, and commercial tax base
specialized residential uses within the area



22.0 COMMERCIAL HIERARCHY

22.1 Municipal Town Centre and Local Centres

Ambleside is designated as West Vancouvers municipal town centre in Metro Vancouver’s Regional
Growth Strategy (RGSY The boundaries of the municipal town centre include the Ambleside corn .rnercial and
apartment areas between 13th and 23rd Streets, south to the waterfront.

All other commercial / mixed-use centres in West Vancouver are identified in the RGS as ‘Local Centres”.
These include: Park Royal; Dundarave; Horseshoe Bay; and Caulleild (future Local Centre). However, the
‘Local Centre” designation does not address significant differences in size and function—e.g., between
Dundarave and Park Royal.

22.2 Understanding the Relationship between Ambleside and Park Royal

Taken together, Ambleside municipal tovn centre and Park Royal Shopping Centre accommodate all of West
Vancouver’s primary retail and service needs, and support the positioning of ‘Nest Vancouver as an attractive
visitor destination. These centres ae separated by a distance of only three blocks, with sirgle-family and
duplex dwellings on the north side of Marine Drive, and Ambleside Park on the south.

• Both areas include significant retail, offce, and multi-famiy residential uses, including high-rise huidings

• They are served by the highest level of oublic transit in West Vancouveç with further service upgrades
planned for the Marine Drive corridor.
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• Ambleside Park is the highest order recreational facility in West Vancouver and is connected to the
Argyle waterfront, the development of which as a major public facility has been a Council priority for
many years.



Ambleside is often seen as competing with Park Royal, but they are two fundamentally different and distinct
commercial centres: An initial idea during plan development was to explore the benefits of combining both
areas into a singular municipal town centre—i.e., as two distinct “neighbourhoods”, within a larger town centre

precinct. This was seen as providing a framework for comprehensive land use planning for both areas, and for
implementation of broader economic objectives for the District. It would &so suoport a commercial hierarchy
in West Vancouver, where remaining commercial areas are more local serving in nature, with a more intimate
scale of development.

However, there are many challenges with this approach:

• Park Royal’s suburban form of development, with vast areas of parking, is very different from the more

urban “high street” character of Ambleside

• while Park Royal has been abe to evolve over the years to capitalize on retail trends and customer tastes.
due to its single ownership; Ambleside has struggled to carve out a unique identity and visitor experience

• comprehensive planning for Park Royal is very challenging due to the divided local government
jurisdiction over its future development

There are also a number of “moving parts” around Park Royal itself, specifically:

• “Evelyn by Onni”, a master-planned residential development with an initial build-out of 349 units

(under development)

• the Marine Drive Local Arda Plan (adopted June 2017) provides housing, transportation, and u?ban
design objectives for two sub-areas: “Park Royal -Clyde Avenue” and “Lions’ Gate - Klahanie”. It also
provides the context and policy directions for three current development applications: (1) 303 Marine
Drive; (2) 752 Marine Drive; and (3) 660 Clyde Avenue and 657 and 675 Marine Drive.

• Anticipated future development of the Taylor Way corridor, between Marine Drive and Highway 1. A
local area planning process for this area is anticipated to start following completion of the updated
Ambleside Town Centre Plan.

• East of Park Royal (within the District of North Vancouver) is the planned Lions’ Gate Village Centre
which, upon build-out could realize up to 1,200 new residential units in a mix of building forms, with
building heights up to 22 storeys (under development).

• Park Royal Shopping Centre and the undeveloped lands to the south are earmarked for “economic
development” in the Squamish Nation’s Capilano Master Plan (December 2004), This plan does
not provide for commercial expansion beyond the existing shopping centre boundaries, and new
development will focus on multi-family market housing in a mix of high-rise and low-rise building forms.

A key focus of the Marine Drive Local Area Plan is to improve housing choice and diversity in the vicinity of
Mahne Drive and Taylor Way, and to address municipal targets for reducing greenhouse gas emissions, by
encouraging transit-oriented development and reducing trip generation by private automobile. The plan is,
however, silent on the local economy and opportunities for business and employment growth at this location.
More work is needed to understand the long-term potential of Park Royal to accommodate future business and
employment growth in West Vancouver, and its synergies with the Ambleside Town Centre.

In summary, rather than creating a larger “Town Centre” as a sum of its parts, the rea opportunity is to make
each individual centre (Amb!eside and Park Royal) stronger and more distinct. A “corridor” approach to
planning these commercial areas is discussed below.

0
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The notion of Marine Drive as West Vancouver’s primary commercial/mixed-use corridor presents an
organizing framework for understanding the differences and synergies between Park Royal, Ambleside, the
collection of businesses at Marine Drive and 22nd Street, and Dundarave Village.

This strip is also the westernmost section of the planned east-west frequent transit network extending from
Phibbs Exchange in the District of North Vancouver to 25th Street in Dundarave. The corridor as a whole
is a logical location for land use intensification, and for realizing new housing options for West Vancouver
residents.

The Ma-inc Drive corridor also includes major civic faciLties: Municipal Hall, Police services, museum, library,
Ferry Building Gallery, community centre, Seniors’ Activity Centre, Aquatic Centre, Ice Arena, and Ambeside,
John Lawson and Memorial Parks.

The proximity of broadband infrastructure (at Capilano Road and Marine Drive), and available conduit space or,
the Lions’ Gate Bridge presents a further economic opportunity for the corridor—i.e., the potential to develop a
future community fibre network that would:

• make this location attractive for new technology-based businesses

• enable the provision of free municipal Wi-Fi services

• create savings for local businesses (more affordable internet)

• support improved connectivity to municipal facilities

• fill service gaps due to lack of private investment by telco companies

The corridor approach allows for comprehensive planning of an area with many commona!ities, while fjrther
distinguishing each commercial centre Placing Ambleside within the context of a greater commercial corridor
vioud help to determine what the town centre is, and what it is not—and, more importantly, what it needs to
become to serve the municipality’s primary business and administrative needs.

This includes a more complete understanding of appropriate land uses, building forms, and supportive
infrastructure,
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23.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Topic Recommendations t

OCP Review - C-i Undertake a contesluol analys;s of tie aic Dii ,e commercial co’ridcr from Taylor Wey
(or Lions Gate Village in the District of North Vancouver) west to 2bttr Street—to delne the
role arc function, and hicrachy o tho distinctive commercial ‘neighbourhoods’ along this
coridcr, and cositalin on synorgies oetv,een them This v-mold be an rn potent irpot to the
Amb!eside Tov,r Come Piar—i e to inrorn “two land use policy to suppe’r the introduction
of new multi-family housing, capitalize on emerging business opporturrit:cs ans support West
Vanccu-.er’s positioning as a visitor destination

C-2 Develop a new OCP policy framework for West Vancouver’s local economy including:
. Land use and devcloprnenl policies for the Marine Drive commercial corridor (see C-i)

•

- Required land use mix and densities to support local service nodes outside of esteblished
commercial areas

- Designation of lands to accommodate new economic opportunities and employment growth

Ambleside Town Centre C-] Consider the branding, place-making, and wayfinding initiatives of the ADDIA, and key
directions from the Arts and Culture Strategy, and the Commercial Areas Strategy as inputs
into the Ambleside Town Centre Plan,

Commercial Areas C-4 Leverage municipal investments in waterfront enhancements, arts and culture, and community
services to enhance economic opportunities In the Ambleside and Dundarave commercial
areas

C-S Encourage modest- sized rental apartments in Ambleside. Dundaravo. and Horsesnoe 3ey
commercial areas in future mixee-use. transit-crienlee developments

C-6 Support develooment of a streetscape plan for Dundarave Village (planned for 2015) that
will identfy required upgrades to the pjblic realm, and advance implementation as a cacital
project in tie absence of rodeveloprnert
- Work with the ADJIA to identify opoortunities fcr lunding or ccst-sharing of furthr

st-ectscape enhancements

C-i Develop a Local Area Plan for Horseshoe Bay Village to provide for future residential
intensification and mixed commercial-residential development

C-s Consider the long-term redevelopment opportunities at Caulfeild Village for mixed
commercial-residential development via the OCP review process.
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24.0 IMPLEMENTATION

A high-level implementation time-line for the Commercial Areas Strategy is shown in the Table in Part E.

241 Resource Requirements

The nature and scope of a recommended contextual analysis of the Marine Drive corridor (Recommendation
C-i) has not been defined, and will be further reviewed in conjunction with Planning staff as part of the
Ambleside Town Centre Plan and/or broader DCP review.

Project funding for a Dundarave streetscape plan (Recommendation C-4) has already been allocated; whereas
a Local Area Plan for Horseshoe Bay (Recommendation C-5) is identified in the OCP review as a future
initiative. It is not known at this time whether a Horseshoe Bay Plan would be developed by in-house staff or
with the aid of a consultant.

The balance of recommendations fall within the purview of the Manager of Economic Development and do not
require additional staffing or financial resources at this time

PART C COMMERcIAL AREAS STRATEGY
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25.0 INTRODUCTION

As noted in Part C, West Vancouver’s local economy is primarily local-serving, in that it meets the day-to- C
day retail and service needs of West Vancouver residents. It has largely been disconnected from the Metro
Vancouver economy and, as a consequence, has been re’ativety immune to both maior downturns and
upswings in the regional and provincia economies.

The Emerging Dpportu&ties Strategy examines West Vancouver’s ability to grow and diversify its local
economy by attracting new investment from key sectors of the regional economy, as described below. The key
determinants for capturing these opportunities relate to available land supply, housing choice and affordabHity
(e.g., workforce housing) and transportation. Another factor is West Vancouver’s ability to embrace forward-
thinking land use planning to address these issues, and to support business and employment growth for a more
resHient community,

This strategy builds upon and supports the directions from the Visitor Strategy and Commercial Areas
Strategy—wh’ch together position West Vancouver as a visitor destination; and define the role and function
of West Vancouver’s established commercial areas. However, it has a longer time-line given the significant
groundwork that needs to be laid—specifically the adoption of a new, more robust OCP that provides for
greater housing choice and affordability and diversification and growth of the local economy. That being said,
there are shorter-term development opportunities that could be reali2ed in West Vancouver, but these too
would be subject to the municipal development approval process.

26.0 METRO VANCOUVER ECONOMY

Over the past 30 years, the economy of Metro Vancouver has made a successful transition from a dependence

on resource industries to a more diversified, service-based economy:

Until the first half of the ]980s, Metro Vancouver functioned as a local control, finance, and distribution
centre for British Columbia’s resource economy, which was led for many years by forestry, but also
included coal, fish, agricultural commodities, and a variety of minerals.60

Vancouver has never been a major corporate headquarters city, but was the administrative hub for one
time forestry giant MacMillan Bloedel and other resource-based companies.

The Metro Vancouver economy began to diversify, starting in the mid-1980s, with the emergence of new
knowledge-based and technology-intensive sectors and specialized business clusters.

While the de-industrialization of North America over the same period saw massive factory closures and
job losses in the continent’s industrial heartland (including southern Ontario and Quebec), and the near
collapse of Detroit, one of America’s largest cities, Vancouver’s transition to a service-based economy
was comparatively seamless:

Centrally-located industrial lands in the city of Vancouver and Metro core area have been
transitioning to more intensive urban uses (high density housing, offices, retail, and pubtic space)
since the 1970s.

In more suburban locations, heavy industry has increasingly given way to light industry, office
(business parks), and retail uses.

60 Source: Dfram:cs of Erorramic chonge in Metro Vancouver: Networked Economies or;d Giobolizing Urban Peions. prepared for fAe:ro vancouver by Trees, earr.cs ar.d
Tom Hutton. No’,embcr 2016.
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The face of Metro Vancouver has also been transforming through increasing globalization:

“By opening itself up to the world, and spurred by federal and provincial (government) policies
around immigration, Metro Vancouver benefited by attracting people, investment capitaL and
businesses. Its historical ties helped it forge particularly strong connections to Asia, becoming a
gateway city far that continent

“Infrastructure, investment and new management systems hove been critical to Metro
Vancouver’s international trajectory. The Part and the Vancouver Internotianol Airport (YVR)...
enhonce Metro Vancouver’s strategic gateway role, and more especially, the region’s—and
Canada’s—connections with the Asia-Pacific that constitute the most influential circuit of growth
and change in the region”62

In summary, Metro Vancouver was able to ‘bounce back’ from the declining provincial resource economy, and
weathered the dc-industrialization process to emerge wi:h a more robust, diversibed economy that is much
more resilient to future shocks in any individual sector.

27.0 METRO VANCOUVER’S LEADING ECONOMIC SECTORS

Understanding the cu’rent drivers of the regional economy and the interplay he:vteen key sectors and clusters
of specialized businesses is important for defining future economic opportunities for West Vancouver. The
following provides a snapshot of just how diversified the regional economy has become, and speaks to the
rapid growth in leading economic sectors, which has been fueled by many factors:

International trade is a major driver of the Metro Vancouver economy. The Port of Vancouver is the
largest and most diversified port in Canada, and a major North American gateway for pan-Pacific trade.
It trades more than $75 billion in goods with more than 160 trading economies annually, generating an
estimated $10.5 billion in 6DR63

• Vancouver International Airport (YVR) is the second busiest airport in Canada, and is the premier North
American gateway to Asia. In 2016, YVR w&comed 22.3 million passengers and bandied 281,000
tonnes of cargo. The airport employs 23,000 people.6°

• The know’edge economy includes some of the world’s fastest growing sectors and is a leading source
of high paying jobs in Vancouver, with emerging strengths in clean technologies and digital media,
Vancouver’s clean tech cluster includes fuel cell and hydrogen supply technologies, gaseous storage,
renewable energy, power electronics, advanced batteries and charging systems ar,d engine and
automotive systems.

Vancouver’s green building cluster comprises over 70 firms and 1,600 employees, with expertise ranging
from construction and design to planning and development. Other green’ sectors include local food
production and processing, waste management and recycling, and sustainability consulting.

• Creative sectors are an extremely important part of the knowledge economy. They include both high
tech sectors such as digital media, and traditional activities such as literary and performing arts. Creative
sector employment is estimated at 85,000 in BC, with 30,000 within the City of Vancouver alone.65

61 0,n:” :s of Ecccm,c C :“-ço in 6’cfr. Vonccuer. f:ata or&vd Ecc’orniea md G’obnlizr,i’PJrbcn Re :500. peo:re Ins Mero vor:c’;er b, TreiZr Barnes ard Tom
,n’.errror 2016 p6

62 Ib’d p6
63 Sousa: The V. czverEzscn..o Anton S:vt,,y An Ecsncmi: OeveIco,T,ent Pt:,, for cne c,t Va’::, ‘ear Ecororn coo, ri saor, Saa:ernbor 2011. p21.
64 Sousa. Var:o’j’.e’ n:aro era’ Anpor: Fast S—se, 2017
65 source: The Voncoover Econr.mic Ast,sn Shote2f An Economic Oevaiopment PIon for the city, vancouver Econonc comm:ssion, September 2011. p22
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• The technology-based component of the creative sector, which includes Mm and digital media, games,
anmation, and special effects, is rapidly expanding, driven in part by Metro Vancouver’s proximity to
California (location and time zone), and provincial government tax credits. More than 15000 people are
employed in the digital media and film sector alone.60

• The Health and Life Sciences sector includes more than 250 biopharma and related health science
companies, including med’cal device manufacturing and distribution, bo product, and bioenergj companies:

UBC is a national leader in the production of high-quality patentable research, and has spun-off
more than 100 life sciences companies in the past few years creating more than 2.500 jobs and
raising more than $2 billion in capital.

SFU has generated an additional 70 spin-off companies, and both universities partner with
Vancouver’s top technology institutions, such as SCIT on degree and graduate programs.

Leading companies and local research institutions work together in virtually all sub-sectors,
including genomics and medicine, diagnostics and prognostics, as well as industrial,
environmental, forest, marine and agricultural biotech.

• The Tourism and Hospitality sector makes a significant contribution to the regional and provincial
economies—with annual overnight visits of 8.4 million, contributing $6.7 billion in industry output,
including $1.6 billion in taxes, and 81,000 jobs in Metro Vancouver.6’

28.0 PRE-CONDITIONS FOR LOCAL ECONOMIC GROWTH

Over the past year, the District has been examining how West Vancouver could capitalize on regional economic
strength to grow and diversify its local economy. This work has focused on opportunities in technology, the film
industry and other creative sectors, health care, tourism, and green industries. The key finding is that, even as a
mature bedroom community, West Vancouver can attract new businesses and employment growth from within

these sectors. However, there are some pre-conditions that are required for success, with the key ones being:

an available supply of land for development

municipal policies that support and incentivize economic growth

• more affordable housing to support a local workforce

Land Supply

West Vancouver’s established land use patterns speak to some of the community’s resilience challenges:

• 59% of its total land area is protected from urban development, meaning it is reserved for limited use
and recreation purposes, provincial park, or regional watershed.

8% is undeveloped63

• Of the 33% developed land area in West Vancouver:

83% is residential

16% is recreational

Only 1% is zoned commercial

66 Pttp’:uer: r 1 000 Sc cunpar stand arrua ruvurL 13 of apprue ‘naso 52 b
6? Sourre: The wnce:u ion rcp,:nm:: Ant:un Strtaqy’ An Eccnorn& Dent’ tupsncnr Plea far she cs vancoujer Econurntc com,nss on, September 2011. p 21.
68 in June 2015. thu Upper Lards vJntrk:ng Group nade recomnrerdat.ons Fur lbs future of wont vancouver’s undevetaped Upper [ands—:ncludng the future cypress

v;l:sge These lands car.st’lute west Varcouears rema:nng greurfmetd developmonr opportur:,y
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Wfth much of its developed land area occupied by single-family residential neighbourhoods. it is not surpri&ng
that this lard use has become closely associated with West Vancouver emphasizing its role as a bedroom
community This has been reinforced by successive DCPs that have preserved VVest Vancouver’s low-density
sprawled form of development.

Commercially zoned lands in West Vancouver are located within five distinct commercial areas, and a handful
of small commercial nodes along Marine Drive and above the Upper Levels Highway. There is no other land in
the community presently designated for future commercial development or employment growth.

Policy Framework

The importance of the OCP cannot be overstated. The OCP is the local government’s primary tool for managing
land use and development. More importanty, it should also articulate a guiding vision for West Vancouver as a
resilEent con munty. The OCP should facilitate economic growth and diversification by allowing for expansion
of the commercial land supply, and providing supportive development policies.

Workforce Housing
-

Limited housing choice and affordability (both ownership and rental) is one of West Vancouver’s primary
resilience challenges, and contributes to an aging population profile. It is also a limiting factor for growth and
diversification of the local economy. A case in point is the challenge faced by West Vancouver businesses
in attracting and retaining staff, as evidenced by the “help wanted” signs on the windows of local shops and
restaurants, and reduced operating hours at many businesses.

Without a stable supply of workforce housing, West Vancouver cannot compete with other potential locations
for new business start-ups However, there may be some business opportunities that are less dependent on a
local workforce. but require an available land supply.

29.0 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Dyer the past year, staff have met with industry organizations, private businesses, and investors that are
interested in establishing new businesses in West Vancouver Despite its bedroom community status, West
Vancouver offers many positive attributes that are attractive to investors. And, there are new business ventures
that clearly align with West Vancouver’s community values around its physical attributes, natural environment,
arts and culture, and community identity. These can also be appropriately scaled for the West Vancouver
context, and within the capacity of its community infrastructure.

Tourism

• There is demonstrated private sector interest in developing one or more boutique hot&s in West
Vancouver Staff have been targeting development inquiries to the Ambleside Town Centre over the
shorter term, noting that Cypress Village wou!d also be a good future location. However, no development
proposal can move forward without OCP policies that clearly support economic development in the
town centre, and provide greater certainty over the rezoning process for a hotel use.

• Within the realm of Indigenous tourism, there is an opportunity to attract a national Indigenous tourism
centre to West Vancouver, viith the support of senior governments. The concept for such a centre could
include a cultural component and possible visitor accommodations, in addition to offices and meeting/
exhibit space. Securing a site in the Ambleside Town Centre or elsewhere along the Marine Drive
corridor would be a first step in pursuing this emerging opportunity.
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Seniors’ Housing and Residential Care

The seniors’ assisted living industry confirms unmet demand for specialized seniors’ housing on the
North Shore. And, a leading seniors’ care provider is interested in developing a flagship ‘campus of care’
for seniors in \Nest Vancouver This would include independent and assisted living, and residential care—
both private and public.

• The key to realizing this concept is to secure a suitable development site(s) and required municipal approvals.

Science and Technology

• Industry experts indicate that the creation of a technology-based employment centre (mixed-use or
campus style development) in West Vancouver would be very attractive to technology firms, provided
there is affordable (i.e., rental) housing to support a local workforce. Cypress Village presents some
future opportunities; but a technology centre could be achieved over the shorter term, subject to land
being made available for development below the highway.

• The federal government, through the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), is proposing that West
Vancouver’s DFO laboratory be re-imagined as the Pacific Science Enterprise Centre. While realizing this
opportunity is tied to federal government time-lines, it is not contingent on site acquisition. With input
from a Community Leadership Team that includes DWV representatione. thefuture enterprise centre
could also become a visitor destination and provide economic spin-offs to the community by attracting
global research initiatives.

Creative Sector

• The film industry in Metro Vancouver is booming with growing demand for production facilities and
support services. Based on feedback from Creative BC and individual business owners in this sector—West
Vancouver would be an ideal location for a new film studio, given its proximity to downtown Vancouver

• If there was warehouse-type space available in West Vancouver, it could readily be leased out for film
production on a long-term lease basis. If land was made available, there is a tremendous opportunity for
development of a new studio facility for either an owner-operator or investor to lease out to the industry.

The economic benefits for West Vancouver, should any of these projects come to fruition, include creation
of local employment opportunities, expansion of the municipality’s non-residential tax base, supporting the
establishment of West Vancouver as a visitor destination and increasing visitor spending in the local economy
and attracting spin-off business opportunities.

The OCP review presents the opportunity to identify land requirements and appropriate locations for business
and employment growth.

Geographic opportunities to increase the commercial land supply and/or support development of workforce
housing in West Vancouver include:

• land use intensification within existing commercial areas: Park Royal, Ambleside, Dundarave, Horseshoe
Bay. and Caulleild

• expansion of existing small commercial nodes

• redevelopment along the Taylor Way corridor

• future development of Cypress Village

• designation of new employment lands outside of established centres

69 The communiny Leadership Team for the Pacitc 5cence Enterprse centre includee Weet varc.at,vers Mayor and Manager of Econoinc Ouve npment
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30.0 WEST VANCOUVER’S UNIQUE ADVANTAGES

30,1 Human and Financial Capital

The Economic Development Plan emphasizes the importance of land use planning in realizing economic
opportunities in West Vancouver, particularly if it wishes to leverage regional economic expansion to diversify
its local economy.

West Vancouver is also ‘nell positioned to grow its economy by tapping into its human and financial capital’s:
eighty-two per cent of ‘Nest Vancouver’s working age popu!ation have a post-secondary certificate,
diploma, or degree

more than 40 per cent of West Vancouver residents are empoyed in the fields of management bjsiness,
finance and administration; and six per cent are employed in arts, culture, recreation and sport occupations

West Vancouver has a median household income of $84,345 compared to £63,347 in Metro Vancouver
• thirty-seven per cent of West Vancouver households have annual incomes exceeding $125,000

• West Vancouver is home to business leaders in their respective sectors—including technology, tourism,
health care, etc.

• it is also home to an entrepreneurial spirit, with a high proportion of self-employed individuals and
home-based businesses

Further wok is needed to unders:and the make-up of West Vancouver’s home-based businesses, and to
identify opportunities for growth—i.e,, the potential of these businesses to expand into commercial premises
and to create local employment. There may also be opportunities for young entrepreneurs to be mentored
and supported by established business people in the community, and to access to local investment capital.
The West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce is currently exploring such a mentorship role, and other business
support services for existing and prospective members,

30.2 Municipally-owned Lands

The District of West Vancouver can play a direct role in realizing social and economic objectives for the
community through zne strategic use of its own real estate holdings Further, its ability to buy, assemble, sell or
lease property enables the District to facilitate development projects that support such objectives.

In reviewing the District’s land holdings, consideration should be given to contemplating all potential uses for
thesd lands during the current QCP review and anticipated local area plans; and establishing future land use
designations for these sites.

Area plans could also ident’ly strategic land acquisitions and assemblies that could be facilitated by the District.

70 source: D.sr, ct of W,2;t VncnL,ver Ccmpotftit’e ftenrry & 8u51ne55 Strctey 5 Waticnal Anaiys,s. Resonance consu’tancy 2015
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31.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

In presenting recommendations under the Emerging Opportunities Strategy! it is important to note that West 0
Vancouver’s local economy is not facing a transformative shock ike that experienced by Metro Vancouver

in the mid-1980s. Rather, the local economy is continuing along as it always has. However, the community it

serves has changed.

These recommendations are intended to better position West Vantouver so as to capitalize on regional

economic opportunities, and to realize potential on-the-ground projects.

Topic Recommendations

Land Use Planning Di Advance area planning for the Taylor Way corridor to capitalize en existing land
assemblies, motivated property owners, and an established precedent of institutional
and multi ‘lamily residential uses.

District-Owned Lands D-2 Apply a ‘resilient community” lens to strategic property acquisitions, dispositions,
and long term lease agreements by the District of West Vancouver to ensure broader
social and economic benefits, including
- Development of workforce housing
- Accommodating new business and employment opportunities
- Expanding the District’s commercial tax base

0-3 Identify site opportunities (municipal or private) for accommodating possible proiects
identified in the Emerging Opportunities Strategy, and develop supportive policy
directions to ensure such opportunities can be realized

Regional Economic Sectors 0-4 Maintain communications with industry organizations (e g , Creative BC, Tech BC, and
Destination BC) ahd senior government agencies to ensure access to relevant data,
funding programs, project referrals, and future partnership opportunities.

Home-Based Businesses 0-5 Undertake a study of West Vancouver’s home-based businesses to better understand
. their potential to support growth and diversification of the local economy

72

310 IMPLEMENTATION

A high-level implementation time-line for the Emerging Opportunities Strategy is shown in the Table in Part E.

321 Partnerships

Development of the Emerging Opportunities Strategy has been informed by staff research, further research

by West Vancouver’s academic partners, input from subject matter experts, and engagement with industry
organizations—specifically, with Creative BC, Tech BC, and Destination BC—representing the creative (film,
television and music), technology and tourism sectors respectively.

Creative BC

Effective April 1,2013, the programs and services of the BC. Film Commission and B-C. Film + Media were
combined under one agency—Creative BC. This is an independent agency responsible for promoting the
development of creative industries in British Columbia and providing a single point of access for industry
programming, production support services, tax credit administration, international marketing and policy
development.

PART D: EMERGING OPPORTUNITIES STRATEGY
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Creative BC brings a strategic and integrated approach to the growth and development of the province’s
creative industries, It provides p’ofessional expertise and business support to strengthen BC’s motion picture,
interactive digital, music and publishing sectors Its programs, services and investments act as a catalyst
to help these sectors realize their economic and creative potential and contribute to the provinces future
ptsnerity.

An example of the role that Creative BC can play is to connect the District with the Film industry and to refer
on the ground’ business opportunities in the film and related sectors.

BC Tech Association

The BC Tech Association is guided by its vision of making BC the best place to grow a tech company. For
more than 20 years, BC Tech (formerly the BCTIA) has been providing opportunities for the tech industry
to collaborate, learn, and grow together. It is dedicated to connecting companies, developing talent; sharing
stoties and advocating on behalf of tech companies to keep this industry thriving.

Since its foundirg in 1993, the tech industry has cWntupled to nearly $25 billion in revenue. In that time, the
association has played a p’ivileged role in supporting the growth of the tech community that now includes
over 9,000 companies, employing more tha.n 90,000 people. The tech sector has been one of the strongest
contributors to BC’s economic growth over the past decade.

Tne association serves as a platform to grow the tech ecosystem, and builds programs and initiatives that
uphold its core values “Be of Service, Succeed Together, Pay it Forward”. The District could work with Tech
BC in facilitating mentorships and accessing resources for local start-up businesses, and for tapping into the
expertise of our local entrepreneurs as both mentors to new business owners, and investors in potential start
up opportunities.

32.2 Resource Requirements

Through the Emerging Opportunities Strategy, the District is seeking to capitalize on new business growth
within leading sectors of the regional economy The goals are to diversify and strengthen the local economy,
create local employment opportunities, and expand the commercial tax base.

The recommendations outlined above in Section 31.0 are to be carried out by the Manager of Economic
Development, and by other District staff whose responsibilities pertain to community and land use planning,
and oversight of the District’s real estate functions.

It is anticipated that funding for futu-e consultant studies may be required: specifically for concept design and
feasibih:y analysis for any dev&opment anticipated on District-owned lands. However, this work has not yet
been identified, and related project funding would be identified via the District’s annual budget process.

It is not envisioned that any new permanent staff positions will be required to implement this strategy.
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Elaine McHarg commented at the Jan 25, 2022 AFAC meeting that the estimate 
for the project has now doubled.  Considering the statement made in the NSN and 
considering Ms. McHarg’s comment, please answer the following questions 
regarding the cost/budget for the Place for Sport: 

In all questions, “project” refers to Place for Sport Project and all questions refer 
to Place for Sport. 

What was the initial estimate of the cost of the project “Place for Sport"?   
What is the current total estimate of the project? 
What is the current budgeted amount that DWV will provide for this project? 
What is the current budgeted amount approved by Council? 
What is the amount of additional funding DWV will provide? 
What is the expected total funding that the District will provide? 
What is the current budget for the project by DWV and what is the projected 
budget for the project by DWV? 
Is all funding for double the original estimate in place?  If so, what is the 
projected cost to DWV? 
Where in the DWV budget does the additional contribution by DWV fall under? 
How much has been spent on the project to date? 
What is the amount according to the statement "Council has now agreed to 
provide the additional funding to complete the project given the generous 
donation by the Armitage family” that DWV will be contributing?  

Apologies if questions seem/are duplicated. 

As this is a very public project with public fundraising and nearly $5 million in 
public contributions, our community deserves to understand the current estimate 
for project completion, the total budget for Place for Sport and where the funding 
is coming from.   

Thank you in advance for answering my questions. 

Please include my questions and comments in the public feedback submitted to 
Council and considered as part of the budget review. 

With hope for the future. 

West Vancouver, BC  

I received the following reply. 

On Jan 31, 2022, at 4:36 PM, Sue Ketler <sketler@westvancouver.ca> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Thank you for your January 29, 2022 email regarding Place for Sport. It has been 
referred to me for a response. 

s. 22(1)
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The District is not able to release the financial information at this time so that it doesn’t 
affect our negotiations in the competitive contract market. A full disclosure will be 
available to residents once the process is completed, or earlier if a way can be found to 
ease the impact on contract negotiations. 

Kind regards, 

Sue 

Sue Ketler (she/her/hers)
Director | Parks, Culture & Community Services | District of West Vancouver
t:  604-925-7126 | c: 604-908-8509 | westvancouver.ca

<image001.png>  <image002.png>  <image003.png>

We acknowledge that we are on the traditional, ancestral and unceded territory of the Sḵwx ̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw 
(Squamish Nation), səlílwətaʔɬ (Tsleil‐Waututh Nation), and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam Nation). We recognize and 
respect them as nations in this territory, as well as their historic connection to the lands and waters around us since time 
immemorial.

<email title TO Ketler and Gordon 2022 01 29 0957-
.pdf> 

I then replied: 

From: 
Subject: Re: Place for Sport 
Date: February 1, 2022 at 11:24:03 AM PST 
To: Sue Ketler <sketler@westvancouver.ca>, correspondence 
<correspondence@westvancouver.ca>, Craig Cameron 
<ccameron@westvancouver.ca>, Councillor Nora Gambioli 
<ngambioli@westvancouver.ca>, Sharon Thompson 
<sthompson@westvancouver.ca>, Rbartlett@westvancouver.ca, Mary-Ann Booth 
<mbooth@westvancouver.ca>, Peter Lambur 
<plambur@westvancouver.ca>, budget@westvancouver.ca, Marcus Wong 
<mwong@westvancouver.ca> 

Thank you for responding, Sue. 

However, some of my questions could be answered that wouldn't affect DWV’s negotiations in 
the competitive contract market.  I can understand that you may not want to disclose what the 
current estimate is until after the quotations are in and the contractor has been 
decided.  However,  the following questions have no relationship to the bidding. I ask that those 
questions please are answered. 

What was the initial estimate of the cost of the project “Place for Sport”?   
What is the current budgeted amount that DWV will provide for this project? 
What is the current budgeted amount approved by Council? 
How much has been spent on the project to date? 
What is the amount according to the statement "Council has now agreed to provide the additional 
funding to complete the project given the generous donation by the Armitage family” that DWV 
will be contributing? 

Repeated thanks, 

s. 22(1)
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West Vancouver  

And received the following reply: 

From: Sue Ketler <sketler@westvancouver.ca> 
Subject: RE: Place for Sport 
Date: February 7, 2022 at 3:11:18 PM PST 
To: 
Cc: correspondence <correspondence@westvancouver.ca>, Mary-Ann Booth 
<mbooth@westvancouver.ca>, Craig Cameron <ccameron@westvancouver.ca>, Nora 
Gambioli <ngambioli@westvancouver.ca>, Peter Lambur 
<plambur@westvancouver.ca>, Bill Soprovich <bsoprovich@westvancouver.ca>, 
Sharon Thompson <sthompson@westvancouver.ca>, Marcus Wong 
<mwong@westvancouver.ca>, Robert Bartlett <rbartlett@westvancouver.ca>, Budget 
<budget@westvancouver.ca> 

Hello  , 

Thank you for your email. 

Staff are currently looking into costs to date for the Place for Sport project. These costs go back to 2015 
when the project first began and staff will provide a detailed list. This information should be sent to you 
within two weeks. 

Thank you, 

Sue 

Sue Ketler (she/her/hers)
Director | Parks, Culture & Community Services | District of West Vancouver
t:  604-925-7126 | c: 604-908-8509 | westvancouver.ca

s. 22(1)
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April 7, 2022 

West Vancouver, B.C. 

Dear Mayor and Council of West Vancouver, 

I am writing to request that the District of West Vancouver ban the use of 2-stroke engines for use in 
yard work, on account of the excessive noise that they cause. 

Now that spring and warmer weather are finally coming, so, too, is the elevation of noise brought on by 
the manicuring of lawns and gardens.  It seems ironic that in order to maintain the visual beauty of a 
garden, peace and quiet must be sacrificed.  We feed our eyes and punish our ears. 

A large percentage of homeowners in this town don't do their own yard work, they hire contractors who 
use industrial grade leaf blowers, edge trimmers, lawn mowers and hedge trimmers.  Often the 
contractors come on a semi-weekly basis, whether it's needed or not.  In my neighbourhood, 
contractors come regularly to manicure a yard where no one has been living for  years.  
Perhaps the homeowner really means well, and hires the contractors as a “duty” to his neighbours, to 
keep the yard looking lived in?  But it is not neighbourly to drown out quiet conversations within a one 
block radius so frequently. 

Many articles have been written about the use of gas-powered vs electric lawn tools, and ultimately 
conclude that going electric reduces excessive noise and fuel costs, to say nothing of the harmful gas 
emissions. 

On April 12, 2021 council called for a resolution to deal with aftermarket exhaust systems, with Mayor 
Mary-Ann Booth citing the impact that noise pollution has on people's health and well-being.   On 
January 24, 2022 Council voted to put locks on tennis courts to prevent the playing of pickle ball, due 
to noise complaints from nearby residents.  So there is certainly a precedent of the mayor and council 
actively seeking to maintain peace and quiet in West Vancouver.   

Please consider my request and require that yard maintenance equipment in West Vancouver use 
electric rather than gas-powered two-stroke engines. 

Sincerely, 

s. 22(1)
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APPLICANT INFO MTG:  ✷
2452 TO 2490 MARINE DR 
Apr 5, 2022 - 5:00 pm 

virtual meeting (online) 



CANCELLED: CMNTY GRANTS CMTE: CMNTY/SOC SERVS SUBCMTE MTG 
Apr 6, 2022 - 11:00 am 

This meeting has been cancelled 



APPLICANT INFO MTG: ✷
2452 TO 2490 MARINE DRIVE 
Apr 6, 2022 - 1:00 pm 

 

o

CMNTY ENGAGEMT CMTE MTG 
Apr 6, 2022 - 3:00 pm 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

o

AWARDS COMMITTEE MEETING 
Apr 6, 2022 - 6:00 pm 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

o

ARTS FACILITIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE: CAPITAL FUNDING SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING 
Apr 7, 2022 - 2:00 pm 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

o

COMMUNITY GRANTS COMMITTEE MEETING 
Apr 8, 2022 - 8:30 am 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

o



PUBLIC ART ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 
Apr 8, 2022 - 3:15 pm 

  

AWARDS CMTE MTG 
Apr 6, 2022 - 6:00 pm 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

  

ARTS FACILITIES ADV CMTE:  
CAPITAL FUNDING SUBCMTE MTG 
Apr 7, 2022 - 2:00 pm 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

  

CMNTY GRANTS CMTE MTG 
Apr 8, 2022 - 8:30 am 

Electronic meeting via Webex 

  

PUBLIC ART ADV CMTE MTG 
Apr 8, 2022 - 3:15 pm 
 

✷ 

 

           
Tuesday, April 5, 2022 ‐ 5:00 pm virtual meeting (online) 

The District has received a development permit proposal for a three-storey building along 
Marine Drive. ...  

 In-Person Meeting: April 6, 2022, from 1 to 7 p.m. (drop-in) located at 2460B Marine 
Drive, West Vancouver 

https://westvancouver.ca/calendar/applicant‐information‐meeting‐2452‐2490‐marine‐drive 
 
 

📣 NOTICES 

      
Apr 1, 2022. It's time for the annual beach cleanup and log removal.  



District work crews will begin at Stearman Beach from April 4 to 8, before moving to 
Ambleside and continuing west for three weeks all the way to Whytecliff Park. Please 
note: The Stearman Beach parking lot will be closed from April 4 to 8.   

Beaches will remain open with periods of limited access {owing} to the presence of heavy equipment.  Thank you for your patience. 

     See: https://westvancouver.ca/news/annual-beach-cleanup-scheduled-april 

Mar 30, 2022.   https://westvancouver.ca/news/join-mayor-s-community-cleanup 
The Mayor’s Community Cleanup is an initiative that encourages residents, businesses, 
schools, and community groups to get involved, get outside, and help {clean up} West 
Vancouver.  

The spring event will be a week-long initiative from April 22 to April 29. 

Mayor Mary-Ann Booth challenges all West Vancouver residents to get involved in the Mayor’s Community 
Cleanup and make West Van sparkle!  

Register your team and collect litter anytime between April 22 and April 29. 

Looking for a reason to get involved? Check-out these great initiatives: 

 April 22: Earth Day
 April 28: #Do1Give Day
 April 24 to April 30: National Volunteer Week
 Plogging: combine jogging with litter cleanup

More information and to register your team: 

westvancouver.ca/lovewestvan 

.    

   https://westvancouver.ca/government/mayor‐council/agendas‐minutes 

. SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
closed b/c: 

(e) the acquisition, disposition, or expropriation of land or improvements, if the council considers that disclosure could reasonably be expected to harm 
the interests of the municipality;

(g) litigation or potential litigation affecting the municipality;

(i) the receipt of advice that is subject to solicitor-client privilege, including communications necessary for that purpose; and

(k) negotiations and related discussions respecting the proposed provision of a municipal service that are at their preliminary stages
and that, in the view of the council, could reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality if they were held in public.



Purpose of meeting: business interests of a third party; proposed provision of a municipal service; and land and legal 
matters. 

AGENDA: https://westvancouver.ca/sites/default/files/22apr11‐Notice‐of‐Meeting.pdf 
 

  REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING  

 Devt Proposal for Evelyn by Onni Lot 8: Consideration of first reading and public hearing date setting. 

 Urban Forest Management Plan ‐ Progress Update: Information report. 

 Proposed: Five‐Year Financial Plan Bylaw 5185, 2022; and Parkland Development Cost Charge Reserve Fund Expenditure 
Bylaw 5186, 2022: Consideration of adoption. 

 Proposed Consumption of Liquor in Public Places Bylaw 5118, 2021, Amendment Bylaw 5184, 2022: Consideration of 
adoption. 

 Proposed Foreshore Development Permit Area: Consideration of adoption of four bylaws. 

 Temporary Protection of the Hall Residence at 458 Southborough Drive: Consideration of approval. 

 Delegation Requests: Consideration. 

Full Agenda (click to read the reports, supporting info): 
                              https://westvancouver.ca/sites/default/files/22apr11‐Agenda‐Web.pdf 
 

✉   CCL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE 

                   https://westvancouver.ca/sites/default/files/dwv/council‐correspndence/2022/March/22mar30.pdf 
 

Much valuable information for you!  Not yet had time to tell you about some signif letters in the prev corresp 
updates (hope to later), haven't read all in this week's list yet either but these caught my attention immediately: 
(2) info/questions re the new arts ctr 
(8) Chamber's events 
(9)  Mtg Minutes of AFAC (Fwb 16) and PAAC (Mar 3). 
Stay tuned! 
         {and tell Ccl you hope the list will be returned to the Agenda! }  
 

CCL CORRESPONDENCE UPDATE TO MARCH 23 (8:30am) 
 

Correspondence 

1. (1)  F. Audain (4 submissions), February 2, 2022, regarding Proposed Development Variance 
Permit 21-074 for 1325 25th Street (Received at the March 28, 2022 Council meeting)  

2. (2)  J. Chalmers, March 23, 2022, regarding “March 16 Arts Facility Advisory Committee , 
and Arts and Culture Centre”  

3. (3)  6 submissions, March 24-28, 2022, regarding Ancora Temporary Patio Application  
4. (4)  Stand.earth, March 24, 2022, regarding “Motion at LMLGA and UBCM Protecting BC 

Coasts From Acidic Washwater Dumping being brought forward by Vancouver”  
5. (5)  March 28, 2022, regarding “"Truth and reconciliation" -- acknowledgement statement”  
6. (6)  3 submissions, March 28-29, 2022, regarding Proposed Zoning Bylaw No. 4662, 2010, 

Amendment Bylaw No. 5175, 2022 (to Support the Local Economy) (Received at the March 29, 
2022 Public Hearing)  

7. (7)  March 29, 2022, regarding “Foreshore Bylaw Submission for Mar 26 2021” (Proposed 
Foreshore Development Permit Area) (Received at the March 29, 2022 Public Hearing)  





============   ICYMI =======================================================

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Forwarded message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Carolanne Reynolds <EditorWVM@westvan.org> 
Date: Sun, Apr 3, 2022 at 2:39 AM 

Subject:  🔔🔥🇨🇦 WVM 2022‐Apr 3: Cancellation of Sunday's Nowruz Picnic
To: Carolanne Reynolds <editorwvm@westvan.org> 

Yes, the agendas for the next ccl mtgs Apr 11 were posted just after 4:30pm Friday and hoped the next WVM wd 
be out Sat.  This picnic had bn in WVM so rushing to let you know it's bn cancelled.  Will work on WVM Sunday. 
Here's the cancellation notice -- if uber-curious about the agendas, here's the link but WVM 20 will hv more info. 

 https://westvancouver.ca/government/mayor‐council/agendas‐minutes 

Sunday, April 3, 2022 - 10:30 am 
Ambleside Park. [Owing] to anticipated heavy rain on Sunday, April 3, the event organizers have cancelled this 
event. 
The park remains open to the public. 

  https://westvancouver.ca/calendar/cancelled-nowruz-nature-festival-picnic

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 

Always delays ... 
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From:
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2022 11:18 AM
To: correspondence
Subject: Words matter

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address . Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is safe. If you believe this e-mail is 
suspicious, please report it to IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

s. 22(1)
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Be real when discussing transit prospects...stop signalling virtues - there are real problems to address today, aka NOW. 
 

Maple Ridge  
 
Sent from my iPhone 

s. 22(1)
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How can West Vancouver on the one hand say its goal is to "significantly expand the diversity and supply of 
housing, including housing that is more affordable” while at the same time making life so very difficult for 
those of us who have already moved into strata townhomes?  

Why isn't West Vancouver doing its utmost to support the green initiatives for which they and other levels of 
government are offering incentives?  

Today, I am very disappointed to be a resident of this community. 

Sincerely,  
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Mahssa Beattie

From: SCENERY SLATER <slater87@shaw.ca>
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2022 10:57 AM
To: MayorandCouncil; correspondence
Cc: Peter Lambur; Sharon Thompson; Marcus Wong; Bill Soprovich
Subject: Onni at Evelyn - Lot 8

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address slater87@shaw.ca. Do not click links or open 
attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is safe. If you believe this e-mail is suspicious, please report it to 
IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Dear Mayor and Council 

I am disheartened Mayor & Council are being asked yet again for an increase of density for this project. 

I do not blame the developer for continually coming back to ask for more - past decisions give them full confidence they 
will receive a favourable response from staff and council. 

On the other hand this continuous process diminishes any faith citizens have of having genuine input or influence on the 
process. 

Constant spot zoning applications wear down residents and essentially discourage additional public input - a serious flaw 
in our development process. 
For Onni (and others)  development applications, variance requests, etc. are their full time business and an area of 
expertise. A similar level of effort required by our citizens is unrealistic and unduly exhaustive. 

We should know by now that if accepted this proposal will do nothing for affordability in our district. 
In fact, it will increase property values and decrease quality of life for neighbours. 

Please do not pretend this application has anything to do with affordability. 
Recently on CBC radio (The Early Edition April 6) when asked if increased density will contribute to increased affordability 
UBC Sauder School of Business Associate Professor Davidoff hesitated but said "it would......relative to doing nothing". 

"Relative to doing nothing?" - This sounds like the lowest bar possible. 
Obviously we can, and must do better. 

Please reject this Onni spot zoning proposal that does nothing to enhance West Vancouver and focus on genuine 
affordable options (i.e. equity co-ops) for the the entire Gordon Avenue site and other areas. 

Sincerely. 

Scenery Slater 
402-1730 Duchess Ave.

please do not redact. 
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Mahssa Beattie

From: M Slater <melroy1058@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2022 12:23 PM
To: correspondence
Cc: Peter Lambur; Bill Soprovich; Sharon Thompson; Marcus Wong
Subject: Evelyn by Onni Lot 8 development proposal (April 11, 2022 Council Agenda item).

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address melroy1058@gmail.com. Do not click links or 
open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is safe. If you believe this e-mail is suspicious, please report 
it to IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Dear Mayor & Council, 

At 350 units, Onni’s Evelyn development is already an enormous increase in density to this 
formerly single-family zoned neighbourhood.  Adding another 109 units (an increase of more than 
30% of an already up-zoned site) is beyond excessive.   

I am not willing to trade this amount of density for more high-end rental and a handful of below-
market units.  We are still clinging to the fallacy that these rental units are affordable 
housing.  They are not.  Even a paltry 17 units of below market rental isn’t affordable when market 
rates continue to sky-rocket.   

These constant spot-zoning requests are unduly stressful to residents who have consistently pleaded 
with Council to put an end to this much-loathed practice.  This is not the first time the developer 
has come back for more.  Residents rejected the original proposal for some 400+ units for this site 
some years ago.  From the get-go, citizens expressed their preference for smaller scale development 
and have been repeating this request ever since.  It is exhausting and unreasonable to drag residents 
through this process over and over again.  It is readily apparent that this is not the kind of gentle 
densification desired.  Council may not be able to stop such applications, but they can shield 
citizens by dismissing these proposals early on. 

May I remind Council that, to the outrage of many, Park Royal’s Gateway towers also came back 
for even more density.  We were told by those who approved that unpopular decision that 
Gateway’s location was the best and even the only place to put rental housing.  And yet we have: 

ꞏ       Onni seeking to add more rental units at Taylor Way & Evelyn Drive; 

ꞏ       An 8-storey development with rental units planned for the north-east corner of Taylor Way & 

(8)(b)



Marine; 

ꞏ       Amica expanding at Taylor Way & Keith further encroaching their bulk into a single-family 
neighbourhood; 

ꞏ       Baptist Housing pitching a massive project at Taylor Way & Inglewood. 

It is time we stop relying on the private sector to provide affordable housing.  This approach 
requires radically transforming our beloved community with massive increases in density to the 
detriment of existing residents’ quality of life.  And to what end?  We get more luxury housing (of 
which there is no shortage), a few below-market units (meaning slightly less expensive) and 
infinitesimal (if any) progress towards affordability. 

Rather than depending on large, transformative projects, I would like to see a “Strong Towns” 
approach, which focuses on incremental investments to build a successful, resilient community. 

Sincerely, 

Melinda Slater 
1058 Keith Road 
West Vancouver 

Please do not redact. 
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From:
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 2:06 PM
To: correspondence
Subject: 2329 Lawson Ave eyesore 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address  . Do not click 
links or open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is safe. If you believe this e‐mail is 
suspicious, please report it to IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Hi there, 
My name is    and I live   in West Vancouver.    a construction site 
that has been going on since  . The address is 2329 Lawson Ave.  Apparently 

 they received their building permit in July 2018!!  It is an eyesore   a construction 
site with no end in sight!  It has now been going on for four years. This is completely ridiculous. Something needs to be 
done about this. There needs to be a law where you can only take so much time to build a house. I actually think this is a 

.  Totally unacceptable.  Whether it is or not, no one should take this long to  build a house out 
of respect for neighbours.  It’s disgusting to look at!  The law needs to be changed! 
Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

s. 22(1)
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Mahssa Beattie

From: West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce <info@westvanchamber.com>
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2022 4:38 PM
To: correspondence
Subject: 🚲 ROTARY RIDE FOR RESCUE - Registration Now Open!

CAUTION: This email originated from outside the organization from email address bounce-mc.us11_44199129.5759401-
51979c12b5@mail254.atl271.mcdlv.net. Do not click links or open attachments unless you validate the sender and know the content is 
safe. If you believe this e-mail is suspicious, please report it to IT by marking it as SPAM. 

Unsubscribe 

It appears that you have subscribed to commercial messages from this sender. To stop receiving such messages from 
this sender, please unsubscribe 

West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce View this email in your 
browser  

ROTARY RIDE FOR RESCUE - Registration Now Open!
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Registration is now open for road cyclists (including E-bikes) and mountain bikers. 

Sign up as an individual, create a team or join an already existing team. New this year is a 

relay option. Get together with 3 or more friends and conquer the mountain as a team. 

Free pancake and sausage breakfast at Cypress Pop-Up Village to follow. Invite your 

family and friends for the prize announcements, complimentary food and beverages and to 

celebrate your accomplishment with you and fellow riders. 

This year, fundraising efforts will help North Shore Rescue continue to evolve helicopter 

rescue missions. Specifically, to expand their hoisting and fixed-line helicopter rescue 

capabilities into the nighttime. 

Register before May 10th to save on your registration cost. 

More information can be found at rotaryrideforrescue.org/thecause 





Join now! 

Develop valuable connections that lead to business growth 
and personal success. Access Chamber benefits only 
available to members.  
Membership pays for itself… 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 
Promote your business and help support the 
Chamber. Sponsor an event!
The West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce offers a 
variety of sponsorship opportunities that provide your 
business with the chance to be front and center in our 
community. Sponsors are an important part of our 
events!  For further info: SPONSORSHIP 

Facebook

Instagram

Website

LinkedIn

Copyright © 2022 West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website. 

Our mailing address is: 
West Vancouver Chamber of Commerce 

2235 Marine Drive 
West Vancouver, Bc V7V 1K5  

Canada 

Add us to your address book 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 
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THE CORPORATION OF THE DISTRICT OF WEST VANCOUVER 
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES 

VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION FACILITIES  
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2, 2022 

Committee Members: E. McHarg (Acting Chair), J. Berg, L. Carver, G. Nicholls, J. Roote, 
and J. Sidhu; and Councillors C. Cameron (Chair), N. Gambioli, and S. Thompson 
attended the meeting via electronic communication facilities. Absent: J. Webbe 

Staff: D. Powers, Director of Community Relations & Communications; A. Mafi, 
Communications & Engagement Manager (Staff Liaison); and K. Andrzejczuk, 
Communications & Engagement Coordinator (Committee Clerk) attended the meeting 
via electronic communication facilities. 

1. CALL TO ORDER

The meeting was called to order at 3:04 p.m.

2. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the March 2, 2022 Community Engagement Committee meeting agenda be
amended by:

 Moving Item 7 to be considered immediately following Item 4;

AND THAT the agenda be approved as amended. 
CARRIED 

J. Roote absent at the vote

3. ADOPTION OF MINUTES

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the February 2, 2022 Community Engagement Committee meeting minutes
be adopted as circulated.

CARRIED 
J. Roote absent at the vote

REPORTS / ITEMS 

4. Planning the Upper Lands Engagement Update

J. Roote entered the meeting at 3:06 p.m. via electronic communication facilities.

N. Olenick (Coriolis Consulting Corp.) spoke relative to the document regarding
Communications & Engagement Overview: Phase 3 of Planning the Upper Lands
and provided the following update regarding the Planning the Upper Lands
Engagement:

 The process starting in 2019 and has three phases;
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 Phase 1 focused on communicating goals and visions already contained in
the Official Community Plan and collecting input on the share of lands owned
by British Pacific Properties; public input demonstrated support for the full
protection of Eagleridge in exchange for a target of about 3,500 housing units
in Cypress Village plus other mechanisms;

 Phase 2 proposed a land use and development concept; public input
demonstrated support for the proposed land use plan and development
concept, which is forming the basis of Phase 3;

 Phase 3 will be focused on documenting the plan, including producing an
Area Development Plan and zoning for Cypress Village, community amenities
plan for Cypress Village, and strategy for protecting the Eagleridge lands;

 Staff are planning additional public engagement to collect input on the draft
Area Development Plan prior to the bylaws/public hearing process;

 Phase 3 engagement materials include the draft Area Development Plan, an
overview of the process, what we heard/how we responded, and consolidated
FAQs;

 Phase 3 engagement methods include the westvancouverITE project page,
direct mail to local residents, project email address, e-newsletters, print and
digital advertising, social media campaigns, stakeholder outreach, posters at
District facilities, pop-up promotion at the library, virtual information meetings,
and online engagement using the questions tool on westvancouverITE; and

 The tentative timeline involves launching engagement on April 4, holding
virtual information meetings in mid-April, and closing engagement on April 25.

J. Bailey (Director, Planning & Development Services) informed that the bylaw
consideration and public hearing will only happen if the District and British Pacific
Properties can reach an agreement regarding the transfer of Eagleridge and can
proceed to Council consideration.

Discussion ensued and the Community Engagement Committee provided the 
following feedback: 

 Modify project page text to use less jargon and be more concise;

 This engagement process is well done and sets a good example;

 Consider adding more pop-up information sessions at locations such as the
West Vancouver Community Centre, Gleneagles Community Centre, and
Cypress Pop-up Village;

 Provide hard copies of the plan at District facilities;

 Consider advertising on sandwich boards at District facilities;

 Consider having more information and staff to speak with at the Cypress Pop-
up Village, with paid social media promotion and a large sign viewable from
Cypress Bowl Road;

 Provide clear information regarding the purpose of each phase of
engagement;
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 Develop tactics to reach non-English speakers; D. Powers (Director,
Community Relations & Communications) informed that the District will be
doing social media promotion in Farsi in partnership with BCSarv and is
seeking budget to promote the project in Chinese on Chinese-language news
websites;

 Address misinformation circulating in the community, such as with paid
advertising on Facebook and reaching out to stakeholders;

 Increase active involvement with First Nations stakeholders; J. Bailey
(Director, Planning & Development Services) informed that staff have been in
very meaningful and respectful dialogue with First Nations, and stakeholders
are a very important part of this process; and

 Provide well-structured information materials with graphics.

J. Berg left the meeting at 3:44 p.m. and re-entered the meeting at 3:46 p.m. via
electronic communication facilities.

T. Reinsch (member of the public) queried regarding when decisions will be made
regarding development above 1,200 feet; J. Bailey informed there will not be
development above 1,200 feet elevation.

T. Reinsch queried regarding the time between the close of community consultation
and when staff will be presenting to Council; J. Bailey informed it will be six weeks.

It was Moved and Seconded: 

THAT the report regarding Planning the Upper Lands Engagement Update be 
received for information. 

CARRIED 

7. Staff Update: Review of Engagement Underway

J. Bailey (Director, Planning & Development Services) provided an update regarding
the Ambleside Local Area Plan and informed that:

 Staffing issues have required staff to pivot the approach to the Ambleside
Local Area Plan;

 Staff recognize that the plan is highly anticipated and it has been historically
important as a planning area;

 Staff will be reporting to Council in April and plan to establish a citizens group
to develop the Ambleside Local Area Plan;

 Staff are working with a consultant to develop a Terms of Reference for the
citizens group, which will be presented to the Community Engagement
Committee for feedback, followed by Council consideration;

 A key principle of the Terms of Reference will be to ensure that citizens group
membership is comprised of representative demographics;

 Staff will support the citizens group with technical input, modelling, and
economic analysis;

 If staffing issues improve, staff may accelerate the Taylor Way Local Area
Plan and look at redeployment of resources; and
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 This is an evolving situation and staff are drafting an approach that will be
brought to the Community Engagement Committee for feedback.

Discussion ensued and the Community Engagement Committee provided the 
following feedback: 

 It is important that the Ambleside Local Area Plan does not feel like a less
important plan; J. Bailey informed that a citizens group is a different tool in the
toolkit of a planner and that citizens and staff will work together;

 It is important for citizen group members to clearly understand expectations;

 Ensure that the framework is well understood by staff, the citizens group, and
the public;

 Consider that it may take significant staff resources to manage the citizens
group; J. Bailey informed that the citizens group approach will empower the
community to lead the planning process;

 Requested that case examples be provided to the Community Engagement
Committee to demonstrate how other organizations have used this approach;

 Education is very important; explain to the community that this is a democratic
process;

 Transportation should be included in the Ambleside Local Area Plan;

 Consider engaging with other levels of government to acquire funding; and

 Consider how the planning process will be carried through the 2022 local
government election.

It was Moved and Seconded: 

THAT the report regarding Staff Update: Review of Engagement Underway be 
received for information. 

CARRIED 

5. Community Services Survey

A. Mafi (Manager, Community Relations & Communications) spoke relative to the
document regarding “Communications & Engagement Overview: Reimagine
Community Services – Post-Pandemic Recovery Strategy, April 2022” and informed
that:

 The purpose of the engagement is to assess current and future community
needs for recreation and community services in West Vancouver;

 Public input will help create a short-term focus and provide high-level
direction for programming and services moving forward;

 A survey, available online and paper copy, will be conducted to collect input
on program categories;

 Community Services staff will be working with a consultant to develop the
public engagement;

 Staff and stakeholder workshops will be held to collect ideas and information;
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 Risks of the engagement include people providing off-topic feedback on the
pandemic, the District’s vaccination policy, and personal bias about
Community Services; and

 Staff plan to provide the draft survey to the Community Engagement
Committee for review in late-March for launch in early-May.

J. Lawlor (Senior Manager of Community Services) informed this is an opportunity to
reimagine community services by working with the community to hear their ideas
and achieve their vision.

Discussion ensued and the Community Engagement Committee provided the 
following feedback: 

 A recent survey from Enhance West Van is very similar, which is poor timing
and coordination; improve coordination and develop a clear explanation of the
difference between Enhance West Van and the District to avoid confusion;

 Aim to collect feedback from young age groups, high school students,
daycares, and young families;

 This is an ideal opportunity to have pop-ups at community centres, fields,
other popular areas, and Spring Fest West;

 Manage discussions that are out of scope by clarifying that this engagement
is focused on programs and services that are offered by the District;

 Improve branding;

 Aim to include groups that may not be typically involved in community
services programs;

 Refer to other municipalities to learn about their post-pandemic recovery
strategies;

 Be forward-looking and avoid dwelling on the pandemic; and

 Be prepared for people to go off topic and allow them to express themselves.

It was Moved and Seconded: 

THAT the report regarding Community Services Survey be received for information. 

CARRIED 

6. Poverty Reduction Strategy – Tri-municipal Public Engagement

D. Powers (Director, Community Relations & Communications) spoke relative to the
document regarding “Communications & Engagement Overview: Poverty Reduction
Strategy for the North Shore” and informed that:

 The District of West Vancouver is working with the District of North
Vancouver, City of North Vancouver, Squamish Nation, and Tsleil-Waututh
Nation to develop a Poverty Reduction Strategy for the North Shore;

 District staff have reviewed the draft engagement plan and provided feedback
on some concerns; it has been decided that a survey will not be included in
this engagement; and
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 The purpose of this report is to bring the engagement to the attention of the
Community Engagement Committee, advise members of the initial plan, and
collect any additional feedback.

Discussion ensued and the Community Engagement Committee provided the 
following feedback: 

 Avoid off-topic discussion as there are few actions that local governments
have authority on and can achieve;

 This engagement could be improved by being more specific on what can
realistically be done; and

 The action and engagement phases are confusing.

It was Moved and Seconded: 

THAT the report regarding Poverty Reduction Strategy – Tri-municipal Public 
Engagement be received for information. 

CARRIED 

7. Staff Update: Review of Engagement Underway

Considered immediately following Item 4.

8. Annual Committee Evaluation

A. Mafi (Manager, Community Relations & Communications) informed that the
Annual Committee Evaluation was emailed to all District committee members in
December 2021 to provide feedback on their experience on the committee, and no
completed evaluations were received; staff will send out the 2022 evaluation in
November with hopes of achieving more participation.

Councillor Gambioli suggested a policy to follow up with all working groups for an 
evaluation; D. Powers (Director, Community Relations & Communications) has 
extended the question to working group staff liaisons and will follow up. 

It was Moved and Seconded: 

THAT the report regarding Annual Committee Evaluation be received for 
information. 

CARRIED 

9. Committee Member Update

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the discussion regarding Committee Member Update be received for
information.

CARRIED 
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PUBLIC QUESTIONS 

10. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

C. Reynolds (member of the public) commented regarding the following:

 The time and efforts of the committee are appreciated;

 Thanked staff for posting the agenda package to the website and queried
regarding when it is posted on the website; D. Powers (Director, Community
Relations & Communications) informed that it is posted no later than 48 hours
prior to the meeting;

 The meeting minutes don’t include what the question and answers are;
D. Powers informed that staff will discuss with Legislative Services; and

 Offered to include District information in West Van Matters; D. Powers
informed that West Van Matters does a great job of including final information
that is available on the District website.

NEXT MEETING 

11. NEXT MEETING

Staff confirmed that the next Community Engagement Committee meeting is
scheduled for April 6, 2022 at 3 p.m.

12. ADJOURNMENT

It was Moved and Seconded:

THAT the March 2, 2022 Community Engagement Committee meeting be
adjourned.

CARRIED 

The meeting adjourned at 5:09 p.m. 

Certified Correct: 

___________ ________________ 
Chair Committee Clerk 
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Unfortunately, owing to the additional costs described above that were not budgeted for, the undergrounding that was 
originally planned as part of the Horseshoe Bay Streetscapes project cannot be completed at this time.  Please sign up on 
the Horseshoe Bay Streetscape webpage to be notified of any streetscape project updates and future engagement. 
 
Regards, 
 
Jenn Moller, P.Eng   
Director, Engineering & Transportation |  District of West Vancouver 
604‐925‐7171  |  westvancouver.ca 
 





It is imperative that the funds that were initially earmarked for undergrounding remain earmarked for Horseshoe 
Bay and used in a timely manner so that we aren’t subjected to further disruptions a few years from now, along 
with wasted tax dollars when the sidewalks on Bay St. could potentially be dug up a second time to 
accommodate the inevitable. 

I look forward to your thoughts. 

Kind Regards, 

 

West Vancouver
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